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Abstract:

Educators should movefrom teacher-centered learning to student-centered

learning, from isolated work to collaborative work, andfromfactual knowledge-

based instructions to critical thinking and informed decision-making. The high

tech classroom should be more interactive and encourage active, exploratory,

inquiry-based learning, as opposed to the didactic mode in which teachersfeed

students information. (Valenti,2000, p. 85)

The influence of technology in schools is growing as quickly as the students it impacts.

As a pioneer in an e-leaming high school, I hoped to better understand the effects and

influences of this learning tool in the English classroom. Using interpretive ethnography

as my main frame of reference, I examined the role oftechnology in a grade 9 Academic

English class environment. My role was participant observer as I worked with 4 students

in the Laptop Program at St. Augustine Catholic High School. Through interview,

observation, joumaling, and thick description, I undertook a journey into cyberspace. I

documented the experiences, the frustrations, and the highlights of being in e-leaming

along with my students. In this study, I specifically considered the issues of teacher

training, administrative support, technology support personnel, resource availability, the

role of the teacher in a constructivist classroom, and the benefits ofthe laptop computer

as a learning tool in classroom and school.
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"That Station"

By Robert J. Hastings

Tucked away in our subconscious minds is an idyllic vision. We see oiffselves on

a long, long trip that spans a seemingly endless tract of land. We're passengers on a train,

gazing through windows at life. We drink in the passing scene: cars, children playing,

cattle, row upon row ofcom and wheat, valleys, mountains and rolling hillsides. We

travel though city skylines, in biting winter and blazing summer.

But uppermost in our minds is the final destination. On a certain day at a certain

hour we will pull into the station. There will be bands playing and flags waving. And

once we get there, so many wonderful dreams will come true. Our wishes will be fulfilled

and the pieces of our lives knit together like a completed jigsaw puzzle.

"When we reach the station, that will be it," we cry. Unfortunately, once we get //,

then // disappears. The station somehow hides from us.

Sooner or later we must realize there is no station, no one place to arrive at once

and for all. The true joy of life is in the trip, the station is but a dream. "Savour the

moment," is a good motto. Stop pacing the aisles and coimting the miles. Instead, climb

more mountains, 'Cat more ice cream and go barefoot more often. Swim more rivers,

watch more simsets, laugh more and cry less. Life must be lived in the journey. The

station may never come.

(Source Unknown)
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CHAPTER ONE: "ALL ABOARD"

Packing My Bags

I have not always thought ofmy life as a journey. There was a time, not too long

ago, that I kept waiting to get to 'that station." And though I cannot pinpoint the exact

moment when my view changed, I know it has. It seems ironic to be using the metaphor

of a train journey in this thesis because such an old form of travel does not seem to have a

place in the technology-based environment that I teach in, yet, somehow, the melding of

old and new seems to be a wonderful fit as I set out on this "Journey into Cyberspace."

I started teaching 14 years ago by default. I had finished university with no real

direction. I tree-planted in Northern British Colimibia after graduation, and since there is

nothing else to do but spend time with yourself and think, I thought about where I would

head next. Teaching seemed a logical choice based on a degree in Physical Education and

English and numerous summers spent working at camps with children. I ended up at

Memorial University in Newfoimdland and, surprisingly, fell in love with teaching.

First Stop: St. Elizabeth Catholic High School (1989-1994)

I graduated at a time when teaching jobs were plentiful and had my pick of

regions to work in. I started in 1989 at a new high school in Thomhill, Ontario called St.

Elizabeth Catholic High School with a crew of yoimg teachers; this would be the first

stop on myjoumey-a stop that lasted 5 years. Much ofmy life's focus at that time

revolved MX)und being active and involved in coaching and playing sports. Technology

did not F^ay an important role. I never took a computer course in high school or

throughout university; I t>'ped my essays on an IBM electric typewriter-how I wish I had





had a computer then! When I started teaching, many ofmy handouts and tests were

handwritten. I graduated to using a computerized marks i^-ogram in the mid 1990s and

started to become familiar with word processing then too. These tools certainly made

planning and photocopying easier, but I never looked at the computer as a tool to be used

inside the walls ofmy classroom.

As a classroom teacher, I think I was very traditional-teaching as I had been

taught at a private girls' school. The teacher always stood at the front of the classroom

and the material was delivered for students to digest and regurgitate on demand. I, too,

found this method the easiest way to wade through heavy curriculimi, though I think my

sense ofhumor did allow for some less than traditional lessons to occur. Reflecting on

those first few years of teaching now, I consider them lessons in trial and error. There

was no mentor program in place, and learning how to handle discipline problems was

often the topic of dinner table conversation in my parents' home.

1 taught Physical and Health Education for 5 years and then became bored and

exhausted by the constant demands of the subject. I decided to try my hand at my second

teaching subject-English. Circumstances in my personal life also dictated a need for

change, and so I applied for a transfer to a new high school in Maple, Ontario-Saint Joan

of Arc Catholic High School.

Second Stop: Saint Joan of Arc CHS {1994-2001)

This second stop on my journey of teaching created a change in subject area and

school that also precipitated a change in my teaching methods. The student population at

Saint Joan of Arc Catholic High School was not academically focused, and many

students were quite needy. The lecture method did not work well, and so I began to





implement changes to my teaching practices. I found letting go of the traditional

pedagogy difficult, but the benefits were clear—students were more engaged in their

learning and more involved. They were taking control of their learning and becoming

critical thinkers (students who could express an opinion and share their voice). I had

never been taught to be a critical thinker, and so it was a new and liberating experience

for me as well. It was not until I started my Master ofEducation studies in 1999 that I

realized that my opinions and experiences mattered in my writing, and this notion was

soon reflected in my classroom. My students were learning how to write using "I," and

they were coming to understand that they had valid opinions and life experiences that

made a difference when they responded to the literature. I think my pedagogy began

moving in a constructivist direction then, and I was pleased by that change.

At the same time I was undergoing change in the classroom, I was moving

through a transition in my personal life as well. My personal relationships were missing

something-1 was successful and confident in my work life but lacked confidence in my

relationships. I was not as communicative or expressive as I wanted to be and often felt

as though I had no input or control over my connections with others. I wanted to be more

relaxed and less riddled with anxiety. I also needed to learn how to better my

relationship with my family, so I decided to learn more about how I could change by

speaking to a professional counselor. Though she did help me learn to interact with my

family more effectively, I think the skills I learned made me a better person and teacher

as well. I was no longer taking responsibility for my students' shortcomings and

problems-I was helping them learn how to deal with them just as I was learning to deal

with my own. I was learning to be proactive instead of reactive, and I could see change in





my teaching and my general demeanor. I could finally leave some unwanted baggage

behind as I moved forward on my journey.

While all this was happening, I was still somewhat dissatisfied with the school I

was teaching in. I felt the department head did not want to see me further my career.

Through further examination of the works of literature in our courses, I also believed

there was little vision when selecting literature for our students. For example, there was

not one strong, female protagonist in any of the course texts. All the characters were

white males, and I felt the English courses were not adequately representing the different

cultures, genders, or sexual differences of the students we taught. I wanted to see this

change-I wanted students in our English program to leave high school with a broader

understanding of the world we live in-one which does not consist only of white, male

characters.

During the final 3 years I spent teaching at Saint Joan ofArc Catholic High

School, I tried to build changes into the curriculum. I introduced The Stone Diaries by

Carol Shields into the Ontario Academic Credit (OAC) course, and the novel Bad Boy by

Diane Wieler came into the Grade 12 General English program, hi this way, a strong

female protagonist and a gay teenager were introduced to our students, and both novels

were well received. In my last year at Saint Joan ofArc Catholic High School, I started to

think about the need for technology to become part ofmy teaching. I can connect this

move to a job I was applying for at the time. I decided to apply for a Vice Principal

position with our-coterminus board, and one ofthe questions on the application asked me

to comment on the implementation oftechnology in my teaching. I realized then that I

did not use technology at all in the classroom. I did not get the position, but decided it





was time to integrate technology into my teaching. Technology-based activities would

bring me one step closer to creating a well-rounded, constructivist classroom.

I tried to build a web-based assignment into my grade 9 English course. Though I

had support and assistance from my teacher-librarian, what I found was that I knew very

little and I got increasingly frustrated, as did my students, when it came time to put things

together and use the technology. Though I had very little use for this tool, 1 was envious

of some ofmy students who were so comfortable and knowledgeable with computers.

They had no fear, whereas I constantly worried I would hit the wrong button and send

everything I'd ever written into cyberspace, never to be seen again.

I abandoned this use of technology quite quickly and decided to focus on my

career path instead. In the fall of 2000, 1 was enrolled in the Principal Qualification

Course-Part 1 and needed a practicum project as part of the course requirements. The

Teacher Advisor Program was just getting under way as part of the new high school

curriculum. I was teaching in a school of 1 ,500 students, and I thought that organizing

and implementing this program at my school would be a perfect practicum. I was also

nearing the end ofmy course work in my Master of Education degree and thought this

would be an excellent topic around which to complete my exit project. The Teacher

Advisor Program was considered a waste oftime by students and teachers alike at my

school and, though it did not hold great interest for me, I thought I could "kill two birds

with one stone." I did not really think about what I was going to accomplish or why it

would be important; I just wanted to finish my courses and my degree. And now, here it

is-2002-and I find myselfon a completely different track and embracing every minute of

it.





Next Stop: St. Augustine Catholic High School (2001 -Present)

The opportunity for another position of leadership arrived in^arly April of 2001

with the posting of department headships at St. Augustine Catholic High School in

Unionville, Ontario. It was clear that some experience as a department head would be of

use before applying again for a vice principal position, so I decided to oipply for the

position ofHead of English and Modem Languages. A position of leadership was what I

was striving for, but working at a technology-focused school was not what I considered

to be my ideal job. St. Augustine Catholic High School was tagged an "e-leaming"

school. My computer skills were limited to basic word processing and e-mail sending. If

pressed, I could put together a rudimentary PowerPoint presentation. I was definitely not

comfortable with technology and had no real idea ofhow to use it, as attributed to my

poor attempt at Saint Joan of Arc Catholic High School. I decided to apply and deal with

the technology angle of things later!

Looking back, I never thought I would find myself in the place I am today.

And so it is wdth humor, pride, and irony that I look back over the last 2 years and bear

witness to the incredible progress I have made as a learner and teacher at St. Augustine

CHS. 1 am definitely glad my train stopped in Unionville and that I disembarked. And

though I'm not sure how long I will be here, this school has become a true haven for me-

a place that has rekindled my passion for teaching.

Arriviog in Unionville

The first time I drove along Rodick Avenue, 1 had not yet heard if the position

was mine, it reminded me ofmy house-hunting days. I saw my home and had already

started thinking of all the places where my furniture and x^ollected history could go, even





though the offer had not yet gone through. I wanted to see the school just in case the job

became mine. From my first view of this almost-finished building, I thou^t, this is a

place for me to hang my hat and set up an English Department with new philosophies. I

would be able to unpack my bags and finally be rid of the "old boys" mentality that I had

spent the last 12 years under-I would be able to put all the female authors 1 wanted into

tiie program, and it would be rich in cultural diversity and contemporary literature. The

decision from the Board that I was the successful applicant arrived in early April, and

from that point on, I drove by the school on a weekly basis.

The first time I drove to the school, I had been so focused on finding it that I

never noticed the neighborhood that surrounded it. The houses looked fairly new-lawns

were well manicured and healthy, and rich, green shrubs dotted the yards. The trees along

the boulevards had yet to take on Uiat stately atmosphere of entities that had been around

and seen all that the houses had to show. The cars in the driveways were late model,

luxury vehicles, and most homes had three-car garages. I was already forming a picture

of the clientele I would be serving-the neighbourhood appeared to be the perfect

environment to launch an e-leaming school, as the area seemed one of afRuence.

When I hit the four-way stop, I paused to take a good look at the building that

would be my second home for the next few years. It was a blend of red brick, concrete,

and glass, but it did not bear any resemblance to the shopping malls that my previous two

schools seemed modeled after. It was two floors, spread out over a panorama of

suburbia. A subtle cross was embedded into the wall to the right of the main entrance-

the only real hint that the doctrine of Catholicism was the foundation upon which the

teachings of the school would be built.
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It looked and smelled new-it had that new car feeling. Every window sparkled-

not yet fallen victim to teenage hands and projectiles. The driveway was freshly paved,

and the speed bumps lay in wait for the teenagers who would eventually challenge them

every time they entered or left the school groundsCSeePigure 1). Pla>ang fields span the

west side of the school, and there is an ostentatious back entrance into the cafetorium

(See Figure 2). My practical side cringes at the heat loss from all those windows that

reach for the sky. . /

The inside of the building is no less magnificent. I think that if only these students

could see the high schools that most ofus attended in the 1970s and 1980s, they'd realize

how truly fortunate they are; but to them, this type of building is the norm. Upon

entering the front doors, there stretches a foyer with a staircase that puts Scarlet O'Hara

from Gone With the Wind to shame (See Figiire 3). It will make a wonderful entrance

for a graduation processional. The foyer is surroimded by glassed-in computer labs, and

to the right sits a small chapel; I think it may have a difficult time convincing the growing

population to visit. The school spreads left and right from the foyer—go left to the Arts

and Technology wing or head right to the Religion and Physical and Health Education

areas. Straight ahead, under the staircase, is the cafeteria and drama stage. Take a risk

and head up the stately steps and you will find yourself peering into the school resource

center (historically known as a library). Though there are few books on the shelves, it

bustles with activity. It boasts a fiill computer lab, seminar rooms, and lots of natural

light. The librarian has a vision of kites and flags falling from the ceiling, and in time I

think it will be an inviting and magical place. The second floor also hosts the
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Figure 2. The back entrance to the cafetorium.
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Figure 3. The front foyer of St. Augustine CHS.
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Math, Social Science, English, French, and Science classrooms, not to mention a

rubberized track that rings the corridor.

interesting enough, I wondered ifmy initial impressions would be accurate, since

I had been teaching in the building for almost 3 months when 1 first wrote them down. I

took the opportunity to ask my student teacher at the time, Andrea, what her impressions

were, to see ifwe held similar views. The interesting thing for me about gathering

Andrea's opinions is that she taught as an unqualified teacher at the same school as I did

last year, so she, too, was coming from that same environment. She described the school

in a similar manner. She was able to smell the newness of the building and the fi-esh paint

and commented on the tidiness of the building overall. She did note that parts of the

school felt deserted, because lockw^ were bolted shut and many classrooms were empty

and remained locked. Architecturally, she liked the building-the centrality ofthe library

and cafeteria and the foyer has a welcoming and open feeling. She also commented that

'the computer labs in the foyer give visitors a sense ofthe school's commitment to e-

leaming" (A.Ledvinka, personal communication, October 15, 2001). My classroom is

down one ofthese halls, a place of enjo>Tnent and leaming-I hope.

How does one describe the typical institutional-looking classroom? The pale

green, yellow, or blue walls; the desks; the chairs; the smell of chalk dust and dirty

blackboards-though it was brand new, it still reminded me of the many classrooms I have

sat in over the years. I do not think schools have changed that much m the past 50 years,

thou^ my room is slightly more affable. Its walls are adorned with poetry fi-om the

Toronto Transit Commission, courtesy of an advertising company. The bulletin boards

are decorated, and past student posters ^^oe the wails <See Figure 4). An oak bookshelf
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Figure 4. Two views ofmy classroom
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rescued from my parents' basement sits by one window, and a fancy tv/vcr stands in the

comer. The curtains would not be my first choice in home decorating, but they keep the

light out when necessary. Along one wall, I have photographs of the classes I have taught

over the last 8 years; sadly, I never thought oftaking pictures right at the beginning ofmy

career, but the students who come in take pride in knowing their pictures will one day

adorn this makeshift display wall. They love to look at whom I have taught, and though

this school does not have a history yet, I know it will someday, and these students will be

part of it. Andrea zeroed in on this feature as well. She notes, "//?e personal touch ofthe

teacher with a bulletin boardfull ofpictures ofpast classes, schools, school events,

classroom presentations, and the inclusion ofthe teacher 'spersonal life with aphoto of

her dog give the room a warm, caring, and welcomingfeel "(A.Ledvinka, personal

commimication, October 15, 2001).

It's generally a busy place. My charges chat a lot and tell me about their lives,

and in turn I share parts ofmy life with them. They are intrigued that I have a life. They

know all about my dog and my education and the friends I have. They give me tips on

how to make an essay look longer than it is by changing margins or font size. They listen

with delight to the stories of the mice in my basement and the skunk that died under the

back porch. They know about my nephews and niece, and I try to glean a little more

about Aem each day. I think they enjoy my class, some days more than others, just like I

V
enjoy teaching some days more Aan others. Our best classes are the ones that fly in a

different direction than anticipated, and when the light clicks on during tiie third act of

Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet, I know they will remember it. They will remember the

; speaker from York Region's Children's Aid Society who came to tell them about foster
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care because we are reading Ellen Foster; they will remember the goofy antics of the

Second City Troup that arrived to teach them about communication and team building.

All of these events and many more make up room 203, but there is another ar-ea of the

school they must venture to on a regular basis—the e-leaming lab in room 110.

Meeting Cyberspace Face to Face

Room 110 initially reminded me ofRoom 101 in George Orwell's 1984. For me,

it was a place ofunknown terror (remember, my computer skills were Jess than stellar)

and my worst fear-technology. For the first 2 and a halfmonths ofmy new school year, I

have been madly scrambling to learn about technology and to put together webquests, on-

line discussions, e-folios, post resources, and on it goes. I have become intimately

connected wdth my laptop computer and the Internet. I have become a computer nerd

with elan. The lab does not have the same welcoming atmosphere as my classroom

though. Three teachers share this room, so it is a little more difficult to make it my own.

The students each have a port with multitudes of wires snaking out around it; it's a

wonder class even gets started at all v^th all this connecting and logging on (See Figure

5). They also have a rolling swivel chairs—I can just imagine what activity that leads to.

Whoever thought that a chair like that would be conducive to good classroom

management? They will eventually hook up their laptops and away they will go. And it is

at this point that my skills will be tested by the toughest critics of all-my students, who

collectively know a great deal more about technology than I do. Once I came to grips

with this fact, I was not so overwhelmed. Though I would be initiating and directing

many of the activities, they would also be teaching me a great deal through this process

of e-leaming, and I would be heading in a new, collaborative direction with my students.
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Together, I think we will become better students and, I hope, more curious learners, but

time will tell ifmy prediction of acumen will come true.

The Philosophy and Culture of St. Augustine Catholic High School

To describe a building and its rooms gives only part of the flavour of a school. It

is the people and the vision within a school that really create the community of learners.

St. Augustine Catholic High School opened its doors in September of 2001 to a

community of 412 students in grades 9 and 10, 25 teaching staff, and 13 support staff. I

had always taught in large schools, so opening a new school and starting with such a

small population was refreshing. The staffhad been brought together from a number of

different high schools in the region, and we had only one first-year teacher among us.

Twelve of the teachers were designated "laptop" learning teachers and would be

responsible for implementing the program within the school for the grade 9 students

involved. While it was exciting, the challenges that faced this group of teachers, me

included, were many.

The students are a varied group. The grade 9 students arrived from five different

Catholic elementary schools in the area as well as from some public elementary schools.

The grade 10s arrived primarily from our sister high school, Brother Andre Catholic High

School, whose walls were bursting at the seams; the opening of our school provided some

welcome relief to their growth problems. Having to move a second time in 2 years did

not sit well v^th most of these students and, even though they were coming to a palatial,

new environment, there was some definite anger and attitude displayed during the first

few weeks of the school year. Not suiprising, the students adapted fairly quickly to their

new suiTOundings and got involved in all kinds of activities from sports to newspaper
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Figure 5. Room 1 10 - The laptop lab.
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to social justice clubs to arts night. Though they were young, they quickly developed a

sense of leadership and responsibility towards their personal education. Both Andrea, my

student teacher, and I noticed a different attitude than at our previous school-one filled

with respect and academic focus. There is a strong sense of school spirit developing. One

thing Andrea thought was missing was that sense of tradition that comes with an older

school-I hope this will develop as the students grow into their new place.

Our population is also fairly ethnic in nature, with a predominantly Asian flare.

Approximately 50% of our students are Asian-Chinese—and the rest of the population is

a blend of Portuguese, Italian, African-American, and Anglo-Saxon. Having taught in a

predominantly Italian school for the past 7 years, the mix of cultures was refreshing and

enlightening. The socioeconomic background ofthe majority of students is upper-middle

class. Though there are some students whose families struggle financially, the presence of

a school uniform helps to downplay this disparity. And though there is a technology

focus in our school, it is clear that the students can offer much more than just computer

skills, and sometimes I worry that we are losing sight of the balanced individual in this

bid for technological advancements.

Like any school, St. Augustine has a mission statement and a vision for its future

as well.

St. Augustine Catholic High School is a Catholic community school committed

to academic excellence. Students will be supported in their pursuit of spiritual,

intellectual, physical and social growth through diverse learning experiences. Our

graduates will attain the essential academic skills, information technology skills.
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and spiritual characteristics to become lifelong learners and positive contributors

to Church and society" (Puopolo, 2001).

The teachers and students work to put this mission into place, but there is definitely a

stronger focus on the aspect of technology-there is an entire vision in place for this very

entity. According to the Continuous Growth Plan for the school (Puopolo, 2001), the

vision of technology at St. Augustine is:

to integrate the use of information technologies in the classroom as a tool for the

enhancement, extension, and application of the curriculum. Information

technology use has been shown to aid in the development of research and writing

skills and to foster curriculum integration. Information technologies in an

*anywhere, anytime' learning environment will equip student - learners with the

advanced skills required to meet the challenges and opportunities offered by the

21'' century" (p. 1).

It is this vision that created the basis for the laptop program at my school.

The laptop program is open to any students entering grade 9 at the school and

enrolled in an academic program. It entails making a 3 year commitment, and students

must purchase or lease a specific model ofIBM computer for the program (this is so

students are working with the same images and programs). While the program is

volimtary, cost factors might inhibit some students fi-om participating, so there is a

bursary program in place. In the first year of the program, two students were on bursary.

In the second year of the program, there will be total of six students on bursary. The

money for these student computers is raised through donations within the community,

and this also shows the commitment to the focus of the school. In its first year, 1 12
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students were in the program; 2 were later expelled from the program for hacking-related

incidents. Approximately 10 students will not continue into grade 10 laptop learning, as

they found the curriculum too difficult and will move to the applied stream where the

program is not available. To date, there are 140 new grade 9 students enrolled in the

program for its second year, 2002-2003. These students were selected based on an

application, marks from grade 8, and learning skills which attested to their character and

work habits.

The school is equipped with five laptop labs and a number of rooms with smaller

hook-ups available. Students move from lab to lab and log on to their computers at the

start of class. While their programs are enhanced by this tool, it is by no means the only

tool they use. Approximately 40-50% of their program is delivered with the laptop

computer. "Laptop students are expected to not only acquire a higher degree of

technology skills, but should also be able to apply these skills in all their programs"

(Chin, 2001). I think it is also important to note, however, that nonlaptop students are

also exposed to technology within their programs. The school also boasts "e-place," a

classroom with cafe-style tables and chairs, where students can go to surf and socialize.

It is the laptop program that I focused my research on, but it is still important to

understand how technology impacts St. Augustine on a broader scale in order to

understand the culture of the school.

All students entering our school in grade 9 are required to take a Business and

Technology course that will teach them some of the basic skills needed for good

technology use. They learn fundamental keyboarding skills, Internet Research skills,

Microsoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint. The students in the laptop program are required
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to take Communication Technology in grade 1 0, where they leam web page design,

FrontPage, Netscape Composer, and Flash. They may also become familiar with

Photoshop and CorelDraw. This course is available to nonlaptop students but is not

compulsory. While it is the responsibility of the Business and Technology teachers to

teach these programs, as a laptop teacher, I, too, need to have some working knowledge

of these programs. I examine the area of teacher training in Chapter Two.

While I mentioned the support of the community earlier with respect to our

bursary program, St. Augustine Catholic High School also has other corporate links that

help enhance our technology focus. There is ongoing discussion with the Town of

Markham to link with high-tech firms in the area. IBM Canada, K-12 division, has

adopted St. Augustine, and they have helped launch the Laptop Learning Program,

provided some technical support that I review in Chapter Two, and they have provided

guest speakers to meet with students for career planning too. Palm Canada has donated

30 Palm Ml 00 units that are being used in the grade 10 Applied English and History

classes in semester one and the grade 9 Applied English and Geography classes in

semester two. Texas Instruments has given our school a grant for the Navigator Program.

Our school is also involved in the Clarica Scholars Program and Canada's SchoolNet

Network of Innovative Schools project; the latter is a grant given to 30 schools for

demonstrating leadership, commitment, and success in integrating technology in

innovative ways to improve learning. Our school was the only high school in Ontario to

receive this grant. Unionville and Markham are both affluent regions, and so support for

the programs at the school is often readily available. Clearly, this is a school committed

to technology-based learning, which makes my role all the more challenging.
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I am excited to be part of this vision, though I am still in the discovery stages of this

innovation within my school. There is much to write about in terms of research and my

student participants. The train has stopped at St. Augustine Catholic High School, and I

will climb aboard again when I am ready to move on, but for now, this is where I want to

be-on a "Journey into Cyberspace."

K'.

•',
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CHAPTER TWO: A MAP FOR THE JOURNEY

Introduction

Disembarking at St. Augustine Catholic High School has presented many

challenges for me as teacher, but it wasn't until I put on my hat as researcher that I

realized that the field of e-leaming would be so interesting. The whole phenomenon of e-

leaming seems to be taking the education system by storm. Society has shifted from an

Industrial Revolution model to an Information Revolution, and with this change comes

the need for change in our school system. According to Gilster (2000):

Digital Literacy is a necessary knowledge because the Internet has grown from

a scientist's tool to a world-wide publishing and research mediimi open to

anyone with a computer and a modem. It is the ability to understand and use

information in multiple formats from a wide range of sources when it is

presented via computers. The concept of literacy goes beyond simply being able

to read; it has always meant the ability to read with meaning and to understand.

It is the fundamental act of cognition, (p. 215)

Had you asked me a year ago about such an issue, I would have balked at the value that

educators and governments are placing on technology. But today I look at the

phenomenon through a very different lens-I am a pioneer teacher in an e-leaming high

school. I did not intend to become immersed in e-leaming, but my position of

responsibility as a department head opened a door for me, and it seems as though I have

walked through that door and into another world-one that revolves around technology

and laptop computers.
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Because I now find myself on the cutting edge of e-leaming in the English

classroom, it seemed only fitting to weave my Master of Education thesis around this

topic. 1 have been unable to find any conclusive research on the impact of e-leaming in

the classroom, and so 1 believe I have a number of important issues and potential

questions to address. I definitely need a map or some direction for this journey, so I think

the best place to begin is to try to define what I think e-leaming is. To me, it as an

extension of regular leaming that should empower students to become effective and

independent critical thinkers. I am curious to discover if it is just that in practice.

Westreich (2000) said that "it's the pedagogy, not the technology that is the key" (p. 30),

and I agree. But I do think that the technology has the potential to become a tool to

enhance the pedagogy and to create an enhanced leaming environment for students.

Wiske (2000) comments

Advocates tout computers and the Intemet as instant remedies for dry curriculum

and didactic instmction in schools. Alarmists worry that computers will replace

teachers and that the World Wide Web will poison the minds of young people....

People shape the impact of computers in school more than the features of

hardware and software, (p. 69)

Will the integration of this technology improve education or make our system more

effective? There seems to be very little conclusive research to support one belief over the

other. I have looked at a number of factors that complement the curriculum and assessed

whether students are more engaged in their leaming. Larry Cuban (2000) notes that

the fundamental issue is not whether new instmctional tools are more efficient at

accomplishing current goals with conventional methods, but instead how
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emerging media can provide an effective means of reaching essential educational

objectives in the technology driven knowledge based economy of this new

century, (p. 178)

I also think that as part of this study it was critical for me to examine my own

learning and reflect on how I can become a better teacher in an e-leaming environment.

There are different stages of learning for teachers, such as entry, adaptation, and

transformation (Coughlin, 1999), and I wanted to understand where I fit in and how I

could become a teacher who exemplified best practice in her classroom in terms of e-

leaming. I felt that, as a participant observer in my study, I began this process. Kleiman

(2000) says that "computers are powerful and flexible tools that can enhance teaching

and learning in innumerable ways. However, the value of a computer, like that of any

tool, depends upon what purposes it serves and how well it is used" (p. 8). Teaching in a

constructivist classroom, it was my belief that success in learning would follow because

students would be empowered and engaged in their learning. I thought the laptop

computer might be a tool to help produce such an environment. According to Pea (2000),

technology is viewed not as a tool for improving the efficiency of traditional

instructional methods based largely on the imidirectional transmission of isolated

facts and skills from teacher to student, but as one element of a new constructivist

approach in which teachers concentrate instead on helping their students to

actively construct their own knowledge bases and skill sets. (p. 5)

There are so many issues that fall under the umbrella of e-leaming that reach

beyond the walls of the classroom. Because of this, I also look at the need for resources,

administrative support, teacher training, and the role of teacher as facilitator in a
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constructivist classroom. I hope to draw some personal conclusions about the benefits of

e-leaming for students and, in turn, share the potential benefits of using the computer as a

new tool in a constructivist classroom.

A Look into e-Learning

When I set out to research the phenomenon of e-leaming, I was surprised at how

little conclusive research there was to draw from. Prior to the 1990s, there was only a

small body of knowledge around this topic in the school system. During the 1990s and

into the new millennium, the volume of research grew, but not as quickly as I thought it

would have. With the explosion of the Information Revolution, I assumed that academics

across North America would embrace this topic, but what I am discovering is that much

of what is out there does not provide solid conclusions and often repeats the same

patterns. I thought I would be forging my own path to a degree, and though this excites

me, it was also somewhat overwhelming. I continually reminded myself that I was on a

journey of discovery and that there would not always be clear directions to get me places.

In Pea's book. Technology and Learning (2000), he notes that "technology

change is proceeding at an exponential pace, and outstripping the capacity of society and

social institutions, including schools, to deal with its ramifications" (p. xxii). With this in

mind, I think it becomes increasingly important to examine the impact that using

computers in the classroom might have. Discussion around this issue is ongoing, as

noted by Goodson and Mangan (1996). They comment:

The debate about the role of the new technology in society and in schools is not

and must not be just about the technical correctness of what computers can and

cannot do. These may be the least important kinds of questions, in fact. Instead,
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at the very core of the debate are the ideological and ethical issues concerning

what schools should be about and whose interests they should serve, (p. 66)

We know many of the applications that computers are capable of, but it is more

important to be sure that they are being used to serve students' learning needs in broad

terms. 1 believe the educational goals of a school must be clear and the curriculum

objectives must be met. The goals of the curriculum are outlined by the Ministry of

Education, and most of these can be met in a regular classroom (one without laptop

computers), but it seems to me that the goals of the school are the critical ones for an e-

leaming program to be successful. As I outlined in Chapter One, St. Augustine Catholic

High School has set certain goals for its laptop students. In grade 9, they should be

competent in fundamental keyboarding skills, Internet research skills, Microsoft Word,

Excel, and PowerPoint. The students in the laptop program are also required to take

Communication Technology in grade 10, where they learn web page design, FrontPage,

Netscape Composer, and Flash. They may also become familiar with Photoshop and

CorelDraw. If students have a solid understanding of these applications, then they should

be successful in solving many ofthe problems presented to them through the use of the

laptop as a tool in their other core subjects. The actual curriculum may still present

difficulties for some students though, and this is where the laptop may not enhance their

leaming. If the computer is a tool that can serve both these purposes-the curriculum and

the goals of the school—then I believe it should be embraced.

One other problem is that 'technology changes the culture of the classroom, the

children, and teaching" (Gordon, 2000, p. 84). If the system and educators are not

prepared for these changes, then the value oftechnology in the classroom will be lost and
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the money spent on this initiative will be wasted. This notion is further supported in

Gordon's book The Digital Classroom - How Technology is Changing the Way We

Teach and Learn._GoTdon comments that

computers are powerful and flexible tools that can enhance teaching and

learning in innumerable ways. However, the value of the computer, like that of

any tool, depends upon what purposes it serves and how well it is used.

Computers can be used in positive ways - such as to help make learning more

engaging, to better address the needs of individual students, to provide access to

a wealth of information, and to encourage students to explore and create; or in

negative ways - such as to play mindless games, access inappropriate materials,

or isolate students, (p. 8)

Deciding on whether or not to implement technology in the classroom comes

with many ramifications. The students I teach are more comfortable and much more

savvy with respect to this tool than I am. Knowing how to use a computer and to

access information v^U become "increasingly necessary to effective social and

economic participation" (Becker, 2000, p. 84). Students definitely need exposure to this

tool, but the question ofhow much and for what purposes appears still to be

determined. There is a wony that the use of technology will further separate those in

poorer socioeconomic areas, and there is concern over whether all schools and

educators can meet the growing demands of the information age. Though we have a

large number of students in the laptop program, I am certain that there are a number

who did not apply simply because they could not afford it. To date, the cost of being in

this program is approximately $3,000. This amount covers the cost of purchasing or
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leasing a laptop computer. Students still need Internet access at home, a printer, the cost

of cartridges, paper, CDs, and discs. While St. Augustine Catholic High School does

offer a bursary program for families with a lower income, it certainly cannot cover

everyone who might need it. For this reason alone, I have made certain, as a department

head, that all our nonlaptop English courses have a great deal of technology integrated

into them as well. This just furthers my belief that it is important for students to be

exposed to technology in their English course.

As I researched this phenomenon, a number ofkey topics or issues raised by

many researchers provided me with a sense of direction or a framework about what to

examine in my own study. The cost of outfitting a school or students with computers is

paramount, and Boards of Education must determine whether this is the best area in

which to spend their decreasing funds. Once a technology initiative is implemented, the

issues of on-site technical support, teacher training, availability of resources, and

administrative support all become part of the mix. The availability of computers also

leads to equity issues. The role of teacher as a facilitator becomes a key area to address.

While all of the aforementioned topics seem to cast a shadow on technology in schools,

many researchers seem to think that the benefits of using technology in the classroom

still outweigh the problems. I explored many of these issues with respect to my own

classroom and school. I wanted to see what the impact of a technology program on

student learning was and whether it seemed to be worth £ill the effort.

At this point in time, St. Augustine CHS is certainly reeling under the

expectations ofthe e-leaming program. The growing pains of a new school are
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compounded by the implementation of our technology program. As a teacher in this

school, I am experiencing many of the issues I have been reading about in my research.

Cost of the program, the lack of technical support, administrative support, teacher

training, a lack of resources, and the role of the teacher all impact the program and need

to be examined.

Cost Factors

The decision to implement a technology initiative in any school is one that must

be carefully thought out. As schools and boards of education try to budget with

decreasing government funding, it becomes an even more difficult decision. While I do

not want to spend too much time focusing on this issue, it is one worth mentioning. The

school I teach in has earmarked a large amount ofmoney for a technology initiative and

the focus of the school is on technology, yet what has become clear is that the amount of

money allocated was not enough. The program is becoming popular, and the needs are

much larger than first thought. In the second year of operation, the teacher-librarian and

the head of the Religion department volunteered to rewire many of the laptop labs and the

cross-curricular labs. It was necessary for them to xmdertake this task because, had the

principal waited for the school board to make the necessary changes, it would have taken

months instead of weeks. Yet, in my mind, this should have been done in the summer

prior to the school opening in September of 2003. It was 3 weeks before my laptop

students were actually using their computers because of this. And while the teachers are

dealing v^th these delays, what is yet to be determined is whether this initiative will

afford significant educational advantages for the students involved in the laptop program,

making it difficult to justify spending large amounts ofmoney on a program that is still in
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the early stages of development. Mary Puopolo, the school principal, notes that her main

worry for the future of the program in terms of funding is that ^'finding thefunds to

maintain the Laptop Bursary Program and thefunds to purchase laptopsfor the staffs

will always be a concern (M. Puopolo, e-mail, September 21, 2002). In addition to this,

as a laptop teacher, my laptop is already outdated, as I do not have the same model or

image that my current grade 9 students have, so there will be times when they are using

programs that I do not have access to on my own computer.

However, the advantage to teaching in this program at St. Augustine Catholic

High School is that the technology is readily available and portable. Students travel from

class to class with their laptops. This program is open to all students, but clearly the ones

who come from the more affluent families have a distinct advantage in being involved in

the program simply by being able to afford it. It is open to everyone, but there are not

enough funds to ensure that everyone who wants to apply will. "Proponents argue that

personalized laptops can open doors for shy students or others who blossom by working

on their own. But they can also offload the cost of technology onto families, causing

inequities" (Sheppard, 1998, p. 86). It would be interesting to determine the difference in

grades between students in the laptop and nonlaptop programs. I did not come across any

research that focused on this, and while I do not want it to be my focus, some initial

statistics from the first year are available. In the first year of the program, there were

eight sections of grade 9 Academic English running at the school. Four of these sections

were laptop and four were nonlaptop. The course medians for the laptop classes were

approximately 4-8 points higher than the nonlaptop courses in the first semester and 1-2

points higher in the second semester. It is curious that the exam medians were 1-2 points
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lower in both semesters for the laptop classes (St. Augustine Catholic High School,

2002). It is difficult to determine why this might be, as the complexion of the classes

varies so greatly. From personal experience, I know I had a stronger academic class first

semester than I did second semester during the first year that the program was running.

Students cover the same curriculum; it is just the delivery that is different. I hope I can

address this issue through my participants.

A key decision in implementing technology also lies in the understanding that it

alone does not change school practice-a school still needs curriculum goals, materials,

resources, assessment and evaluation policies, and teacher development (Wiske, 2000, p.

70). All of these factors must be taken into consideration and, as with everything, they do

not come cheaply, so determining where to spend funds is a critical issue.

While the e-leaming program at St. Augustine Catholic High School has had

much success in its first 2 years, there are a number of problems as well. I do not think

that the York Catholic District School Board really looked at this phenomenon as

carefully as they should have. I do not think they fully understood the magnitude and

popularity of the program and so did not provide proper fimding and infi-astructure for

this technology-based school. The Board Internet speed is extremely slow; Markham

does not yet have access to highspeed Internet; the consultant in charge ofcomputers in

the classroom was moved back to the classroom in the Spring of 2002, and no one has

been hired to replace him, so that there is not a contact person at the board level who is a

voice for technology. As well, not enough money was earmarked for teacher inservicing.

One other concern lies in the fact that warranties on teacher laptops ran out and were not

renewed. No insurance was provided for these machines and, fi-om personal experience.
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my own insurance company will not insure the laptop as I did not purchase it. So while

nothing has gone wrong yet, I wonder what will happen when the first teacher laptop is

stolen or crashes. While a program can still be in place, these shortfalls raise concerns

about the sustainability of the program.

Lack of Technical Support

^Imagine ifevery Thursday your shoes exploded ifyou tied them the usual way. This

happens to us all the time with computers and nobody thinks ofcomplaining.
"

• » (JeffRaskin)

Another fundamental issue that the research addresses is the necessity for

technical support in a school with technology-based initiatives. A school can have a

multitude of computers and enthusiastic, committed teachers, but without on-site

technical support, the program is doomed. Bobowick (2001) notes:

The use of technology in schools requires continual professional development

to acquaint users with new software, new hardware, and how to effectively

integrate technology into curriculiun, instruction, and assessment. Further,

technology requires just-in-time support to deal with hardware and software

problems, (p. 75)

Teachers need support and so do students, so that when problems occur, they are

remedied immediately or within a reasonable period of time-not days later. From the

research and personal experience, this seems to be the one area that will enable a

technology program to be successful. To bring the importance of this issue to light, I

simply have to look back at some ofmy journals from the opening days ofmy Grade 9

laptop program:
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The kids arrived-all abuzz— excited to begin-they were finally going to use

their computers. They hooked up, and lo and behold, 12 ports were not working.

I sent Andrea, my student teacher, to the office to report it. (Thankfully, she is

here right now because, without her, I would not have been able to leave the

class, and often using the phone does not help as the secretaries are extremely

busy and do not know the whereabouts ofthe technician.) Surprise-a technician

was actually in the school. He came to look, but in the meantime, I've got 12

out of25 students who can 7 log onto the network to begin the lesson I had

carefully planned. 1 try to show them the activity anyway, using the projector

and my laptop. I have them share with someone who has a working port. Things

seem to be running ok. I'm showing them how to copy andpaste html codefi-om

e-library into their e-folio sections-something I have practiced numerous times

in preparationfor today, but, ofcourse, it doesn 't work. My screenfreezes and

the template disappears. Meanwhile, the technician decides it 's not the ports-

it 's a bigger problem. We packed it in and the kids talkedfor the last 20

minutes ofclass. Ijust wanted the bell to ring and I wanted to toss my laptop

out on the Don Valley Parkway on the way home. I have never been so glad to

see a day end. What will Monday bring? (Personal Journal, November 1 7,

2001)

I have encountered far too many frustrating days like this one in the classroom, where

students experience technological difficulties and there is no one available to fix them or

assist us in the classroom. The principal, Mary Puopolo, is well aware of the situation.

She '"'has to constantly inform senior administration that technical support is crucialfor
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both staffand students and that we cannot afford to run an efficientprogram ifthe

support is not available when problems occur'' (M. Puopolo, e-mail, September 21,

2002).

At St. Augustine, the laptop technician is in the school only two mornings a week.

Often, the problemsjust arise as you are working through something and I have

to stop teaching to address them, which is really quite ridiculous as J know very

little about the technical side ofthe machines and am unable to help the students.

It means having to phone the office or library tofind out ifsomeone is around-

class is interrupted -the kids get offtrack and then I have to pull them back in

again. I'mfinding the support is next to nonexistentfrom the technical side. Now

that I'mfinallyfeeling comfortable with the activities, the problems are occurring

with the machines! personal Journal, January 1 1 , 2002)

This type of frustration does not bode well for a program that will have an enrolment of

310 students for the 2002-03 school year. Wiske (2000) summed it up appropriately when

he commented:

Ifwe want new technologies to foster significant changes in the content and

process of learning, we need to devise ways of changing the professional culture

of teaching. Changing curriculum standards and materials, revising assessment

devices and policies, supplying schools with technical infi-astructure, and hiring

appropriate technical personnel will all be necessary but not sufficient, (p. 74)

All of this is necessary as long as it is matched with ongoing dialogue and professional

learning by staff and administrators.
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To add to this problem, in May of 2002 the Board did not renew the contract with

the technician suppHed by IBM. While I know it was primarily a money issue, the impact

of this is incredible.

The technician is the one who images computers with all the necessary software

andfixes the students ' machines. He is also the one who has been paramount in

capturing our hackers in the school. Iam prettyfrustrated but itjust doesn 't seem

worth losing sleep over. Ifthe board and the principal expect to run a solid

program, then something needs to be done to keep him at our school personal

Journal, May 10, 2002).

This technician has spent the first year with us, helping iron out the kinks of the program.

It is critical to keep this continuity in the program, or the teachers are inevitably going to

withdraw from it. I do not think the Board realizes the gravity of this situation. I do not

think they understand how frustrating it is to try to teach a well-planned lesson only to

have to pull some other trick out ofmy sleeve to compensate for the perils of technology!

When school opened in September of 2002, 1 was relieved to learn that the school board

had hired back the technician, but not through IBM. I did not care who hired him as long

as he was going to be there to help us through our second year. It was almost as though a

weight lifted offmy shoulders to know that he was going to be there to help me and the

other new teachers in my department. It is still not clear though how often he will be

present, and this continues to be a problem that our administration is constantly bringing

to the attention of senior administration at the board level.
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Administrative Support

In conjunction with technical support, for a technology program to be successful,

a school must have a supportive administrator or administrative team. In their book, The

Connected SchooL Means, Penuel, and Padilla (2001) note that the principal helps

develop strategies for promoting technology use among staff and helps acquire resources

to support technology use in schools. This may include funding from outside corporations

(p. 49). They also comment that the principal "is active in setting the vision for

technology's role. She/he keeps in touch with networks of technology using schools and

with curriculum and school reform movements" (Means et al. p. 49). The school I teach

in has a strong partnership with IBM, and the program would not be viable without that

connection. It seems to me that the private sector vdll become more and more involved in

technology initiatives as schools look for funding from other sources and not just the

government. "In the new knowledge society. . ., the walls - literal and metaphorical - that

make up a traditional school will become far more permeable as practitioners from the

outside become more involved in the educational process" (Cuban, 2000, p. 1 78). Yet no

matter how much outside influence comes into play in a technology-based school, the

research seems to show one common factor-that when local administrators support

changing technology, schools are more successful (Valenti, 2000, p. 84).

At St. Augustine CHS, the principal, Mary Puopolo, is extremely supportive. The

whole vision of the laptop program and an e-leaming school is one she wholeheartedly

supports. Certainly, many of the initiatives and support for the program come from her

enthusiasm and belief in technology as a tool for enhanced learning in schools. It was her

initial vision of a technology-based school that set the wheels in motion for St. Augustine
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Catholic High School. Within the Continuous Growth Plan for the school, Mary Puopolo

has highlighted a list of Hallmarks of an Innovative School that she would like to

implement at St. Augustine Catholic High School. These were developed from a research

paper from the SchoolNet Network of Innovative Schools on Technology and Learning.

They include:

- technology being available and used to support various types of learning

- sufficient Professional Development opportunities for teachers to learn how

technology works and how it is integrated into the curriculum

- an adequate framework of support is established to promote the use of these

technologies and to maintain them

- established partnerships with the community including parents, universities,

colleges, and other organizations

- teachers being able to collaborate with other teachers to provide project-based,

cross-disciplinary learning opportunities for students

- students being able to collaborate with one another, with teachers, and

mentors, both communally and globally (Puopolo, 2001).

Looking back over the first year of the school's growth, many of these initiatives have

been implemented as Mary Puopolo continues to support technology in our school.

She has also done a tremendous amount ofnetworking to gain community

support in terms of businesses. Aside from our partnership with IBM Canada, many

organizations in the community donate money toward the bursary program at the school.

She was also the one who applied for and received the grant from SchoolNet - Canada's

Network of Innovative Schools. She has worked tirelessly to ensure that the program is
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well promoted and supported. Her attendance at conferences and workshops brings an

added element of professional development back to the staff; when I see my principal as

enthusiastic as she is, it only furthers my interest. She has also been fully supportive of

my own professional development by allowing me to leave school to attend conferences

such as The Learning Partnership and the Educational Computing Organization of

Ontario (ECOO), where I have presented my activities to audiences of teachers and

administrators. Without her support, I would not have been able to enhance my own

learning experiences.

One month into the second year of the program, I e-mailed Mary Puopolo to ask

her about some of her thoughts on the program and its success thus far. While it was the

Senior Administration and the Trustees of the York Catholic District School Board who

spearheaded a technology-focused school, Mary is still in support of its inception and

development. Markham is considered Canada's High-Tech Capital so the ''potential to

create partnerships and mentoringprograms with a high tech high school could only

enhance and benefit student learners'' (M. Puopolo, e-mail, September 21, 2002). Mary

also still believes

that integrating technology andproviding students with this very important skill

can only work to their advantage in terms ofpreparing them as theyface

numerous challenges when enteringpost secondary institutions or the workplace.

Technology is a skill that is required and in demand in allpositions of

employment. What we are doing (at St. Augustine CHS) isproviding our students

with an additional skill that can only work to their advantage and hopefully open
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more doors to them as they graduatefrom our school (M. Puopolo, e-mail,

September 21, 2002).

Despite Mary's enthusiasm for the program, it has created a number of concerns

within the school among the staff-both laptop and nonlaptop alike. In any school there

are numerous problems that arise with students, parents, teachers, and so on. From my

perspective, certain areas that needed addressing were not tended to as quickly as they

should have been because of time spent focusing on the technology programs. Because

Mary attended numerous conferences and meetings in support of laptop learning, it meant

she was absent from the school a great deal. This was often fiiistrating for staffwho

needed to consult with her regarding numerous issues. Starting a new school is a time-

consuming job, and I do not think proper balance was provided between technology and

other areas. Money spent on resources for the technology programs in the school meant

less money for other areas, such as Physical and Health Education, Arts, school

newspaper, and so on. While I fully believe in the importance of technology, I do not

want to see a loss of balance for students. I think they must develop in all aspects of their

lives, not just technology, and St. Augustine Catholic High School must provide the

opportunity for this to happen.

The laptop program also created a number of discipline issues that were time

consuming for the administrative team. One student in particular took up countless hours

through meetings with parents, technicians, board personnel, and the school psychologist

as the administrative team tried to have him removed from the e-leaming program based

on a number of hacking-related incidents that were disrupting the learning of the other

students. Valuable hours that could have been spent being visible in the school and
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helping develop the school culture were taken up because of this program and student. It

is one large learning curve, and I suspect the team will be better prepared to deal with the

next hacking incident, as many safeguards have been put into place because of this

incident. I think the staff, myself included, and administrators were naive in our

estimations of what students were capable of in terms of computer hacking issues.

One fmal point worth mentioning is in regard to administrative support from the

Board level. While the creation of a technology-focused school was their idea, it has been

difficult to advocate support for the program at times. During my e-mail interview with

Mary Puopolo, she noted that she

had to strongly advocate on behalfofthe program especially since Senior

Administration was considering cuts toprograms due to a lack ofadditional

funding. Senior Administration had to review some decisions that they were

planning to make regardingprogram cuts due to thefact that our school had

excess of350 students participating in the laptop program. There were also two

other schools in the board with smaller laptopprograms in progress'^ (September

21,2002).

After reading this, I was amazed that a group of individuals who initiated the program

were going to cut it after only one year. The lack of foresight and planning was quite

astounding to me.

Regardless of this lack of vision from the Senior Administration, Mary Puopolo

definitely has continued vision for the success of the program at St. Augustine Catholic

High School. She
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would love to see the majority ofincoming grade 9 students enrolled in laptop

learning. [She] believes that it will be such a tremendous helpfor them when

applying to post-secondary institutions. The collaboration, teamwork,

independence, and initiative learning that they will acquire can only increase

their success in school. [She] would also love to see thisprogram extended to

students in the applied stream. Laptop learning would work so well with courses

thatfocus on a 'practical, hands-on ' approach to learning. Some courses in the

applied stream that would blend really well with the technology integration are

Math, Science, Geography, and Learning Strategies (M.Puopolo, e-mail,

September 21, 2002).

One thing is clear to me in terms of administrative support-the laptop program at St.

Augustine Catholic High School is in good hands under the direction and vision of its

principal, Mary Puopolo.

Teacher Training

Perhaps one of the largest issues the research seems to focus on is the need for

strong teacher training if a technology program is going to be successful. I can certainly

share my own experiences with this issue, but I will also focus on what the research has

found to date. Valenti (2000) points out that "teachers' preparation is a key predictor of

whether classroom use of technology will improve student achievement" (p. 79). How

will this preparation be met? It is clear that there is a strong need for workshops and

training and time to meet with colleagues to dialogue about activities and curriculum.

Most people recognize how little time is given to this important issue, especially with the

increase in teacher timetable loads. "Teachers currently receive little technical, pedagogic
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or administrative support for these activities, and few colleges of education adequately

prepare their graduates to use information technologies in their teaching" (Pea, 2000, p.

7).

After I was hired as a department head, I found setting up the basic necessities for

my department quite a straightforward task, and I glided smoothly into my new role

during the spring before I formally started my new position. As a laptop teacher,

however, it was quite a different matter. The bomb dropped when I was required to attend

a 3 day training session offered by our board. While I was enthusiastic about the

possibilities of working with the laptop as a tool, I was not prepared for the

overwhelming sense of frustration and anxiety I experienced. The training session was

held during the first week of July 2001 . At the same time, I had just started teaching an

on-line Additional Qualification Course for Queen's University and was taking a course

for my Master of Education studies. I had just finished a stressfiil school year and was not

ready to tackle all that was about to be thrown in my direction by the computer

consultant, Jim LePlante.

This was the lastplace I wanted to be today. I spent most ofthe long weekend

trying to organize and contact the students in my on-line course-so many details;

so many things I'm not sure about. Undertaking this right now is not what I need.

Ifeel like I'm never going to get a holiday!" personal Journal, July 3, 2001).

Even though I did not want to be at the training session at that specific time, I do

understand that one of the reasons the support and training is so important is because

teachers progress through a number of stages when it comes to technology

implementation. Kleiman (2000) lists these stages as: entry (teachers experience
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trepidation and excitement as they leam to master new tools and begin planning for the

classroom), adoption (teachers begin to blend technology into practices but there is no

significant change), adaptation (new technology becomes thoroughly integrated into

traditional classroom practice), appropriation (teachers imderstand technology and use it

effortlessly in their own work and in the classroom), and invention (teachers are ready to

experiment with new instructional patterns and ways of relating to students and other

teachers; p. 12). It is not enough to provide support and training at the entry level; it must

be an ongoing process if a technology program is going to provide students with

challenging activities and meet the objectives of the curriculum. Means et al. (2001)

state:

Teachers need exposure to new ideas and resources for using technology in their

specific subject areas and supported time to assimilate these ideas into their own

plans and practices. They need the opportunity to observe expert technology-

using teachers in their subject area and the opportimity to try out new approaches

and receive feedback on their initial efforts" (p. 228).

The problem lies in the fact that teachers must accomplish this in conjunction with their

ongoing teaching, and there is little time for collaboration among colleagues. Unless this

changes, a technology program may never be completely successful.

In early June of 2001, 1 had met with a colleague who had some familiarity with

the application I would be using at St. Augustine Catholic High School. I can now look

back at that meeting and see that I was in the "entry" stage ofmy learning. I picked up

some of the rudimentary skills needed to set up my own web page and went home and

practiced. Though I had some of these initial skills, entering into the 3-day training
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session, I was still filled with trepidation. I was with 1 1 other colleagues and the Vice

Principal-none ofwhom I knew as we were all coming from different schools. I had no

idea what their level of technology was. ''There are 12 ofus present and I wonder how

manypeople are experiencing the stress level that I am? How many ofthem are already

skilled in these areas andfind this boring?" (Personal Journal, July 3, 2001). One person,

who was to be part ofmy English Department, touted himself as a technology guru, and

so I felt quite intimidated as I also learned he had applied for the headship as well. (I later

discovered that he knew very little and he ended up leaving our board, much to my

relief.) Nevertheless, it was the first time in a long time that I had felt inadequate as a

teacher. Besides this anxiety, there was more stress for me once we received our

computers:

After lunch we got our laptops-it was mayhem-we were like kids at Christmas

with a new toy, but Ifelt like I needed myfather to assemble it! I looked around

and saw everyone busily hooking up wires and cables, but I didn 't know what

plug went where! I didn 't want to appear solicitous and ask, so I tried to sneak

a look here and there andfinally managed to get it set up. (Personal Journal,

July 3, 2001)

All of a sudden, it was like a light clicked on! "Afy thoughts turned to myfuture students

-what will their stress levels be like thefirst day we embark on our laptopjourney in my

classroom? What trepidation will they be feeling? " (Personal Journal, July 3, 2001).

That day in July, I decided that e-leaming was ostensibly a place for me to hang my

researcher's hat. I knew I was a good classroom teacher, but would I be a good facilitator

for my laptop students, and what would they gain or lose by being members of this
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pioneer program with me as their teacher at a brand new high school? The importance of

the constructivist teacher comes into play here. Sprague and Dede (1999) describe this

view of teaching as follows:

Constructivist teachers allow student responses to drive lessons, shift

instructional strategies and alter content... they encourage student inquiry by

asking thoughtful, open-ended questions and encouraging students to ask

questions of each other ... constructivism translates into effective classroom

practice at least as demanding of teacher excellence as presentational

instruction. . .the teacher no longer has to be in charge every minute, but can

give some of the control over to the students and the technology, (pp. 7-8)

I think that my classroom has always been a welcoming and inviting place, and I believe

that I have become a good constructivist teacher, but the implementation of the laptop

program in my class helped give voice to my story.

Within those 3 days of training, I think I quickly moved to the adoption stage that

Kleiman (2000) writes about, though not without a lot of frustration and anxiety. "The

inservice was completely disorganized We received nothing on paper and our instructor

moved so quickly that I had great difficultyfollowing his instruction " personal Journal,

July 3, 2001). By the third day, I was overwhelmed:

About an hour before lunch, I lost it! Ifelt like throwing my laptop at someone.

Jim (consultant) whipped through so many things this morning that my head

was spinning. I couldn 't keep up with the speed at which he was moving through

the variousprograms. IfI stopped to pause, I'd lose him. Was my mounting

frustration unique? Ifinally said "STOP. " I can 't take this. You 're throwing so
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much at me -nothing is written down-there is no support. You 're trying to teach

me more than I am capable of. (Personal Journal, July 5, 2001)

My colleagues were very supportive, and I discovered that about eight other people were

feeling the same thing. Bemie Smith, the head of science, said to me, ''We were not hired

to teach computers. So, do your best and that will be good enough " (Personal Journal,

July 5, 2001). Jim, the consultant, vowed to put together a manual for us in September. I

wondered why this had not been done already. And September came and went, and it is

now 2 years later and there is no sign of a manual. Perhaps the greatest insight 1 gained

from this training session had nothing to do with the actual laptop computer. For the first

time in a long time, I felt I walked in my students' shoes. I remind myself of this

experience over and over again as I try to teach my students skills and use the computer

as a tool in the classroom.

I spent the rest of the summer of 2001 training myself. I moved quickly into the

"appropriation and invention" phase. I did not experience the "adoption or adaptation"

phase-there was simply no time to move slowly into this realm. When September

arrived, I had numerous laptop activities and problem based-learning tasks in place.

Students would be creating their own WebPages around an e-folio assignment; tackling

problems using Webquests; having on-line journal discussions; and more.

Beyond the 3-day training session in July, I was released from my regular

teaching duties for 5 days between September and November of 2001 . Though this was

enough to get me started, in no way was it enough training to allow me to be as

successfril a teacher using technology as I wanted to be. On one ofthose days, I was able

to collaborate with my colleague who is the other laptop English teacher at my school.
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However, she is a first-year teacher, drowning in a sea of tasks that every first-year

teacher must learn and deal with. English is her second teaching subject, and so I have

found that I have really put the whole grade 9 laptop English program together by myself

One other day was set aside for me to meet with three other teachers from our Board who

also use laptops in the classroom. Their programs are not as extensive as ours, and while

it was pleasant to dialogue, I found they could offer me nothing in the way of expertise,

yet they had been involved in the program for 2 years already.

The board consultant, Jim LePlante, has been extremely helpful in showing me

how to implement the ideas I have, but there has been little other opportunity to dialogue

with other teachers in my subject area-I am very much alone as I learn to put the program

into place. Once I come up with an idea, Jim is willing and enthusiastic to help me put it

in place. He has helped create chat forums and WebPages. He has been extremely helpful

in troubleshooting and is intrigued by the code my grade 9s use on a regular basis in their

WebPages. Even the IBM technicians are curious about what goes on in my classroom,

and they log into the student WebPages on a regular basis. But even though Jim is

helpful, I still fmd the resources sorely lacking.

Though my training has been limited, I met a group of teachers in the spring of

2002 from another school board in Ontario who have been released from teaching for an

entire semester to prepare for the opening of their technology-based school. I can only

dream ofhow wonderful that would be-to have the time to plan, dialogue, and leam

about the technology without all the other responsibilities that go with teaching would be

ideal. I can't even account for the nimiber ofhours during the summer and on weekends
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that I have spent planning and experimenting as I try to bring the curriculum alive

through the laptop computer.

Another area the research focuses on is the need to keep teachers in these

programs.

Research reviewed by a panel suggests that the typical teacher vsdll require

between three and six years to fully integrate technology into his or her teaching;

in the presence of continued technological innovation, a teacher's learning curve

is thus unlikely to ever level off entirely. (Pea, 2000, p. 8)

Teachers no longer stay at one school for their careers, and often the amount of work

involved in a technology program leads to burnout and frequent movement. "Technology

by itself was not the silver bullet. In fact, it added yet another layer of complexity, a

whole new set of things for already overworked and stressed teachers to learn and

manage" (Pea, pp. 256-257). Akeady at Saint Augustine, laptop teachers are being

removed as the school grows and they are needed in other subject areas. The other laptop

English teacher who started out in the program with me will be teaching Art ftill time in

the second year of the program. Two new teachers have been hired to cover the growth of

the program, but what that means is that I will be required to provide training for these

two new teachers, and while they are learning the ropes, I will ageiin be on my own in

creating activities for the grade 10 program. There needs to be better long-term planning

when hiring teachers for these programs or else I think it will just be continually

reinventing itself instead of progressing. The other issue that comes into play here is the

loss of teachers to other positions and schools. I know that I am hoping to move into

administration as the next stop on my journey. I am not sure when that will happen, but
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that will create a gap in the e-leaming program as well. Learning to combat these

staffing problems will be one of the keys to a successful technology program.

Finally, the importance of teacher training in technology can be seen as vital in

the political climate of today. More and more, teachers are being held accountable for

student achievement in a results-based curriculum. The parents at our school whose

children are in the laptop program are spending a great deal of money. They want results.

As I noted earlier, the course medians were not drastically different between the laptop

and nonlaptop English courses. Can results such as this still justify running a program

that costs a great deal ofmoney? Would these students achieve any better results without

computers? The Grade 10 Literacy Test is another highly visible issue. Many students

have difficulty writing, as they have become so dependent on the tools of the computer,

such as spell check and grammar check. How does a teacher ensure these skills are still

being learned while successfully integrating the use of the computer in the classroom?

With this in mind, it becomes clear that the need for well-trained teachers is as important

as ever. This is reinforced by Feldman (2000), who states:

Students' need for support and guidance in their learning has not changed.

Today's students may be surrounded by computers, digital information, and

instant access to distant resources, but their need for interaction with adults who

support their learning is as great as ever - and arguably even greater, (p. 90)

To implement successful teacher training, schools must "provide educators with quality

learning experiences based on our knowledge about how adults learn, and provide

continuing support that promotes opportunities for reflection, coaching, modeling, and

self-assessment" (Bobowick, 2001 , p. 77). I know that choosing to do my research in this
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field has allowed me to gain valuable insight and information on the computer as a

learning tool, but that has been my choice; there was no opportunity for me to learn about

this educational tool through my board.

Lack of Resources

A factor that did not get much coverage in the research that I have read is the

importance of good, sound resources for teachers and students. Many software

companies and publishers seem to be gearing their materials toward curriculum

expectations, but unless this becomes the norm, teachers will have difficulty adapting the

curriculum to technology. "Children have access to computers and the Net, but they also

need appropriate software and services. They need motivation to learn" (Tapscott, 2000,

p. 134). The applications I work with at my school are very good, but there are also

limitations that prevent me from exploring other possibilities in the classroom, such as

interactive chat lines, on-line connections with authors, and other web-based programs.

If these issues are not addressed, the systems become too frustrating for teacher or

student use and the program falls to the wayside. When I attended the Educational

Computing Conference in the spring of 2001, 1 noticed that most of the software

developed was for elementary-age students. There were lots ofprograms on math and

writing, but they were not suited for high school learners.

A final area of note is having a vision within a program of understanding the

benchmarks of student achievement. Teachers and students must know what skills are

expected, and then programs can be designed accordingly. These benchmarks were

developed by a number of parties where I teach, including School Board personnel.
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teachers, administrators, technicians, and corporate partners. It is my belief that all parties

need to work to develop activities and software to meet these criteria.

While having these benchmarks within our program is helpful, I still find that

most of what I create in the classroom is original. And while that can be quite rewarding,

it is also time consuming and tiring. There are a select number of educational websites

that have good resources, such as Education World. I have foimd one or two good

Webquests on this site to integrate into my teaching. The area of resource support is one

which I think needs to be addressed by software companies and educators. Our board has

provided very little in terms of resources; teachers are the ones who have created them or

have gone in search of them. Our staff had the opportunity to visit the IBM Software

Development Lab in June of 2002. 1 was quite excited as I thought it would afford me the

opportunity to see what was being created and how I might integrate this software into

my classroom. What I discovered was that it was simply a public relations event-we were

given a tour of the facility that included the personal gym, lounge areas, and games room.

One positive thing did arise out of the visit:

The head ofthe K-12 (kindergarten to grade 12) Curriculum Division, Ann

Patterson, asked me to e-mail her with my concerns and things that J am

lookingfor. Ifind that I have developed everythingfor the laptop course with

little or no support in terms ofideasfrom IBM, even though it is their software

we are using. How can I know what types ofactivities I might be able to

implement when I have no idea what kinds ofprograms are out there? They

seem to think that I should come up with the ideas and they will tell me how to

work them. While I understand that to a degree, I would really appreciate some
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inputfrom IBM as to what is available, and then perhaps my ideas can arise

from there. (Personal Journal, June 26, 2002)

One other point of discussion came out of this tour as well. There was continued concern

about the lack of females in technology-based jobs. While I will not be focusing my

research around gender, I do think it will be interesting to look at the differences in how

my male and female participants react and address their learning on their laptops.

The Role of the Teacher in the Technology Classroom

The last area I would like to focus on is that of the role of the teacher in the

classroom with respect to using technology. One thing that repeats itself

in the literature is the notion that the teacher becomes a facilitator in a constructivist

classroom. I believe a teacher who is not comfortable with this approach will have a

difficult time implementing technology successfully in the classroom, regardless of the

subject area or the resources available.

Sometimes the difficulty in accepting this constructivist approach is that it is quite

different from the traditional classroom. It differs from traditional pedagogy in the sense

that the classroom is not a quiet place and skills are not always taught ahead of time. For

example, during a novel study of The Alchemist by Paolo Coelho, the teacher would not

simply tell the students what role certain characters play in the novel. Students would

research and formulate their own thoughts and opinions on the roles of characters. They

would share this with other students and come to an agreement about the role a specific

character plays. The teacher is there as a guide to help students move in the direction of

independent learners and critical thinkers. Their own experience has to come into play as

readers in this sitiiation as well. Tasks often do not have specific answers, and the
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teacher is the facihtator of dialogue around issues and concepts and is not only the

explainer. Projects often take a week or more to complete, and students often play a role

in determining outcomes and evaluation (Becker, 2000, p. 98).

The beauty of using technology to reach this constructivist edge is that students

are empowered to discover answers about the subject area as well as about themselves.

They have latitude in designing their own products, and they have opportunity for

collaboration with peers and outside experts as part of their learning process (Means et al.

2001, p. 5). This is also reinforced in the text Technology and Learning where Becker

(2000) points out that a constructivist theory of learning

suggests that subject matter becomes meaningftil, and therefore understandable,

only when it is used in context rich activities. Teachers whose instructional plan

follows fi"om constructivist learning theory will not only use group projects

more than other teachers; they will emphasize the students' own responsibility

for designing their own tasks, for figuring out their own methods of solving

problems, and for assessing their own work - all as a means ofmaking learning

tasks more meaningftil to students, (p. 97)

The technology provides the teacher with a tool to fit individual learning styles and

needs. It can "broaden curriculum objectives, adding more problem-solving, inquiry,

project-based learning, and collaborative work" (Gordon, 2000, p. 10). One other element

Gordon points out is that the computer is a tool that invites students to exercise

several of their intelligences and this has to be good for learning because students can

excel in areas of personal strength, whereas the traditional classroom does not always
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allow for this to happen. Overall, the role of the teacher is essential in the technology-

rich classroom; without an enthusiastic, motivated, constructivist teacher, the technology

may well not enhance student learning.

A Sense of Direction

As I examined research on the subject of e-leaming, a number of issues were in

the forefront. I have attempted here to address most of them and have enlightened myself

about the pitfalls and benefits of e-leaming in the classroom. It is clear that computers

are a powerful tool that can enhance and empower students and their learning. They are

interactive, which puts them ahead of other media-based objects like television and

radio. Individual school visions and plans vary, but implementing technology

successfully is an onerous and complex task that needs the support ofmany stakeholders.





CHAPTER THREE: FINDING MY BEARINGS

Introduction

When I first started my Master of Education studies, I had no real understanding

of methodologies in research. I had always assumed that every study entailed data

collection through numbers, statistics, and charts. It was not until I took a Research

Methods course that I realized there was a whole realm devoted to qualitative research.

This was simply another step in my teaching journey as I came to realize that so much of

what my students and I were doing in the classroom was really a form of research-journal

writing, discussion, and viewing films (observation). Together, we were learning to

interpret and understand literature, and our own experiences and voices had an impact on

these interpretations and understandings. As I sorted and sifted through the array of

qualitative methodologies available, I came to the conclusion that an interpretive

ethnographic study using four key methods—observation, interview, thick description,

and joumaling—would serve me best as I embarked on my research study. This

methodology has allowed me to make connections that are personally meaningftil while

studying a culture that is unique and different-my grade 9 Laptop Learning English class.

This discovery came with a great sense of relief, as I knew I had a concrete direction to

move in and knew that my thesis would be an interesting, rewarding, and challenging

experience.
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Interpretive Ethnography

Historically, ethnography seems to be one of the main veins of qualitative

research over time, and though each methodology has its benefits and merits depending

on the nature of the research being conducted, some methodologies and methods suit

projects better than others. In Denzin's book, Interpretive Ethnography (1997), one

sentence leaped off the page and connected so wonderfully with my notion of the journey

I was taking that I knew that I had found the right methodology to use in my study. He

states, "to read ethnographically is to travel, to dream and to be elsewhere" (p. 237). If I

can create this worid of e-leaming for myself and readers ofmy work, then I feel we can

both learn from this experience. I also had to remember that "research has a temporal

dimension. The research text has boundaries and is defined by the time over which the

research took place" (Packwood & Sikes, 1996, p. 338). I believe that interpretive

ethnography (Denzin, 1994) best suits my topic and needs because it "comes from the

anthropological tradition of illuminating patterns of culture through long-term immersion

in the field, collecting data primarily by participant-observation and interviewing"

(Glesne, 1999, p. 9). In other words,

ethnography is more than the record ofhuman experience. The ethnographer

writes tiny moral tales - tales that do more than celebrate cultural difference or

bring another culture alive. . .the tale is a means of experience for the reader. It is a

vehicle for readers to discover moral truths about themselves (Denzin, 1997, p.

xiv).
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Just as important, though, I also learned about myself as I observed my grade 9 English

class for 5 months and collected data through the methods mentioned, which I describe in

greater detail further on in this section.

Ethnographers "write and speak about culture not only for the purpose of analysis

but also for critique, intervention, and inspiration" (Ellis & Bochner, 1 996, p. 1 7). As

teacher and as learner, I feel I have been able to put myself in the shoes of the e-leamer,

and I hope that others can benefit from my sharing my experience as well. Ethnography

also appeals to me as an English teacher because it is similar to literature in so many

ways. "Ethnography should broaden our horizons, awaken our capacity to care about

people different from us, help us know how to converse vsdth them, feel connected -

similar to what good literature may do" (Ellis & Bochner, p. 26). As Ellis and Bochner

also note, "ethnography tries to deepen and enlarge our sense ofhuman community" (p.

18). What I learned from my study and my experiences within the culture of e-leaming

has inspired me to reflect on my own teaching practices.

Because ethnography allowed me as researcher to immerse myself in this e-

leaming culture, I was able to paint a picture ofmy classroom, my students, and the 4

particular student participants in my study, using thick description (Glesne, 1999). And I

was reminded by Denzin (1997) that "although I was adding my own self-reflections to

this project, my aim was always to keep my text anchored in the worlds of lived

experience" (p. xv)-meaning that ofmy student participants as well as my own.

Ethnography also places a "strong emphasis on exploring the nature of a particular social

phenomenon, rather than setting out to test hypotheses about them" (Atkinson &

Hammersley, 1994, p. 248). I was more interested in discovering how effective e-
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learning is in my grade 9 English program than producing a formal theory for others to

measure their own research against. I was investigating this topic not just to produce

change for myself as teacher, but to examine this new learning tool to discover something

about it-those discoveries emerged as I undertook this study and took it to completion.

Ethnography also means writing about people and is "usually interested in

describing the culture of a group of people and learning what it is like to be a member of

the group jfrom the perspective of the members of the group" (Johnson & Christensen,

2000, p. 29). It is trying to "find out the typical ways of thinking and feeling,

corresponding to the institutions and culture of a given community and formulating the

results in a most convincmg way" (Denzin, 1997, p. xvi). I examined the culture within

St. Augustine in Chapter One, and I believe that the picture of St. Augustine Catholic

High School that I have created has helped me to understand the culture of a technology-

based school. Further, upon meeting my student participants in Chapter Four, I believe

readers will visualize more clearly the place where my students learn and where I teach

and learn.

It took me a long time to recognize that interpretive ethnography was a legitimate

methodology and that writing from personal experience and being the authoritative voice

in my study was the only journey I could take. Ellis and Bochner (1996) comment that as

ethnographic writers *Ve collect ourselves by carrying back stories and artifacts, finding

and losing and finding ourselves through the objects and images we gather around us -

this process augments the dialectical and self-reflexive qualities of ethnographic inquiry"

(p. 34). I had to believe that without the boundaries of quantitative research I could create

a piece of writing that I would be proud of and that woidd honor my experience and that
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ofmy students. By doing this, what I hoped to achieve is best summed up by Denzin

(1997). He says that in using interpretive ethnography, "the desire is not to put words or

interpretations in people's mouths but to create the spaces so their voices can be heard, to

write and read with them, for them, and not just about them" (p. 239). I believe my voice

and the voices ofmy students have been heard in my study and that by listening, much

can be learned about the culture of e-leaming and what it means to journey into

cyberspace.

Thick Description

According to Glesne (1999), thick description is defined as "description that goes

beyond the mere or bare reporting of an act (thin description), but describes and probes

the intentions, motives, meanings, contexts, situations, and circumstances of action" (p.

22). This, coupled with Schwandt's definition (2000) of thick description as "not simply

a matter of amassing relevant detail. Rather, to thickly describe social action is actually to

begin to interpret it by recording the circumstances, meanings, intentions, strategies,

motivations, and so on that characterize a particular episode" (p. 255).

Using thick description and photographs, I was afforded the task of doing what I

often ask my students to do-write descriptively. For the first time in a long time, I was

walking in their shoes, and it was not as easy as I imagined it would be. Not only did it

give me a greater appreciation for the skills of the writers I read, it reminded me that my

students are not experts and that often they are trying their best. I have tried to capture the

attitudes, values, norms, practices, patterns of interaction, perspectives, and multiple

interpretations of St. Augustine Catholic High School and my own e-leaming classroom.

I have tried to paint as a vivid a picture as possible ofmy 4 student participants so that
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their personalities come alive for the reader. I want the reader to try to know my students

as well as I did-to feel as though they were in the classroom with us, experiencing the

trials and tribulations of e-leaming.

The use of thick description as a method in my study "gives the context of an

experience, states the intentions and meanings that organized the experience, and reveals

the experience as a process. Out of this process arises a text's claim for truth, or its

verisimilitude" (Denzin, 1 994, p. 505). Thick description helped me to set the context for

my own perspectives to emerge. "Contextualization helps make the ethnographer more

aware of the relationship between the context and the observed behavior and it helps

readers of the research report to know where and to whom they can apply research

results" (Johnson & Christensen, 2000, p. 326). I hope to make a contribution to

disciplinary knowledge, and I think this initial thick description helped get me started

(Atkinson & Hammersley, 1994, p. 253).

Selection of Participants

My 4 student participants were selected semirandomly. Each student in my class

filled in an initial survey on their comfort level and knowledge of computer use during

the first week of the semester (See Appendix A). From those surveys, I grouped the

students into three categories: little or no experience with computers, some experience,

and expert user. I wanted my participants to cover a broad range of abilities from the

first-time computer user to the expert user. Ideally, I wanted 2 males and 2 females in my

study, but because the selection was random, this was not guaranteed. From the first

category, I drew one name-a female whom I will refer to as Vanessa Christenses. From

the second category, I drew two names, one male and one female- Lucy Reider and
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Martin Alexander Young. I felt this category housed the largest number ofmy students,

so selecting 2 participants from here was fair. And from the final category, I drew one

name-Steve Wagner. I felt it important to have a cross section of computer knowledge

and experience from my participants to try to better understand how the computer as a

learning tool impacted their daily classroom learning and their learning from home. I

wanted representation from both genders as well to help me come to see some of the

differences in learning styles males and females might experience. Though they had their

unique qualities and character traits, they were similar to many of the e-leamers in my

grade 9 English classroom.

Once I invited my 4 participants to join me in my study and they accepted, I

thought it was important that their voices be heard, and so I invited them to submit a

biography that would give the reader a sense ofwho they were. Though I also contributed

my thoughts, I wanted to know their views of themselves as learners and people and

found it interesting to discover that sometimes my perceptions and theirs were quite

different. I think this personal contribution from the student participants gives a better

sense of the students themselves because they are not simply relying on my

interpretations. Denzin (1997) comments on this very issue: "The writer can no longer

presume to be able to present an objective, non-contested account of the other's

experiences. Those we study have their own understandings ofhow they want to be

represented" (p. xii). I also wanted to learn as much as possible about who the students

were, both outside and inside my classroom. I think that what a student brings into the

classroom in terms of background, home life, extracurricular involvement, life

experiences, and attitudes is just as important as the persona they present inside the walls
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of the classroom. Perhaps they, too, will see the experience of being a participant as a

journey. I was truly excited to have them as traveling companions for the 5 months ofmy

journey.

Aside from their student biographies, the participants chose their own

pseudonyms for the study. These, too, seemed to me to be quite reflective of their

personalities! Participants were also responsible for some journal writing and

interviewing, which I will detail further on in this chapter. Right from the start, I found

my rapport with my participants easy and relaxed. I think this was because the class in its

entirety was so easy to work with that my participants were just a microcosm of this

environment. I wanted to give my study a personal perspective and have the culture of the

school and the students shine through. I think the data collected and the inclusion of the

thoughts ofmy participants allowed this to happen.

Data Collection

Once the participants were on board and the necessary consent forms were filled

out, I was ready to proceed with data collection. I decided to use three other methods

aside from thick description within my interpretive ethnographic study. They were

observation, journal writing, and interview. As an English teacher, I have always

encouraged journal writing and have kept a personsil journal since I was 7 years old. It is

also part ofmy normal routine to observe the students in my classroom as I look for

changes in behaviour or difficulties they might encounter while learning. And, quite

frankly, I enjoy a good discussion now and then, so these three methods seemed to fit

nicely with my personality. I did not feel overwhelmed or intimidated by any of these

methods, and I think they provided me with a variety of data. If a student were less
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comfortable in an oral situation, then perhaps the journal writing would allow that student

to express their voice without anxiety. If a student was not that strong orally or with

written skills, then my observations might produce some valuable information and

insights into that student's e-leaming. There was also strong support from my research

that led me to believe these three methods would serve me well in my study.

Observation

The first method I used was observation. "Observation consists of gathering

impressions of the surrounding world through all relevant human faculties" (Adler &

Adler, 1994, p. 378). Adler and Adler also note that "the naturalness of the observer

role coupled with its nondirection makes it the least noticeably intrusive of all

research techniques" (p. 380). I could not think of a better method of data collection

than simply observing my participants as they work in the natural setting of the

classroom with their laptop computers. Historically, observation is also a key method

in ethnographic work. Observation of the participants took place on an ongoing basis

during the class and was dictated by the various activities that were taking place

during the lesson. I kept field notes ofmy observations that I used as data. Notes were

taken via paper and pen and via the laptop computer. In particular, I focused my

observations on my students' use of laptops, their ability to stay focused and on task,

group interaction, problem solving initiatives and approaches (i.e., during a

Webquest), and research skills. I believe I gained so much from watching students'

interactions during these periods of learning. I was "an active, participating voyeur -
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a detective who hears and sees the sounds and consequences of the other's voices and

actions" (Denzin, 1 997, p. 4 1 ).

The method of observation did not end there though; I included myself as

"participant observer" in order to gain a full perspective ofmy topic. Atkinson and

Hammersley (1994) have pointed out the importance of this method. They state that both

the "observer and observed are inhabitants of a shared social and cultural field, their

respective cultures different but equal, and capable of mutual recognition by virtue of a

shared humanity" (p. 256). It was definitely advantageous for me to place myself in the

same position as my students and for them to witness their teacher as a learner as well. In

this way, we were able to work towards enhanced understanding and learning in our

classroom. This allowed my written text to become a "mise-en-scene - a meeting place

where original voices, their inscriptions (as transcribed texts), and the writer's

interpretations to come together" (Denzin, 1997, p. 41). This role also allowed me to

obtain full descriptions and a deeper imderstanding while immersing myself in

experiences similar to those ofmy participants. According to Glesne (1999),

participant observers are not merely visiting with the hope to see the sights,

have a good time, and in the passing, learn a little about how the natives live.

Researchers have ends-in-view, purposes-however incipient- that underlie their

presence in particular settings and direct their behavior while there, (p. 64)

I felt I would not be doing my study justice if I had not put myself into the mix. Denzin

(1994) notes that "the postmodern sensibility encourages writers to put themselves into

their texts, to engage writing as a creative act of discovery and inquiry" (p. 504). I also
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have kept a journal ofmy experiences and observations since I started teaching at St.

Augustine CathoHc High School, and I drew on those data as part ofmy study.

One thing I needed to remember with observation was that I could not rely on

this method alone. Adler and Adler (1 994) point this out when they note:

Where the future of observation shines more brightly is in the use of this

technique as an integrated rather than primary method. When employed as part

of a methodological spectrum that includes member articulated data gathering

strategies such as in-depth interviewing or participant observation, it is the most

powerful source of validation, (p. 389)

Clearly, then, my ethnographic study would be incomplete without the method of

observation, as

the validity or authority of a given observation is determined by the nature of

the critical understandings it produces. These understandings are based on

glimpses and slices of the culture in action. Any given practice that is observed

is significant because it is an instance of a cultural practice that happened in a

particular time and place. This practice cannot be generalized to other practices;

its importance lies in the fact that it instantiates a cultural practice, a cultural

performance, and a set of shifting, conflicting cultural meanings. (Denzin, 1997,

p. 8)

The use of observation allowed me to present a picture of the culture of e-leaming at St.

Augustine Catholic High School without being overly intrusive. In hindsight, I believe it

was a good choice as a method for this journey into cyberspace.
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Journal Writing

Journal writing also provided my participants and me with an avenue of

expression that held a higher level of comfort. As I noted earlier, I have kept a journal

since I was 7 years old, though not as regularly as I used to. It is a cathartic experience

and one that lends itself to an ethnographic study. I started keeping a

journal ofmy own learning experiences as a new "e-leamer" when I first started teaching

at St. Augustine Catholic High School. I did this primarily to have a place to voice my

frustrations as I tried to master the laptop computer. It turned out to be the perfect avenue

for my own observations and interpretations ofmy own learning journey.

I hoped to discover whether many of the same frustrations, anxieties, and

triumphs that I was experiencing in the first years as an e-leaming teacher were similar to

the experiences ofmy participants as first-time e-leamers. This notion tied in with a point

that Johnson and Christensen (2000) made when they noted: "When ethnographers

conduct research, they are usually interested in describing the culture of a group of

people and learning what it is like to be a member of the group from the perspective of

the members of the group" (p. 29). As Johnson and Christensen also pointed out, "culture

is a system of shared beliefs, values, and practices that members of a group use in

understanding their world and relating to others" (p. 321).

All students in the class were asked to write a journal response to a variety of

issues concerning laptop learning or the activities they were working on. I collected

these journals, and those belonging to the 4 participants were photocopied and kept for

data collection purposes. I feh that inviting my students to express their thoughts

through a journal three to four times during the course ofthe study helped me learn
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about the culture as my participants viewed it. I asked them something specific to

respond to for their first journal entry. I asked them to comment on their feelings about

being an e-leamer after a short period in the program. I asked them to comment on their

comfort level with the computer, any fiiistrations or elations they felt while doing some

ofthe activities, and what might have helped them feel more successftil. I thought an

open-ended journal response would help them feel comfortable with this method of

communication. I hoped the fi-eedom of written expression would allow them to be

open, honest, and reflective with their thoughts on e-leaming in my classroom.

Certainly, the circumstances surrounding our learning experience did dictate some

direction in their writing, but I did not want to limit their thoughts. I believed that as

students were invited to share their journals, more discussion would arise as their

comfort level increased. Sharing their journals and mine also allowed me to fit into that

culture without being intrusive.

Interview

As I continued to encourage and observe my participants, I used interview,

another method of qualitative inquiry that fit under the umbrella of ethnography. The

interviews took place in the Library Resource Center. The teacher-librarian was present

in the library but not privy to the actual interviews. I taped all the interviews and then had

the tapes transcribed to use as data. I questioned my participants at the beginning of the

semester to gauge their comfort level with computers and to note any anxieties or fears

they might have. An interview in the middle of the program gave me a glimpse into their

thoughts on the program and the activities. This interview gave me a good base of data to

formulate some thoughts on the usefulness of the program and the progress made by my
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participants. The questions for this interview can be found in Appendix B. "The very

virtue of quahtative interviews is their openness. No standard techniques or rules exist for

an interview"(Kvale, 1 996). "Ethnography is an emergent, fluid, and responsive approach

to qualitative research because the original research questions frequently change"

(Johnson & Christensen, 2000, p. 324). The idea of starting with some set questions but

having the freedom to veer from those questions to learn more about my participants and

their perspectives on e-leaming appealed to me. As Kvale notes, "the purpose of the

qualitative research interview. . .is to obtain descriptions of the lived world of the

interviewees with respect to interpretations of the meanmg of the described phenomena"-

in this case, e-leaming (p. 30). Kvale also details seven stages of an Interview

Investigation in her book. Interviews: An Introduction to Qualitative Research. I think

this method of interview provided me with some important data throughout the course of

the semester. Schwandt (1994) comments on the interpretive undertaking as the practice

of "actively debating and exchanging points ofview with our informants. It means

placing our ideas on a par with theirs, testing them not against predetermined standards of

rationality but against the immediate exigencies of life" (p. 132). I also think that the

interviews led to a change in my teaching methods as I discovered that student

perceptions of e-leaming were different from mine, and this was helpfiil for me as a

teacher as an outcome ofmy research.

I also chose to interview my principal, Mary Puopolo, as part ofthe study.

Gaining an administrative opinion provided me with another voice to add to my research.

And, because I am interested in becoming an administrator myself in the friture, I found it

a helpfiil exercise in learning about e-leaming from a perspective found outside the
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classroom. The interview with her shed some much-needed Hght on areas such as

funding, teacher training, and administrative support within a program.

Clearly, interview was just as important a method as observation and journal

writing, and I think it took all three methods to help me fully understand the journey I

was on. The questions for Mary Puopolo's interview can be found in Appendix C.

Assumptions and Insights

As I set out to collect data from my grade 9 e-leaming class in September 2002,

1

was entering the classroom with some assumptions and expectations. I had taught the

same course twice the previous year, so this time I was more familiar v^th the course

content and the use of the laptop computer. While the experience was new for my

students, it was no longer brand new for me. Though I was still learning, I certainly felt

less anxious than I had a year earlier, so I think I was better able to handle problems and

questions that arose within the class. Because of this, I think I did not transfer the same

amount of anxiety and frustration onto these students as I did when I first taught the

course. I think this may have resulted in a better atmosphere in general in the classroom,

as I was better prepared for some of the curves e-leaming threw my way.

As well, having taught the course twice, I had a better sense of the general

learning styles of e-leaming students, so my instmctions were clearer and I was better

able to field questions from my students. Again, I think this created a stronger learning

environment for everyone involved.

As with any study, there were also insights gained into my research, my students,

and myself. In my selection of participants, I had no control over whether I was selecting

a student who was strong verbally or with written skills. This certainly made a difference
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in terms of the information I could glean from a journal or an interview. I was not able to

select students according to their academic ability, so difficulties with curriculum or

curriculum that was too easy had the potential to create a whole other set of issues within

the research. Finally, because I was operating within some curriculum guidelines, student

expertise might never be fully recognized if an assignment or task did not allow for a

student to demonstrate their full capability within the e-leaming environment. I hoped

this wouldn't happen, and I think a number of assignments certainly allowed students to

move beyond the confines of the assignment toward a greater demonstration of their skill

level and thought processes.

One final insight into any study involving students is that a teacher is never

guaranteed the type of student he/she will have in the class. Some years I have had

classes that are phenomenal in terms of self-directed learning; other years, it has been a

battle every step of the way to have students learn and produce. As a teacher, and in this

case a researcher, I did not know at the start what type of classroom environment or

students I would be teaching and studying. Luckily, as teacher and researcher, I ended up

with a terrific group of students to conduct this study with.

Ethical Considerations

Finally, the impact of e-leaming was the primary focus of this study, and I did not

anticipate any risks to the students participating. Students reflected on the use of the

computer as well as issues that arose out of the curriculum in class. Some topics fi^om the

curriculum, such as foster parenting, abuse, and teenage love, might have been upsetting

or disturbing to some of the students. I approached these topics with care and compassion

for all students, not just the 4 student participants. I expected that students' emotional
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responses to these issues would be included in their journals or spoken about during

interviews. Their responses were examined, but most of the students were not asked to

address these questions beyond the normal curriculum requirements. Any concerns that

arose within the context of the study or within the regular teaching of the class were

handled according to proper policy and procedure as outlined by the St. Augustine

Catholic High School and the York Catholic District School Board.

There were minimal anticipated risks for either physical or psychological/emotional

harm to any of the participants from the research aspects of this project. All precautions

were taken to ensure that student participation in the research process was carefully

thought out. During the student and researcher interview process, the interviews took

place in the school's Library Resource Center. The teacher-librarian was present in the

library but not privy to the content of the interview.

I found that the study progressed smoothly throughout the semester. It was a pleasure

to work with my student participants, and I consider myself lucky to have encountered

such bright young teenagers during the course ofmy research. The Ethics Application to

the Brock University Research Ethics Board is appended. (See Appendix D.)





CHAPTER 4: MY TRAVELING COMPANIONS

"/ am not a teacher: only afellow-traveler ofwhom you asked the way. Ipointed ahead

- ahead ofmyselfas well as you,
"

(George Bernard Shaw-Playwright)

Introduction

Throughout this chapter, participant responses, journal entries, and my personal

journal entries are in italics.

Teenagers

lama teenager, fourteen to be exact; too old to be considered a child, but too

young to be an adult. Maybe that is why Ifeel like I don 'tfit into anyparticular mould. If

I said that I was not the stereotypical teen, what would that mean? Whose stereotype am I

looking at? Am I looking at the type ofteen set before me by television and my somewhat

brainwashedpeers who believe in this mould? IfI was, I would be a person who is often

said to be vastly differentfrom other people ofmy age groupfor various reasons and

would be, and often am, classified as a nerd!

But how can myfellow teens say that when most ofthem only see me in an

academic environment? Most ofthem do not know me; they do not know myproblems,

concerns, or consider how Ifeel when I am put into some group that only describes one

aspect ofmy personality. It seems that they are eating away at my qualities as ifthey are

wrong or undesirable. They may think that they are 'helping' me bypushingforward

into what they say is reality, and how I'm supposed to be. Here 's an interesting thought

though...
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Maybe I do not want to live in a reality where people arejudged by how 'cool

'

they are. I don 't want to live their dreams; J want to live my own. I don 't want to be used

as a puppet on a string, the way the media has infected the minds ofsome ofmy peers. I

do not want to be constricted to only one way ofthinking. J do not... wait, for once again I

come to the major issue set before me. I am only an 'in-betweener ' looked atfrom the

outside. How does my voice have any chance to be heard? Maybe as myfellow teens say,

I should be quiet, go with theflow, andjust try to be cool. The onlyproblem is: DO I

WANT TO? (Steve Wagner, Journal Entry, September, 2002)

When I first decided to go on this journey, I never imagined that I would end up

with such wonderful traveling companions. I have been teaching for almost 14 years, and

each time a new semester rolls around, I always wonder what each class has in store for

me. I have had my share ofphenomenal students and those that tried my patience day

after day after day. And so, when I decided that my grade 9 e-leaming English class

would be a part ofmy research, I was really taking a risk, as I did not know what type of

class I would get or what type of learners would be involved.

During the summer of 2002, when I started to formulate my thesis and the

approach I would be taking, I kept thinking about the grade 9 class I had just finished

teaching in June of 2002. They were an unruly bunch-many lovely students-but their

efforts were often in vain as six particular students changed the dynamics of the class

daily. And as much as I tried to like them, I just did not. I did not enjoy coming to class,

and I did not find them rising to the challenges of laptop learning. So when September of

2002 rolled around, I was very nervous and anxious to meet my future participants. I

wondered if they would travel well with me or whether they would be equipped enough
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to start the journey and ready to get off at the next station in January of 2003. And now,

as I look back over the course of the semester, I realize that someone was looking out for

me... I was blessed with a wonderful group of students-hands down the best grade 9

class I have had in 14 years of teaching.

The students at our school are an interesting group. The grade 9s come from five

different Catholic elementary feeder schools in the area, but this year we have had a

number of students arrive from outside the area. They have heard of the technology focus

of our school, have come for an interview with administration, and then have been

accepted into our community. The grade 1 Os seem to have settled in nicely and are

finding their place in the social hierarchy. The grade lis have lost the edge and attitude

they arrived with in their first year having been forced to leave their other high school

due to boundary shifts. They seem pleased to be back this year, and though they are

young, they are quickly developing a sense of leadership and responsibility towards their

personal education. There is an attitude of respect and academic focus permeating the air

and a strong sense of school spirit developing as students get involved in a multitude of

activities. Because St. Augustine is so new, the sense of tradition that is normally found

in schools is not present, but I believe it will develop over time as students and staff feel

their way through the first few years.

Throughout the first few days of the semester, my grade 9 English class was quiet

as mice-respectful, attentive, and shy. It wasn't until we did an "ice-breaker" activity that

I began to see some of their personalities shine through. I have 29 students in the class:

1 8 females and 1 1 males. Collectively, they represent eight different cultures; Greek,

Italian, Chinese, Portuguese, Philippine, African-American, Polish, and English.
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Curiously, within those first few days, there was no indication that I would have a

dominant student who would control the dynamics of the class-what a relief! What I have

since discovered is that these 29 students have a wonderful rapport with each other and

with me. Our classes function smoothly, and they are the most focused group of 14-year-

olds I have ever had the privilege of working with. Knowing this, I breathed a sigh of

relief, as I knew whoever was selected to be my participants would be a good choice-

there was not one student who I did not think I would want to work with.

And so, the selection process began-my surveys were conducted and the 4

students were randomly chosen as outlined in Chapter Three. I took the opportunity of

writing down my initial thoughts about my 4 travelers the moment their names were

chosen. I wanted my first impressions to be recorded so I could determine how much

growth and change these students underwent through the course of the semester.

Now Boarding

In order to get to know the passengers on this journey, I have combined my own

thoughts with their own autobiographies. I told them over Christmas I'd be asking them

to write an autobiography for me to help paint a picture ofthemselves in the study. I told

them they would need a pseudonym as they are under 18 years of age, and they chuckled

as they started to think of some of the names they might create or the personas they might

embrace! I will give them some specifics that need to be shared, like family make-up and

where they live, but I will also give them fi-ee rein to describe themselves with humor,

emotion, or creativity (Personal Journal, November 5, 2002). The guidelines for their

autobiography can be found in Appendix K and, overall, I think they've described

themselves fairly well.
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Passenger Ul-Lucy Reider

Lucy is a quiet, polite individual who seems quite focused in her approach to class

so far. She is a pretty girl with blonde hair, stylish, and likes to add some neat jewellery

to her appearance. She is Canadian from Irish, Scottish, and English descent. She has one

ear that is double pierced and wears a silver link chain that is funky and presents a bit of a

different side to her overall appearance. Her uniform is worn neatly and with pride. She

is generally quiet in class, but eager to put her hand up and volunteer. Her permission

form was signed right away; I think she is quite shy. I would like to see her interact

outside of the classroom. I think perhaps once she is in a group doing some group work,

she may be a little more forthcoming. In one of her early pieces of writing where she

responded to an assignment on identity, she wrote. But when you have an opinion on

something that affects our day-to-day life, you should really letpeople know where you

stand. For rules and laws are only changed when someone shares an opinion and others

around them begin to see another side to the story (The Breakfast Club Assignment,

September 13, 2002). I am impressed with her ability to look beyond the walls of our

school and to the greater good of society. I did not expect a student to have such a global

sense of the world at age 14.

Lucy's initial response to the survey I sent out indicated: I'm really excited about

being in the laptop program. I really think that it will help me in thefuture when I need a

job. I think I will do quite well in the program, seeing as I've had a computer at homefor

all my life. I'm lookingforward to using all ofthe programs and making presentations
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and slide shows, etc. (Lucy's survey, September 4, 2002). I met Lucy's mother at

Curriculum night, and she told me that Lucy arrived at St. Augustine knowing no one,

and I think that in itself shows courage and confidence. // added another dimension to

her characterfor me, and I look at her with a new sense ofawe-to be 14 and confident

enough to make such a decision is wonderful-I'll definitely have to ask about that in our

first interview (Personal Journal, October 5, 2002). I am looking forward to finding out

how Lucy has managed socially and if she is pleased she made the decision to come here.

I discovered during out interview that Lucy really wanted a change of environment. She

commented, First ofall, I had a lot ofproblems with the kidsfrom my old school who

would be going to Brother Andre, where I was supposed to go. The girls wear their kilts

up to their chins and their tops are so tight they can barely breathe, and Ijust didn 't want

to go somewhere where it would be like that, and iflwasn 't like that, would I be

considered different? So I wanted a change ofenvironment and the chance to meet new

people "(Interview-Lucy Reider, November 12, 2002).

And finally, Lucy views herself in this way:

My name is Lucy and I am 14 years old. I was born on December 20, 1988. I have dark

blonde hair with red and blonde streaks, brown eyes, and I am 5 '3. My friends would

describe me as beingfunny, someone who always listens to their problems, someone who

is always therefor them. I have an awesome sense ofhumour, someone who can always

get a person to smile. I consider myself trustworthy, honest, someone who loves to talk

and engage in conversation. However, most ofall, I consider myselfa greatfriend.

Myfavourite sports are skiing and swimming. In my spare time, I read, hang out

with my friends, watch T. V., talk on MSN, and listen to music. I like listening to Shania
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Twain. Oasis, and, more recently, the Harrys Potter soundtrack. My favourite movies are

Legally Blonde and the Harry Potter movies. My favourite books are anything by Kit

Pearson, anything by S.E. Hinton, the Harry Potter books, and the Chicken Soup for the

Soul books. IfI could change anything about myself J would want to have gone through

my school years without having any enemies or problems with any of the other students.

The things that I like best about myselfare that I can make anyone smile and that people

can trust me with anything.

Myfamily consists offour people including myself. I have my Mom and Dad and

a younger brother who 's 11. My Mom and 1 have a very close relationship. We spend a

lot of time talking and I go to her with most of my problems. We do a lot of things

together, like shopping, and 1 can always trust her. My Dad and I are also very close.

We spend a lot of time together watching T. V. and he takes my brother and I to a lot of

things, like baseball games and skiing. My brother and I have not had a very close

relationship, though more recently we have started spending a lot more time together.

My brother and 1fight a lot, but the fighting seems to have calmed down a lot. Since my

brother is younger, it is one ofmy responsibilities to help look after him, so I help him

with his homework andplay games with him. Myfamily has a lot ofrelatives, but none of

them live very close. I have relatives in Nova Scotia, Montreal, St. Mary 's, London, and

Ottawa. My Mom was born in Ottawa and my Dad was born in Halifax, Nova Scotia.

My brother and I were also born in Halifax. A year after my brother was born, we moved

to Thousand Oaks, California, where we livedfor about two years. We then moved to

Toronto, and then to Markham, where I am currently living. This is the 6 house that I

have lived in! My ancestors are from England, Scotland, and Ireland, but my family is
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many generations Canadian. We do notfollow any specific cultural traditions other than

the usual ones; Christmas, Easter, Thanksgiving.

My Dad works for The Business Development Bank of Canada, BDC His work

involves financing companies. My Mom is a full time Mom, and she is also a fitness

instructor at Goodlife Fitness. My family and I have taken a lot of vacations. I have

been to Florida, California, Cuba, and Quebec. This March Break, we are going to

Cuba with another family. We have a fish, a bird named Sunny, and a dog named

Cooper.

I have lots ofreally goodfriends that I like to hang around with. My bestfriend

and I have been friendsfor 9 years. She 's a lot offun to hang out with, she always has

me laughing, she 's really kind to others, she 's honest, and I can always go to her with my

problems and trust her to help me out. My new friends at school are all really nice too.

They were all so welcoming and they are a lot offun to hang out with. Some ofthe things

that bother me about my bestfriend are that since we go to different schools, she seems to

be different around her school friends more than she is around me. One of my other

friends bothers me just because she is so easily distracted and so it 's hard to keep her

attentionfocused on one thing. When myfriends and I are together we laugh a lot, talk,

listen to music, and watch movies. (Lucy's Autobiography, January 1, 2003)

As the semester winds to a close, Lucy has definitely become a class favourite.

The crush she has on a grade 11 student in our school who reads the morning

announcements has brought us all many laughs as she pleads to take the attendance down

to catch a glimpse of "him." The girls help her out by scouting out who he is talking to in

the halls, and the boys, well, they just shake their heads in awe of this female behaviour
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which they can't quite grasp! She has turned out to be a delightful student who has

definitely flourished in the school, and I think she is quite happy to have made the

decision to come here.

Passenger U2-Martin Alexander Young

Martin sits beside Lucy, which is total coincidence. He is also extremely quiet and

of ethnic descent-Portugese. He is very polite, but I do notice he cracks a smile quite

easily, and I enjoy watching him chuckle over a silly joke. He is neat and organized and

quite focused on his school work. He seems to talk quite easily with the girls who sit in

his area of the classroom, but doesn't display any immature behaviour that is often part of

the package with a 14-year-old boy (though I see him looking at Lucy in awe when she

talks about the grade 1 1 heart throb!). While he is generally prepared, he did not have his

permission form signed for me right away. He is dark haired, with rich brown eyes. His

uniform is tucked in, and he seems pleased to be here.

After examining Martin's response to the identity assignment, I have discovered

that he is quite forthright in his opinion; this surprised me a little, as he is so quiet in class

that I did not expect him to be so outspoken in his writing. He wrote. By speaking up,

you are helping rather than hurting. As well, people respect those who speak their minds.

Even though I try to tell my opinions, it is difficult to defy the pressurefrom other

teenagers, so I don 7 always do it (The Breakfast Club Assignment, September 13, 2002).

I have noticed that Martin has continued to remain fairly quiet in class throughout the

semester, but his writing continues to reflect his thoughts and observations (Personal

Journal, Decemberl6, 2002).
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Martin's initial response to the survey: / am lookingforward to the possibility of

doing assignments in school while accessing the Internet or otherprograms that I need to

help me. Also, lam excited about learning courses like science and math on the

computer. I never would have imagined doing this until I heard about the laptop

program.... Even though I am lookingforward to it, I do have some concerns. How can

we learn things on the computers? Whatprograms would help learning the different

courses more thanJust textbooks? " (Martin 's survey, September 4, 2002) And now, it is

time to share Martin's thoughts about himself, so climb aboard:

/ want mypseudonym to be Martin Alexander Young. It is after my twofavourite

hockey players (Martin Brodeur andAlexander Mogilny) and myfavouritefootball

player (Steve Young). My height is between 5feet 5 inches to about 5feet 7 inches (I

haven 't checked in a long time). My hair colour is black, and my eye colour is hazel

green. I have really short hair. Myfriends say that I am loyal, funny, helpful, kind, smart,

andfriendly. Iplay soccerfor a competitive team, and I love to play all kinds ofother

sports with myfriends such as hockey, basketball, andfootball.

Hike to listen to rap, hip-hop, R&B, and some classical music. I enjoyplaying

sports a lot, Iplay video games and I like to watch movies with myfriends and brothers.

In school, I am trying to do my best in high school and go to a good university. I want to

be a doctor, a lawyer, or a police officer. I haven 't decidedyet what I wanted to be. I also

want to recoverfrom my knee injury so I can rejoin my team as soon as possible. My

favourite books are any mystery books and Lord ofthe Rings. I also liked thefirst two

Lord ofthe Rings movies. I enjoy watching a lot ofcomedy movies and also some horror,

mystery and action. Iprobably would not change anything about me because I am pretty
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happy with who I am but ifl had to change something about me, I would not be as shy as

I am. I like thefact that I am athletic and smart.

In myfamily, I have a mother, afather, and two brothers. My brothers do try to

annoy me at every chance possible but they are still really nice to me. They help me with

stuffand they take me to movies or to go play sports with theirfriends. Myparents are

strict but they are really loving. They buy me stuffand they help me with homework. They

do a lotfor me. I have a lot ofrelatives. I have 5 aunts on my mom 's side and 8first

cousins. On my dad's side, J have 1 uncle, 1 aunt and 7first cousins. 1 also have a lot of

second cousins and other relatives. My relatives live in all sorts ofplaces like Ottawa,

San Francisco, Boston, Brazil, India, Australia, England, Portugal, Macao and a lot of

other places. My parents comefrom a Portuguese colony in India. This place is called

Goa (on the coast. 1 hourflightfrom Bombay). My dad was born in Goa and my mom

was born in Mozambique; she and the rest ofherfamily went back to Goa. Their

ancestors camefrom Portugal. I don 't really think we have any traditions that are special

to ourfamily. There probably are a lot ofcustoms in my heritage but I cannot think of

any ofthem. My dad is an electrical engineer and he is the Senior Vice President. My

mom was a teacherfor 20 years in India and taught elementary school here. After that,

she started a day care and it went onfor 14 years. This summer she retired. Myfamily

travels a lot. About every two summers we go somewhere. Since 1996, we have gone to

India, Portugal, Cuba, Australia and this summer we are going to Brazil. I have afew

pets. In the summer, I got a tank offish. Afew ofthem have died but I have gotten more

over these lastfew months. Also, for Christmas, Ifinally got another hamster, (my mother

accidentally killed thefirst one when she thought it was dead andput it outside!)



'-'-!
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My closestfriends are DC, CG, and JO. They have a lot offriendsfrom all sorts

ofplaces and they are reallyfun to be around. They are easy to get along with and they

are alwaysfriendly to me. They also play a lot ofsports like hockey and baseball. They

are verypopular. I like that they arefunny, fun to be around, veryfriendly and they are

also smart and athletic. They are really goodpeople. Nothing really bugs me about them

except that they can be annoying sometimes and they can get mad easily. We like to

watch movies andplay sports together. Idon 't think there is anything else that is

important about me that I missed (Martin 's Autobiography, December 31, 2002).

Martin has remained soft spoken and unobtrusive throughout the semester. Even

after 5 months, I still have to remind myself that he is in the classroom. He is one of those

students who does not stand out, for he seems to move through the course effortlessly, yet

I wonder if anything has ignited a passion in him. I am reminded of his interest in science

and math, and it may just be that English is not the area he chooses to get excited about.

Passenger §3-Vanessa Christenses

I noticed Vanessa in the halls even before I realized she was part ofmy grade 9

English class. She is tail-about 5 '9", and so she stands out as a grade 9 because of this

height. She has long, brown hair and a pale complexion-she is also an attractive young

lady who carries herself with a quiet confidence. She is my beginner and has already

experienced some frustrations wdth the laptop-problems before the school year even

started. She has become "best friends" with our teacher-librarian as she has had to see

him numerous times about technology problems. Yet, through it all, she handles it with

grace-never belying her true frustration. She seemed surprised that she was asked to

partake in the study, and I hope to learn more from her in terms of the anxiety and
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frustrations that come with not being very familiar with the computer. I think I will

recognize a number of things in her that I went through last year.

Vanessa's response to the initial survey: / stronglyfeel, that I as a beginner in

computers, will learn a lot more about differentprograms and how they can be used. This

will definitely help me in the future, maybefor ajob application orfor assignments. Later

on, in University, I believe that this is a new challenge that will re-enforce my learning. It

is also a new experience that I can learnfrom. Iam concerned that I might lose

importantfiles and documents or that my computer mightfreeze when I need it

(Vanessa 's survey, September 4, 2002). Vanessa was not quite as prolific with her writing

in her initial assignments, and her writing is not as polished as my other participants. She

did note that students shouldfeel comfortable expressing their own ideas and even

disagreeing with someone else 's (The Breakfast Club Assignment, September 13, 2002),

and I've noticed that Vanessa generally seems comfortable in her own skin. When I met

her mother at Curriculum night, it was clear they were cut from the same cloth. She was

quiet and soft spoken andJust wanted to say hello-Ican definitely see some of Vanessa in

her in terms ofmannerisms andposture-she also told me how much Vanessa is enjoying

class (PersonalJournal, October 5, 2002). As tiring as Curriculum night can be, I enjoy

the spotlight of showcasing our department and all the activities that are involved in the

laptop program. // 's nice to getpositivefeedback and hear that the students are enjoying

it so that myperceptions ofthem in class are similar to theirparents 'perceptions

(PersonalJournal, October 5, 2002).

Vanessa's autobiography sheds some light on her and her views of herself:
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/ am a pretty tall and thin girl. I have brown hair and hazel eyes. I also have a

fair skin tone. Myfriends wouldprobably describe me as clumsy, and gullible. I am a

pretty crazyperson my self, that is out ofschool. I am a competitive swimmer. I love to

swim and so J spend almost all ofmy time doing it. I swim 10 times a week and travel to

compete. Basketball and volleyball are other hobbies ofmine. I also love going shopping

and watching movies withfriends. I have many goals, some realistic and others not as

much so. I want to be in the honor role in school, travel the world when I am older and

for the present, achieve a national swim time. One ofmy all timefavorite movies is

Legally Blonde, and so many others which I cannot name. I also love to listen to music by

Ashanti, Mandy Moore, Destiny 's child and so many other similar artists. IfI could I

would change myforgetfulness. Things I like about myselfare that I am athletic and easy

to talk to.

There are 4 people in myfamily. My mother and I are very close. She is always

therefor me and I can always depend on her. My dad is usually out oftown on business

but we have great communication over the phone. I can always reach him and he always

makes timefor me in his busy schedule. My sister and I tend tofight a lot. Although we

do talk to each other about everything they usually lead tofights. I have a very large

family. I have 15first cousins. We are all very close and visit each other regularly. I am

also very close with my aunts and uncles. Iam Greek although I was born in Canada.

Both myparents immigrated to Canada in their early teens. Myfamily has very large

gatheringsfor Christmas, New Years, Easter, Thanksgivings and birthdays to name a

few. We also celebrate a Greek thing called "Name Days " Names are very important to

Greeks so we have d special day to celebrate every name. My "NAME DAY"for example
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is on Christmas. These days aren 'tjust chosen randomly but have a special meaning to

them. My mom is a stay at home mom and my dad sells anti-virus 'sfor computers. His

business is called, Network Associates. 1 have been to many placesforfamily vacations. I

have been to Greece and Florida a couple times, Mexico, Cuba and Dominican Republic.

1 have one budgie named Sunshine.

My closestfriends arefunny, andpretty crazy. I love that they are always therefor

me and I always have so muchfun with them. I do not like when they brag about things or

when some ofthem do not admit to things they know are true. Myfriends and J do tons of

thingsfrom going to the movies to shopping to going to Wonderland andJust hanging out

at each other 's homes. We also like sleeping over (Vanessa 's Autobiography, December

28,2002).

Passenger U4-Steve Wagner

From day one, I liked Steve's easy demeanor—he seemed excited to be starting

high school, but quite quiet. He was very eager to put up his hand, and his answers to

date have been filled with wonderful vocabulary and rich insights-he clearly likes to

leam and is not embarrassed about being a good student or writer. / expected him to have

a strong voice and, true toform, he did (Personal Journal, September 1 7, 2002). In

response to the identity assignment, he wrote, /, being a person who speaks my mind, and

is vocally opposed to issues, am sometimes taken as someone who is in constant

opposition to all that teenagers consider to be cool. I see people constantly trying tofit in

by saying what everyone else says and am taken aback by their willingness to lie to

themselves. How could they possibly know what theirfutures have in storefor them, or

the difficulties they willface in life? Maybe at a crucialpoint in their lives, they will be
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confronted with one ofthe many issues that today, when put on the spot infront oftheir

peers, they simply ignore. What will they do then? Shrug like they did in the past? I won 7

everfollow someone 's lead ifI don 7 want to (The Breakfast Club Assignment, September

13, 2002).

It is refreshing to see a student who is confident of himself. I wanted to know

more about Steve's background to discover why he is the way he is. I did end up meeting

Steve's parents at a curriculum night in October. / met Steve 's parents-older than I

expected which may explain his quiet nature and definite maturity. His mother was

gushing over how much he was enjoying English, especially thefastpace we go at; I

think he is definitely a true academic student. I could not say enough wonderful things

about him either-they are clearlyparents who are reallyproud. He was the top student in

grade 8, which would explain his confidence. He is also playing volleyball, which IJust

found out, so I am glad he is well rounded and not entirelyfocused on school work

(Personal Journal, October 5, 2002).

He has blond-brown hair and a sprinkle of fi-eckles. He is tidy in his appearance

and reminds me of a young Richie Cunningham as Opie-only a little more mature. I think

talking to Steve is going to reveal a number of issues around the laptop program; he has a

quiet confidence, and I believe he will be honest and forthright about his experiences in

this program. When I read Steve's initial survey, I was more impressed. He is not living

within the boundaries of our school and so wrote a special letter of consideration to our

board to get into St. Augustine just because of the laptop program. In his survey, he

writes, / have been using computers since a veryyoung age and am excited about their

use in class. Although I'm not concerned in any way, I have wondered what thisprogram
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will consist of. I am anxious to begin the program so it canfurther my knowledge in the

computerfield I believe I willpursue opportunities in thisfield after high school and

think that the laptop program will be a good step in that direction (Steve 's Survey,

September 4, 2002). I later found out that he had a difficuh time with the students at his

previous school. He was often made ftin of for being so studious so did not want to attend

his local high school. His mother told me he is enjoying every minute of St. Augustine

CHS so far.

Steve's autobiography truly helps paint a picture of this young man as he writes,

Hello, my name is Steve Wagner and I am currently in grade 9. 1am afivefoot

five with blue eyes, and brownish-blond hair. I do well academically, enjoyplaying

sports competitively, and like to work with the computer to accomplish various tasks.

Some ofmyfriends would say that lam outgoing, with a good sense ofhumour. I

especially like to play sports such as basketball, baseball, tennis and volleyball. This year

I made the varsity volleyball team at my high school, even though I am only in grade 9.

1

enjoy listening to rock or rap music, but do not often listen to music.

I hope to become a lawyer when I get older, and attend a top law school, possibly

in the United States. I also am considering computer engineering or video game design,

as both would incorporate my lovefor computers and new technologies. At the moment

myfavourite books include the Artemis Fowl series, and Prey, a new novel written by the

creator ofJurassic Park I am also an avid Star Warsfan, and own many ofthe Star

Wars video games along with the movies.

The only thing that I would change about myselfis my height. Compared to many

ofmyfriends Iam short, although Iam told that I will soon begin my growth spurt.
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Hopefully this will come soon, to help me beat them at basketball once again. Other than

this minor detail, Ifeel that I like everything about myself, especially thefact that I do

well in school. I continue to work hard to achieve my goals, and so that I can have the

most possibilities open when it is time to choose a career path. I hope to continue the

hard work all throughout my high school career as well as my life.

Myfamily consists offour people, including myself I have one sibling, a younger

sister, who Ifeel very close to. She is always there to listen or comfort me, depending on

how Iamfeeling. I also have a strong relationship with myparents, who Ifeel carefor

me very much and support me not only in academic pursuits, but with my social activities

as well.

Asfor my extendedfamily, I am happy to say that both sets ofmy grandparents

are alive and are consistent role modelsfor me to look up to. My mother has two siblings,

a brother and a sister who both live in the vicinity ofwhere we live, making it easyfor me

to visit them. All ofmy cousins on this side are older than me, with my mother 's brother 's

children away at university studying medicine. Myfather on the other hand has three

siblings: two sisters and a brother. Myfather 's youngest sister lives in North Carolina,

preventing usfrom visiting her often. She has two ofher own children, both younger than

myself, and some more stepchildrenfrom her new marriage. Myfather 's older sister has

one child who is in hisfirst year ofuniversity, andplans to study law. She lives close to

us as well, about an hour and halffrom where I live. Myfathers ' brother lives near them

too, making it easyfor that side ofthefamily to see each other.

All ofmy grandparents were born in Canada and have lived herefor some time.

Asfar as I know, my grandmother on my mother 's side is Irish with my grandfather 's
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mother being French. My grandmother on myfather 's side has a German background,

whose parents movedfrom a Germanic part ofRussia right before the Russian

Revolution. My grandfather 's mother was born in England, with hisfather born in Wales.

My grandfather was born in Winnipeg and moved with my grandmother around the

1950's.

My mother andfather both work, with my mother working part-time and my

father workingfull time. My mother works as a physiotherapist at a private clinic that is

mainly involved in sports-related injuries. Myfather, on the other hand, works as an

accountantfor a large Canadian computer-related company. His company originally

started making video cardsfor computers (what enables a computer to produce crisp

graphics), and is now involved in makingproductsfor gaming systems, handheld

computer devices and televisions. He is directly involved in the consumer electronics

division, which is in charge ofmaking graphics chipsfor High Definition Televisions,

and so on.

Although myfamily does like to visit all sorts ofdifferent places, we rarely

venture out ofOntario. Our lone excursions out ofthe province have been to Florida, and

to New York. In the summer we usually go north to Haliburton or the areas around

Muskoka where we like to swim in the lakes, or take part in water-related activities. Last

summer was especially nice as we went to one ofmy bestfriends cottages and stayed

therefor afew days.

I really have two bestfriends who contrast each other in every imaginable way.

One ofmyfriends is very organized, does well in school, and likes to play video games at

his house. He also takes part in baseball and hockey but does not let the sport envelope
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his life. He is very understanding ofall my problems, and works hard to get anyjob done.

J couldn 't have askedfor a better partner in school projects, as he is always willing to

work harder to achieve a higher mark. My otherfriend is completely the opposite: messy,

average academically, and loves to play basketball. He is such an avidfan ofthe sport

that it is not unlikely tofind him playingfive to six hours straight. The temperature is

never too coldfor him, and the ground is never too slippery as long as he can shoot the

ball. This can sometimes be a problem when my hands arefrozen and numb, and he still

feels like playing another game ofone-on-one. I amproud ofhow well he has gotten

though, as he onlypicked up the sport two years ago, and now is an all-star ofmy

basketball league. His enthusiasmfor the sport continues into school as well, as he is

often told by his teachers to use proper English in his writing, rather than basketball

slang. Unfortunately, both ofmy bestfriends do not go to the same high school as I do

because ofmy decision to attend school out ofdistrict (Steve 's Autobiography, December

30, 2002).

Steve has truly been a wonderfUl student and mature presence in my classroom

this year. If I could bottle him up and sell him as the exemplar for a grade 9 student, I

would, but then perhaps his uniqueness would go unnoticed. I fiilly expect to hear about

Steve sometime in the future. His passion for learning is so fierce that I hope he finds his

niche and explores all that the world and his intellect can offer. It is his voice that opens

this chapter and truly shares the idea ofbeing a teenager in 2002. 1 think he will come to

realize that he "does not want to" follow the lead of his classmates, and I hope that he

vydll become a leader for others as he makes his way in this world.
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The passengers have been introduced, the train is leaving the station, and the

journey into the world ofcyberspace in my grade 9 English classroom is about to begin

-buckle up and enjoy the ride!





CHAPTER FIVE: THE TRIP ITSELF

Introduction

The trip through grade 9 Academic Enghsh is a busy one-there is not a lot of time

to get off the train and just sit and enjoy the scenery. I wish there was, but there is so

much curriculum to cover that often I feel like we are racing to the next stop without even

pausing to reflect on what we have learned at the last stop. Though we seem to spend

longer on certain tasks that are laptop based, I still feel like I am under the gun to reach a

certain destination before the trip ends in January.

My students are guided on this trip by a number of things: They have a monthly

calendar which outlines assignments, events, and class activities; they have my Webpage

which contains a homework calendar and all the different activities and assignments we

cover; they have my e-mail which they access on a regular basis-sometimes with

pertinent questions and other times just to find out if the next day is a "civies" day where

they can get rid of their uniform for a day. Finally, they have each other-to call, e-mail,

or even beam with the wireless capability on their computers. One would think that all of

these directions would help them on their journey into cyberspace, but sometimes things

still fall apart. A computer might break, the Internet might be down, hockey gets in the

way, the Board firewall may block a student's name, and my perfect plan to the next

destination goes awry.

But this year, I have learned to handle all these interruptions with much more

patience and grace than last year, though there are still finstrating times even this early in

the semester. / have spoken too soon! Yesterday, I wasfeeling veryfrustrated. The

printers in our workrooms aren 'tfunctioning, the laptop labs aren 7 ready, and the cross-
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curricular lab is unfinished. All ofthis set-up has been left to the teacher-librarian and

the head ofour religion department, who happen to know a bit about wiring. My bigger

question is, why isn 't the board covering this? Well, the answer is because it would take

about 4 months to get it done by the time the work order was processed. Ijust don 't

understand how the school and board did not know this would have to be done based on

our enrolment. It seems as though there is a real lack ofcommunication, and the way

things are done isfor the quickfix with little thought given to the situation down the road.

The way some ofthe labs are configured is horrendous. Kids are sitting around the entire

room, so the teacher can 't even get to the blackboards without climbing over kids. Now

the principal is talking about going wireless; that causes me to react the wayyou do

when someone drags their nails across the chalkboard! I'mfinally starting to get

comfortable with the technology we have now and am not ready toface more change so

quickly (Personal Journal, September 1 7, 2002).

My lab didn't require that much reconfiguring, so on September 23, 2002, we had

the first day in the laptop lab and, compared to last year, things went really well. The

students were organized and interested in logging on and following instructions-a

refi-eshing change from the group I had last year, though the day was not without

challenges. One student 's laptop screen was cracked, and he was trying hard not to cry

infront ofeveryone else. I escorted him to Guidance, where he broke down and started to

wheeze and sob. He hadfallen offthe bus and landed on his backpack Once he relaxed,

we phoned home, got him a loaner computer, and he regrouped and returned to class. I

forget that they are only 14 years old and are stilljust kids even though they try hard to

be adults. Sometimes I think we expect too much ofthem at this age. I was thinking the
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same thing with my grade lis as they are tackling tasks that I used to teach to my OACs

- they've had to move so quickly under the new curriculum that I'm surprised so many of

them are still so enthusiastic about learning (Personal Journal, September 23, 2002).

Once I got the problem with the cracked screen sorted out, the period flew by that

first day in the lab. I showed them my page and gave instructions of what to print for

tomorrow-we worked through some introductory material on mythology, and there was

lots of good research going on. They are a quiet andfocused group, rarely strayingfrom

their task; they seem pleased to be in such a unique program and to be trusted to work

away without a teacher guiding their every move. Steve is so on the ball andfinished his

work quite quickly; he had no trouble creating his chart and researching the Greek Gods,

and so helped the student beside him, whichfurther demonstrates some ofthe positive

aspects ofthis program. Lucyfollowed my every word and was very meticulous in her

typing and organization. She seems more concerned with doing things properly than

actuallyfocusing on what the topic is-I hardly notice Martin sometimes and have to

make a conscious effort to look his way. He blends into the classroom, and even though

he was sitting beside someone, it was almost like he was sitting alone. He is definitely

introverted, but not strangely so-just very quiet andfocused. Vanessa did not have a

laptop-it continually gives her problems. She isfrustrated-has had it infor the

technician to look at three times already. I quickly set her up on my laptop and then her

Internet wouldn 't work-so we logged her off, I logged in, and offshe went-I was amazed

at how calmly she handled it. Other kids I've taught would have been in tears or angry by

thatpoint-shejust seemed to handle it with the same grace andpoise that she carries

herselfwith. Ihad no qualms about letting her use my computer. She took her notes in
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her notebook so that she would have them and not have to worry about printing offmy

laptop.

Not one kid is using a mouse, and that amazes me as I hate that little red button-I

feel like I'm playing a sport that I'm not good at when I try to maneuver it . My

coordination seems all off, and I want to scream out, "But I can dribble a basketball!

"

This little button seems like second nature to them, and not one ofthem seems at all

intimidated by it. Their typing is definitely awkward though. They aren 't taught the

rudimentary typing skills as thoroughly as they used to be.

The class ran so smoothly I couldn 't believe it. It was never like that in all oflast

year, and I wonder ifthat is because I amJust more used to the glitches that can occur. I

hope this bodes wellfor a goodyear. Theypacked up carefully and quietly. I think the

grey cords being locked down to the ports instead ofeach student having a cord to hook

up is a terrific idea-definitely an improvement in the log-in process-I'm still quite

excited about teaching these kids—they are a teacher 's dream! (Personal Journal,

September 23, 2002).

Stops Along the Way: The Activities of e-Learning

The laptop English courses contain a number of different activities that students

work through during the semester. Between observations written in my journals and

interviews, I was able to gather many impressions from my participants about laptop

leaming. I met with my 4 participants for the first time on November 4, 2002. We had a

brief meeting in the library. I gave them a series of questions to prepare for our first

interview. / arrived in the libraryfirst-Martin came in second-in a bit ofpanic as he had

a science quiz-Isent him back and said I would meet with him tomorrow-then he
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returned to say his teacher said he could write it later! He and I sat at the table in an

awkward silencefor afew minutes. I asked him about hisfamily to break the ice a bit-he

is the youngest but has two older brothers, and the age difference is 8 and 12 years-quite

a span-he smiled and admitted to being spoiled!

Vanessa arrived next-quite comfortable to plop herselfdown beside me as only a

lanky J 4-year-old can do. She has one younger sister, whom she can 't stand! Her sister

drives her crazy and steals her clothes all the time.... This reminded me ofmy own

sibling rivalry-my sister and I couldn 't stand each other until she went away to

university, and even then I'd miss her but when she returned home, I'd want her to go

back again! Both Vanessa and I agreed that anything less than 3 years apart was too

close!

Lucy arrived next-a little breathless but seemingly excited to sit down and chat

with US-she has a younger sibling too. Steve was the last to arrive, and as we all looked

out the glass wall ofthe library, we saw him peeling around the corner and racing into

the library! We talked briefly about a student who had died over the weekend-it was a

former grade 8 classmate ofSteve 's and Lucy 's-hit by a speeding driver. They were

certainly touched by it, and I was impressed to see that they took some time to reflect on

their own mortality.

I tried to make themfeel at ease byjust chatting a bit about what I am doing and

how I would like the interviews to proceed. I told them I'd address some, but not all, of

the questions and I wanted it to be more ofa dialogue rather than aformal interview. We

walked through the questions together, and they all seemed at ease with them-no one
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asked any questions, and I reminded them I needed them to be honest about things-ifthey

didn 't like something that wasJine-they did need to express that.

The meeting lasted about 20 minutes. Lucy was disappointed as she didn 't want to

go back to class . . . she had hoped she would get to go straight to lunch! I reassured her

that next week would be longer when we do the actual interviews. I also told them the

interviews would be taped so that they wouldfeel comfortable with that. Overall, Ifeel

confident that I will learn some significant thingsfrom talking to my participants-! think

they will be honest andforthright and, I hope, will shine some light on what it 's like to be

on thisjourney into Cyberspace with me (Personal Journal, November 5, 2002).

Through my observations and interviews over the course of the semester, I think

the best way to determine how my participants felt about these activities is to examine

one activity at a time and gather their thoughts and impressions, along with my own,

about e-leaming. %

First Stop: Journal Discussions

One of the primary expectations in English is to have students write reflectively.

If you tell students this, they immediately cringe and groan. The beauty of the laptop

program is there is a "fun" way to have students reflect through writing and they do not

even realize that they are working hard to develop insights and skills. I have a forum that

the students access two to three times a month. They will log onto my Webpage, find out

what discussion group they are in, and then click on the link to their respective group.

The topic for discussion is posted on the Webpage as well.

I had noted this opening activity in my journal. Today, I introduced the on-line

journal application. Well, I introduced it yesterday, but Jim, the board consultant, hadn't
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inputted the student ids, which he promised to do 3 weeks ago, so after all my careful

planning, the class lesson had to be shelved.... A year ago I would have had a fit over

this, but instead Ijust sighed and moved on. Iphoned Jim-he totally apologized and got

things readyfor today.

The students experienced some trepidation atfirst, but got moving. Once we got

everyone logged on they set to work writing about something theyfelt strongly about.

Interesting to look at their topics-from rap music, to homework, to parents, to the war in

Iraq; all the way to not being able to wear their kilts! They have some wonderful things

to say. As I wandered around the room, some had difficulty deciding what to write

about-it wasn 't that they didn 'tfeel passionate about something-it wasjust that they

were worried because everyone would be able to read their remarks and they were

nervous about that. They then had to respond to someone within their group. Theyfound

that a lot easier because the person had already opened themselves upfor debate. All in

all, their responses werefairly mature-definite problems with spelling andgrammar-

they write as ifthey are at home on ICQ, so that will be a bit ofa battle to correct. Or

maybe I do not have to correct that, as that is their reality today when it comes to

communicating with the computer (PersonalJournal, October 11, 2002).

Lucy wrote about loving to read-and two kids responded positively to her. Her

enjoyment shines through in her response. One ofmyfavourite things to do is to read. I

have read a lot ofbooks, and I have quite a collection ofthem on my bookshelf. Reading

is enjoyable because ifa story is really good, then you become involved in it. The

characters become real, andyou can relate to them in certain ways.

Ifa book is really good, it can become very hard to put down. It also helps to pass time,
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and is very relaxing. I love to read because it's so interesting, and all books are different.

Myfavourite authors are Kit Pearson and Lurlene McDaniel. They write about issues

that teens really do have toface. It's interesting to read about them, and their different

problems. These authors write books that are very hard to put down.

So, the next time you need something to do, I recommend that you pick up a good book,

and read (Journal Discussion - Lucy, October 14, 2002).

Steve wrote about the ease of wearing uniforms and how it equalizes everyone-

clearly a student who thinks beyond the fashion worid. In elementary school, I couldn't

see myselfever wearing a uniform. I liked my clothes and it didn't ever seem like a huge

problem about deciding what to wear in the morning. In grade 7, I was even considering

going to a public high school, just so that I wouldn't have to wear what I thought was

uncomfortable and boring. I dreaded the thought ofhaving to wear the same thing over

and over again, never having thefree will to wear what I wanted to wear. But now that I

am in high school, I see why uniforms are necessary at this time in our life.

At Muskoka Woods, I was astonished by the number ofpeople who wore such

baggy clothing that they could barely move, or do any ofthe activities. There was a lot of

competition between each person to wear the most expensive clothing that they had. I'm

sure that in many people's minds theyfelt that they were beingjudged on mainlyjust their

appearance, by others who didn't think they were cool. Who do these people who were

just laughing andpointing at others think they are? Some ofthe clothes that they were

wearing must have cost hundreds ofdollars. Maybe otherpeople who are not as

interested in their appearance would rather spend that money on something else, rather

than their clothing. All in all, I see that uniforms in schools can help keep the pressure off
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those who may notfit in. I no longer dread wearing the same thing everyday, as I can see

that it has a goodpurpose (Journal Discussion - Steve, October 14, 2002).

I think Steve took a risk when he selected this topic. Most students would not

admit to actually being supportive of wearing a uniform-it is the one thing that they use

to test teachers by wearing it incorrectly as often as possible. I believe that this is just

another indication of Steve's maturity level and confidence in his opinions; he is not

willing to bow to peer pressure and continues to demonstrate that quite often.

Martin wrote about homework and hating it-he may yet surprise me. I did not

expect him to admit to this; he seems so focused in class that I did not think homework

was something he was particularly affected by. / really think homework sucks. It is kind

ofstupid because we already learn things at school so why do we have to do it home. It

wastes time. I could be out watching a movie, playing video games, watching tv, or even

reading a book but because ofhomework, there is absolutely no time. It is ridiculous.

It is also stupid because it can deprive us ofsleep. Sometimes we are up at the early

hours ofthe morning, like 3:00am doing homework, projects and studyingfor big tests.

The day after we can barely stay awake during school. By the end ofthe week, ifthat

continues, we won't even have the energy to walk (Journal Discussion - Martin, October

14, 2002)

Vanessa wrote about media and its image of females-interesting as she herself is

so thin that I wonder if she has an eating disorder. . . it was easy to see through this

exercise the students who have developed an ability to think a little more critically from

the topics they've chosen or the carefiilly worded responses they present to their

classmates. Vanessa wrote, / strongly believe that the media has a very big effect on
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teens! Girlsfor example are always trying to lose weight, and buy the latestfashion. This

has both a good and bad affect to it. Sometimes losing a bit ofweight is healthy and can

boost up your self-esteem although losing too much weight is very dangerous. Teens tend

to start offlosing a bit ofweightfor health purposes but then become obsessed with being

thin until they either become anorexic or bulimic. Guys, on the other hand, are pressured

into taking drugs, and smoking. Because we all seefamous movie stars doing it teens

follow their example and think that it is the cool thing to do. Many teens also change

their appearance and wear baggy or tight clothes and extensive make- upjust to be like

Brittany Spears or Nelly. All ofthis gets in the way offinding out who you really are and

not who you are trying to be (Journal Discussion - Vanessa, October 14, 2002).

The journals took longer than I anticipated-I had slotted about 20 minutes, but we

spent 45 minutes on them. It was quality work the whole time, and I'm curious to see if

they tackle it a little faster now that they have the process down pat. One thing I found

was that they questioned quickly instead of clicking back to my laptop page to read the

instructions of the task at hand. It all connected back to editor letters and finding a voice

-we will be moving into letter to the editor writing next week, so I think it was a

successful way to watch them find their voices, but also to realize that opinion alone is

not enough-you need support for your opinion to be convincing.

The second time we approached the journal discussion forum, the students logged

in with ease. Though some ofthem had forgotten their passwords, the whole process

went much more smoothly. We have been reading a novel by Paolo Coelho called The

Alchemist, and the story centers around a Spanish shepherd boy who travels parts of the

world to discover his personal legend-his connection and place in the world. At age 14,

1
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find, my students do not have a sense of place in the world. So much is new to them as

they enter high school, and it is a time of change. They are discovering their identities

through peer groups, academics, family relationships, and extracurricular activities. I

posed a question to them to respond to in the journal forum. I asked them to comment on

what they thought their personal legend was at this point in their lives. Their responses

were varied-some seemed to know what direction they would head in and others were at

a loss. I do not remember having to think about such a thing when I was 14, but they are

moving through high school more quickly now and have to make life-altering decisions

earlier. They are living in a time of change and technology, and it is interesting to read

their perspectives. I think this small journal entry will later act as a springboard for

further writing for them.

Martin responded, Ifeel that I am supposed to helppeople in every way I can.

This is because the two careers I am thinking about save people's lives or protect them.

Those careers are a doctor/surgeon or a police officer. I haven 'tyet decided but I think

that either one wouldprobably be good. The people who have influenced me and my

decision are myparents and some ofmyfriends. Myparents have always taught me to

helppeople in every way I can like sharing things or looking after someone. That was

one ofthe reasons that I chose those two possible careers. My brother is a doctor and he

has shown me some ofthe things that they do and I always thought it was really

interesting. This made me want to be a doctor even more. My brother'sfriend is an

officer and he said that it wasfun and rewarding, even though it is really dangerous. I

think all these people helped me to discover mypersonal legend and have put me on a
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goodpath to achieving it (Journal Discussion-Martin, October 30, 2002). Martin seems

focused and has role models to help on his journey.

Lucy did not seem to have a final goal in mind, but recognizes what she needs to

do to achieve whatever that goal might be. / think that my personal legend in grade nine

is getting good grades, and tofocus on my education. In order to get accepted into a

good university and to get a goodjob, you need to have an education. IfIfocus on

making good grades in grade nine, I will be able to maintain those grades during the rest

ofmy high school years. Grade nine will be a timefor me to develop good study habits.

This will help me to succeed in high school, and continue on with mypost-secondary

education (Journal Discussion - Lucy, October 30, 2002).

Akin to Lucy, Steve and Vanessa both seem unsure ofwhat direction life will be

taking them in. Vanessa seems unsure of where she is headed; she has some goals in

mind, but how realistic they are is yet to be determined. At the moment I do not know

exactly what mypersonal legend is. I have not yetfound something that I would like to do

for my career. Although I have not decided on mypersonal legend, I do have a possibility

in mind. I might want topursue a career injournalism. This is because I enjoy writing,

especially on issues that Ifeel strongly about. To pursue this legend I will have to become

a better writer. I do think thatfriends have a major impact on what mypersonal legend

is. Since I do not know exactly what it is they will help mefind it. Because I spend a lot of

my time with myfriends I could say that they know me almost better than I know my self.

Another possible personal legend is to compete in the Olympics! I have been swimming

for 2 years and I have discovered mypassion in the sport. I think that mypassion to swim

will bring me to that point. The two legends are directed towards two very different
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paths. One is towards sports and the other in business. Whatever I do end up pursuing I

am sure it will be the right choice (Journal Discussion - Vanessa, October 30, 2002).

Steve writes, Right now, sitting here in grade 9, I do not know what my Personal

Legend is. I do not know what I want to become in the future, or how I will eventually get

there. I do not know where my life will lead, who I will meet along the way, or what

experiences J will go through. At this moment though, I think that it would be best to

concentrate on the present, and try to make the most out ofwhat I do now. I must try to

be kind to others, for I do not know where we will meet in thefuture. I am not afortune-

teller, nor do I have a detailedplan ofwhat I will do each morning as I wake. For this

reason, it is importantfor me to be open to new opportunities, and be able to realize

when something is what I want to continue doingfor the rest ofmy life. Although I do not

really know what my Personal Legend is, I believe that ifyou are considerate to others,

and keep their wishes in mind when you act, you are on your way to discoveringyour

Personal Legend. When you can see what it is though, you must take it andfollow it

through to the end so that you, like Santiago, canfind true happiness (Journal Discussion

-Steve, October 30, 2002). As I continue to read Steve's work, I am reminded of his

mature level of thinking-his ability to make personal connections to the literature we are

studying to his own life is so refreshing.

Another opportunity to use the forum arrived during the study ofRomeo and

Juliet. My grade 9 class went incredibly well today-some daysfeel like theyjustflow

more smoothly than others, and today was one ofthem. We opened using the Journal

Discussionforum-I chose to do this because when I interviewed Vanessa and Lucy this

week they both commented on how much they liked thatforum and really wished we did
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// more often (PersonalJournal, November 15, 2002). When I asked Vanessa about this

activity during an interview, she responded, / think it 's a good way to interact and I like

writing... ifwe could write about current issues in the media or something like that, that

would be cool (Interview, Vanessa, November 13, 2002). Lucy responded, / like it

because it 's simple, like youjust read all the rules andyou know what to do. It doesn 't

take that long, I like that part... but sometimes you 're afraid ofwhat people might think

but I think basically everyone has the same interests so it 's not so hard to write...! loved

responding the best (Interview, Lucy, November 12, 2002). Lucy also noted that she

would love to do journal discussion once a week. With that in mind, I decided to try to

make more use of the forum during our study of Shakespeare. Yesterday, I sat down and

wrote outfive veryfree questions about issues within the playfrom who you should date

and whether your parents should have any say, to when you should reveal something

even ifyou 've been sworn to secrecy (Personal Journal, November 15, 2002).

We began with the dating question-and they typed away for about 20 minutes,

posting their own thoughts and then responding to someone within their group (Personal

Joumal, November 15, 2002). Lucy was quite sensible in her response: Since the

beginning oftime, parents have always tried to decide whom their children date. And no

matter how hard they try, they seem tofail miserably because teenagers can be extremely

unreasonable. Although I think that parents cannot decide whom their children date, I do

think that they have the right to have a say. For example, ifa girl comes home with her

new "boyfriend" and he's some motorcycle punk, then they can talk to their daughter.

This way, the parents can express theirfeelings about the guy and maybe learn to

understand him better. But I think that their right to decide upon their children 's dating
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life does have to end somewhere. I think that they are allowed to have an opinion about a

date, but they cannot decide every time. Personally, I would allow my parents to have an

opinion, but I would not allow them to decide who I date (Journal Discussion - Lucy,

November 15, 2002).

Vanessa also felt that parents had a definite right to know about whom she was

dating. / think that parents do have a little right to express their opinion on who their kids

date. Although everyone has personalpreference, parents could help you get out ofan

abusive and disrespectful relationship. They are usually able to see through the guy and

tell ifhe is trustworthy and loyal, this can prevent youfrom getting hurt. I also think that

it is mainlyyour decision who you choose to date. Your parents will not always be

correct with theirjudgment. For example your date might get nervous when meetingyour

parents and will act strangely. This situation is normal and often occurs. Parents can

express their opinion on your date but they cannotforce you to stop seeing them. The

ultimate decision is yours! (Journal Discussion - Vanessa, November 15, 2002).

Steve's response was a little shorter and not quite as passionate as the giri's. /

thinkyour parents should have some say in whoyou date because they can give advice to

you ifyou need it. In the same way, I do not think that they have the right toforce you to

date or to not date someone, but can onlyprovide guidance in your decision. Although it

is not their place tofullyjudge someone, I do think that an outside view on your situation

can help, not hinder. Therefore, because our parents have allprobably gone through

these types ofsituations and have already had these discussions with their parents when

they were teenagers, their wisdom can be a good thing. Sometimes wejust have to put up

with their criticism as they are only trying to do what's bestfor us (Journal Discussion,
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Steve, November 15, 2002). (Martin was absent during this posting time and he chose to

reflect twice on another topic rather than add to this discussion at a later date.)

After theyposted we discussed some ofthe issues. Mostfelt that their parents

wanted to know who they were datingjust out ofconcernfor their well being and because

they cared. A couple ofgirls stillfelt theyfell under very "old school" European thinking

on the part oftheirfather 's - and mostfelt that it didn 't matter what culture someone

wasfrom - 1found this particularly refreshing. Most alsofelt that religion wasn 't an

important determiningfactor either -yet I tend to think that going to a Catholic school

prevents themfrom really knowing too many otherpeople their age who aren 't Catholic

- or ifthey do, it may be peoplefrom sports teams and would generally be the same

gender - so would notplay as large a rolefor them (Personal Journal, November 15,

2002).

Beginning Romeo and Juliet with this type of discussion seemed to open the class

up, and they definitely seemed more excited about starting a play that dealt with issues

that they face in their lives. Then we began Romeo and Juliet, and though I've taught it a

million times, we hadfun today. I vowed not to rush them through it, forgetting that it is

theirfirst time with Shakespeare and the language has not become second nature like it

tends to by the time they hit grade 11. Though they arefamiliar with the story, they don 't

know the details. I began by separating the girls and boys, and I had them repeat afew

lines after me-at the top oftheir lungs!! I didn 't want them to be embarrassed by the

words or howfunny it sounded when they read-strength in numbers.... By the time we

started reading, my readers bravely tackled the Elizabethan English like it was nothing

more than a primer!! We made it through thefirst scene and they have slowly gained
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some appreciationfor Shakespeare 's bawdy humor-with maidenheads and biting of

thumbs! Thefeud has started, and hopefully the richness ofthe story and its poetic

language will grab their hearts over the nextfew weeks (Personal Journal, November 15,

2002).

As we continued to wade through the play, I used the journal discussion forum

twice more. During many scenes in the play, the characters resort to violence to solve

their problems and act irrationally. This was another good opportunity to open the floor

for discussion that started with the journal. My participants readily responded, and the

classroom is so quiet as they are intent on flooding the forum with their thoughts.

Martin's response allowed me to recognize the importance of religion in his life. It is not

often that I find a teenager in our school who openly writes or talks about God, and the

fact that he did so here indicates that it is a safe and comfortable forum for him. He

wrote: / think that resorting to violence isjust stupid and useless. It goes against

everything that we believe in as Christians. Jesus never said to go around andfight

people or kill others. He always told us to love one another. It is also stupid because it is

a complete waste oftime. Why would we go out to kill someonefor revenge or another

purpose when it is easier toforgive someone? You are notputtingyour own life at risk,

andyou are doing what God wants us to do. I think that violence is the dumbest answer

to solvingyourproblems (Journal Discussion - Martin, December 2, 2002).

Lucy's response surprised me. Over the course of the last couple of months, she

has not seemed as aware of the world around her as I thought she would be. Yet, in this

particular forum, her sense of world events came to light, and so I was pleased to see this.

Part of this may stem fi-om our Literature Circles and webpages, but I will comment on
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this a little later in this chapter. In response to whether or not violence is the answer to

solving problems, she wrote: There are manypeople in the world whofeel that violence

is a way to solve a problem. Obviously, fighting does not get us anywhere. It mayprove

who is stronger, but it does not prove who is morally right. In order to solve a problem,

people should learn to do it in a calm and rational way. By sitting down and talking

about their problems, they are going to get a lotfarther than byfighting. Right now, there

is a war going on in the Middle East against the U.S. Apparently, they are solving the

problem ofterrorism by terrorizing another country and other innocentpeople. Once

again, I question what they are solving, and what they hope to achieve bypartaking in

these actions. I think that the United States should take a stand, andpromote a different

way ofsolving aproblem - using words (Journal Discussion - Lucy, December 2, 2002).

The other interesting thing I noted is that a simple question which connects to an

age-old play allows students to make cormections to other issues. While Lucy connected

to the ongoing war against terrorism, Steve chose to examine the issue in relation to the

media's response to violence. He wrote: No, I do not think that violence is ever a way of

solvingproblems because it will only lead tofurther problems. By acting violently, the

issues that we have with thatperson will continue as they will want revenge. Sometimes

whether to act violently towards someone is a hard decision, especially iftheyphysically

hurt you. Also, the media can cloud ourjudgment where we see very violent movies, with

our heroes wielding guns, andplanning to blow up everything around them. Even in real

life, the armies ofthe world travel tofar countries to act in revenge against a previous

occurrence. With all this influencefrom people that we look up to, it may be hard to make
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the right decision. In these situations we should use our bestjudgment and try to think of

the consequences ofour actions (Journal Discussion - Steve, December 2, 2002).

Vanessa chose to connect on a slightly different level. While it was clear she felt

the same way in response to the question, her thoughts do not move out towards a global

view until the end of her journal response. Violence should never be justified as a means

for solving a problem However, people are still doing it! To most people revenge is a

good way tofeel better about the situation and become even with their enemy. This act

tends to be an act ofanger although it should not be allowed! It may become hard to

control and manage but we must learn to prevent the ragefrom startingfor it only gets

worse. What we need to realize is that anger and rage cannot solve anything! We need to

think about the problem andfind a solution that is infavor ofboth people. This way the

solution will be clear and most ofallfair! It is very clear that violence is used a lot in

everyday situations. We see it on the streets, in the news, at school, and even in sports

and careers. I think that it is very important that we learn tofind other ways ofdealing

with ourproblems (Journal Discussion - Vanessa, December 2, 2002).

I used the journal discussion forum a total of eight times during the course of the

semester. It has come to be a wonderful way of focusing students on interesting topics for

the start of class. Clearly, the journal forum allows students to express themselves, and

piloting this component of the laptop course has given me some ideas ofhow I would like

to see it used in the future.

Second Stop: Webquests-Problem Based Learning

When I first started adapting technology to the grade 9 Academic English course,

I had never heard of Webquests. I have since discovered that they are a form ofproblem-
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based learning that requires students to use the internet to research a problem and attempt

to come up with a viable solution for the problem based on their research. According to

Dodge (1997), in D'Souza's (2002) article on Webquests, "a Webquest is an inquiry-

oriented activity where some or all of the information comes from the Internet" (p. 9).

The Webquest allows a teacher to bring together a number of instructional practices into

one student-integrated activity (D'Souza ). A Webquest can last for a short period of time

or an extended period of time. The beauty of using it within a laptop class is that students

can work on the activity in class or at home, and it can be scheduled over a week or more

of class time. ^

D'Souza (2002) also identifies Dodge's (1997) six main attributes as critical for

the successful implementation and completion of a Webquest. They are the

"Introduction," which provides background information; the "Task," that describes what

the students will be completing during their Webquest such as a brochure or Powerpoint

slide presentation. This component is essentially the fmal product. The third step is the

"Process," which walks the students through the steps needed to reach the final product

stage. The fourth stage is the "Topics and Resources" section. The section provides links

to the Internet sites that the students will access for information during the Webquest.

Finally, there is the conclusion that provides the method of assessment or evaluation and

points out the skills the students gained during the process of completing the Webquest.

The additional beauty of the Webquest, to me, is that it provides a forum for

constructivist teaching and learning at its best. A good Webquest will take a teacher up to

15 hours to complete. Once appropriate and applicable sites are located, the actual

development of the assignment is fairly straightforward.
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In constructivism, knowledge is created through the use ofmany examples and

opinions. The nature of the Internet makes this process much easier than in a

classroom. By following hyperlink web pages, educators can connect to many

different resources, giving students the opportunity to effectively construct

knowledge (D'Souza, 2002).

While students are given some sites to begin their research with, they are expected to

search the Internet for additional sites and resources to help them in their problem

solving.

While there are a number of decent Webquest sites available, I find that I do all

the developing of these Webquests myself, because the novels I teach are contemporary

and there is little resource support available on the Internet or anywhere else. I decided

to develop a Webquest for Paolo Coelho's novel The Alchemist-iX has the potential for

some exciting research. The main character in the novel is Santiago, a shepherd in search

of his personal legend. He travels to Spain and to parts of Africa, including Egypt and

Morocco, attempting to find a treasure. What he discovers is that his personal legend is

right where he started from-he needed to learn to listen to his heart and connect vsdth the

Soul of the World, but it is only through the journey that he is able to do this. He reminds

me of Dorothy from The Wizard ofOz, who learns that everything she ever wanted was

right in her own backyard; she just needed to journey to Oz to realize it. With this story in

mind, I decided to send my students on their own travels to some ofthe coimtries that

Santiago visited. The Webquest is outlined m Appendix E. The students were placed in

groups and asked to produce brochures for different countries. They needed to look at

such issues as cost, travel arrangements, attractions, festivals, historical sights, education.
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and cuisine. This real-life problem allows them to leam about travel and all that is

involved in planning a trip. They had to work together and were given a budget. They

also had to use Microsoft Publisher so they were using an application that they had been

taught in their introductory Business Technology course.

I put my 4 participants in the same group for this activity. I thought this would

allow me to observe them more easily and to gather their opinions more readily. I

wanted to leam more about group dynamics and how they approached the problem and

took it to its solution. The day the Webquest was introduced got off to a good start. The

class seems to be interested and intrigued by the possibilities ofwhat they have to do, and

not one student had heard ofthis type ofproblem-based learning before. It will be

interesting to observe them through this week to see how they work with the task and how

they develop their research skills. I knowfrom my perspective I am much more

comfortable presenting the problem and activity to them-Ifeel like I actually know what

I'm talking about this year. Early in the Webquest today, one student informed me that a

link on my quest to Morocco was not working. Last year I would have been stressed and

overwhelmed by this, but this morning, I simply said, ok-give me a second. I went onto

the Internet, located a new link, replaced the old one, and we were up and running-it was

easy! What a difference a year makes, and I assume that when they tackle their next

Webquest in grade 10, they mayfeel more at ease as well (Personal Journal, October 28,

2002).

I noted some initial observations about my participants on the first day of the

Webquest. Myparticipants are working well together. They have set up on one side ofthe

classroom with two oftheir laptops going. Steve and Martin are manning their
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computers, and Vanessa and Lucy are observing and talking. Martin seems to he a little

on the periphery here-he has been awayfor 3 days in Boston, so I'm not sure ifthat is

having an impact. They have decided on traveling to Spain and assigned their respective

roles. Steve seems to be taking on a quiet leadership role, looking atflights immediately

to see what is reasonable in terms ofcosts. They seem to be discussing the overall trip

rather than dispersing immediately to cover their individual areas. I will be interested to

see how they went about setting up their tasks. Many ofthe other groups do not seem

quite asfocused, and one group is arguing over which country they should visit

(Personal Journal, October 28, 2002).

The duration of the Webquest was five class periods, and while the first two

classes seemed to move in a rather focused direction, I noticed on day three of the

activity that the concentration level ofmy participants was waning. Lucy is worried

today, sheforgot to hand in her literature circlejournal and seems quite panicked by

that. She will hand it in tomorrow, but in the meantime I will have to make a phone call

home and deduct her 10%. Steve looks extremely tired, though his schoolwork is still

exceptional and his insights still continue to surprise me, with a maturity level I have

never seen in a grade 9 student before. Martin seems all over the place today-he hasn 't

quite caught upfrom his absence, and nothing has been posted on his webpage even

though he had 5 weeks to postprior to leaving on his trip. Vanessa also didn 't bring her

journal. ..strange that all 4 ofmyparticipants are not themselves today (Personal

Journal, October 30, 2002).

By the end of the five periods, my participants had completed the Webquest and

handed in some wonderful finished products. A sample of a brochure by Steve can be
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found in Appendix G. During the interview with my participants, I was able to better

understand the process of decision making and group dynamics. Vanessa found that

everyone in the group worked really well together. She said, We talked about what we

would do together and what we would work on individually. Then we decided how we

wouldplace everything... everyone was pretty easy going. ..you needed to talk to each

other because you needed to know what places you were going to book hotelsfor and

how much money you would need, but then you could go back and work on your own

section ofthe problem (Interview, Vanessa, November 13, 2002). Lucy found the process

of making the brochure the most difficult part of the problem. She had other things on

her mind that week, which came through in the interview. Ifound it hard to make the

brochure... it was due on the Monday after the weekend that J. died (aformer school

mate). I was really distracted and I was at church in the morning and at their house in

the afternoon... and the wake. I kind ofwasn 't in the mood and I wasn 't interested in

what I was doing, so IJust threw some stufftogether... I thought everyone was pretty easy

to work with though and one Webquest is enough. It wasfun but Ijust think ifyou were

going to do it again you wouldn 't want to do another brochure " (Interview - Lucy,

November 12, 2002). The interesting thing to me is that Lucy never came and asked for

an extension based on what she was coping with at the time. She still managed to work

through the problem and subsequently did not let her group down.

I noticed that Steve played a leadership role here once the positions of

responsibility were assigned. The second day of the Webquest, he brought in a map of

Spain and a research text from home. More and more I am able to see why he is such a

strong student ifhe has material like this at home. He noted that he enjoyed the group he
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worked with. The brochure activity wasfine and my group was good so it worked out, but

I heard that some other groups didn 't work so well together so that can be a problem and

I'm glad I didn 't experience that (Interview - Steve, November 18, 2002). Though Steve

also made the same Imk as Vanessa that the activity did not seem that connected to the

novel, he didn't think it mattered as much because he really enjoyed working on the

brochure and researching about Spain. Martin seemed somewhat indifferent throughout

the whole process. He did his work and participated, but I never get the sense that he is

that passionate about what he is doing. He did comment that he liked the Webquest

overall because with a brochure, I got to research stuffand learn more about Publisher

(Interview - Martin, November 20, 2002).

While the process seemed successful over the course of the week and my

participants worked well together, it was only through the interview stage ofmy research

that I discovered that my assignment was quite flawed. While interviewing Vanessa, she

pointed out something that I had never thought of When I inquired as to what she

thought about the whole Webquest assignment, she replied, / really liked the idea that we

got to make a brochure and my group really worked well together, but [pause] I don 't

really see the connection to the novel. I mean, other than the countries Santiago went to,

the activity really seemed to have nothing to do with The Alchemist" (Interview, Vanessa,

November 13, 2002). I paused for moment and replied. You know Vanessa, you are

absolutely right-what a brutal assignment I've createdl (Interview—Vanessa, November

13, 2002). I could see a look of relief flood her face; I think she was worried about telling

me and was pleased to see that I took what she had to say seriously and that she was

correct.
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When I got home that evening, after the interview, I read over the Webquest and

thought she was right. I had created it quite quickly last year as I was trying to integrate

the technology into my course at the speed of light. I was always so pressed for time that

completing something was paramount. I was so pleased to finish it that I did not really

give much thought to the credibility of the problem I was asking my students to solve.

And based on the fact that it was my first introduction to Webquests, I'm not surprised. It

is only now, a year later, that I am able to look at my work with a more critical eye and

realize that change is needed. I sat down with the other grade 9 English teachers and we

set a date to revamp this assignment. I have some ideas-instead of a brochure, perhaps a

Literature Guide that looks at the people and symbols that affect Santiago, not just the

countries he travels to. As with anything in teaching, one doesn't get a second chance to

try things out with a class, so the new and improved Webquest will have to wait until

second semester to be unveiled, but I have Vanessa to thank for pointing out that teachers

are not always the best judges for the value of an assignment.

Third Stop: On-Line Media Unit

During the spring of 2002, 1 had the opportunity to work with two former

colleagues from Saint Joan ofArc to develop an on-line media unit at the Board level.

The hope was that this unit would be used by all grade 9 Academic English classes in the

board regardless ofwhether or not they were e-leam classes. While I knew it would be

easy for me to pilot this project, much to my dismay, my two colleagues left the Board

this year, and so I am piloting it on my own within my school. I have decided to have all

the grade 9 Academic English classes try the unit to see if it is accessible and viable.
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The unit is divided into four separate activities. The first activity has students

examine different newspapers on line and look for evidence of bias. They looked at

aesthetics, content, advertising, and articles. The final task of the first activity was to

submit a journal response to the following question: How has this activity helped you to

understand bias in the news, and what difference will it make for you in the future? This

first activity can be found in Appendix G. The second activity has students learn about

differentiating between fact and opinion and writing their own piece of nonfiction writing

on one of the following topics: Eating Disorders-their impact on teens; Violence in

Youth Hockey; Legalization of Marijuana; and the influence of Video Games on

Children. The activity provides the students with two initial sites to access on each topic,

and they are then required to find additional information to support their opinion. The

third activity examines the rules and regulations of the Canadian Radio and Television

Communication's laws. The final activity has students create a product and produce a

short script for a radio commercial. On screen, I thought the entire unit was quite fair,

but through the course of the semester, and after talking with my participants, many

problems with the unit came to light.

My participants had some difficulty with the initial activity. Vanessa did not

finish the whole exercise, and her journal reflected very little thought. She wrote, / have

learned that bias is not always clear and recognizable although it can be seen iflooked

for. Ifan article had bias in it, it can change your whole perspective on the

situation...although ultimately, opinion does not amount overfact, it still has a major

impact (Media Activity #7 Response, Vanessa, October 31, 2002). I think that Vanessa

knew most of this prior to the activity, and I did not see any real progress in her thought
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process because of the activity. Lucy's response was similar in that it lacked substance.

She notes, / have noM' learned that almost every newspaper article is biased. I think the

most popularform ofbias will be when the writer does not express an opinion....

Newspapers that are usually praisedfor having good quality articles probably have

smaller chances ofhaving anyform ofbias in them... I think that bias is a very hard thing

to control, seeing as there are manyforms and it is easy to add to an article (Media

Activity #/ Response, Lucy, October 31, 2002).

I found Martin's response to be more reflective of what I hoped the assignment

would help students come to understand. He writes in his journal. In this activity, I have

learned a lot about bias in print media. First ofall, newspapers do everythingpossible to

get readers to read their newspapers. They try to get an unreasonable amount of

partnershipsfor advertisements and otherfeatures involved with other companies to get

more people on their website. This is a scam, in my opinion. Also, they advertise their

own newspaper with some slogans making their newspaper seem like it is the greatest

thing to happen to the world likefor the Globe and Mail, it had an ad about the

newspaper with its slogan.

Also, there was a lot ofbias in a lot ofthe articles that I read. I think that they are

trying to get us to look at their opinions and accept them. By accepting the opinions, we

would have the same opinions and look at the world their way. That, also, could make us

want to read their newspaper even more. Some writers, depending on the newspaper,

uses way too much bias. They are much too opinionated with their articles and it is

extremelyfoolish and stupid.
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/ think this really is going to change my way ofreading newspapersfrom now on

because J can see that they have a lot ofbias in the newspapers now and it is out

ofcontrol. I am completely aware that sometimes I may not agree with their

opinions and their opinions may not be valid. I can also study their opinions and

see what they think about society, the problems happening, and what they think

about the certain story that they are covering (Media Activity # 1 Response - Martin,

October 31, 2002).

Steve continues to demonstrate his ability to think critically about the topic, and I

plan on using his final journal as an exemplar in all my classes. He writes. From this

newspaper activity, I have discovered that bias is present in most ofthe newspaper

articles that we read. Sometimes the opinion is stated clearly, while it can also be

suggested, but not verbally expressed. The writer or newspaper may show bias byfilling

the article with quotesfrom only one ofthe debating sides, showingpreference towards

that side. For example, an American newspaper article may contain many quotesfrom

President Bush or American citizens expressing their concerns on the extreme possibility

that Iraq, a terrorist-supporting nation, is developing nuclear armaments. This use of

bias may be used as a platform to present the newspaper 's view, and can be considered

as an opinionfrom the writer. It is also very unlikely that an American writer would

publish apiece that inferred that he supported Saddam Hussein and his regime, or that

the Americans should back offon Iraq. This clearly shows that bias is evident in most

newspaper articles. For this reason we must carefully look at what we are reading, to see

ifit is entirely correct, and notjust an underlying opinion based on inferred ideas.
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/ think that this activity will affect how I read newspapers, because through the

various investigations, I havefound that not all ofwhat newspaper articles say is based

on fact. Sometimes, you don 't even have to look at an editorial or opinion writing piece,

tofind a preference to one side. For example, much ofthe Toronto Sun 's articles are

biased, at times ridiculously confusing readers who want to know what exactly happened.

On the other hand, the Globe and Mail has veryfactual articles, although sometimes they

can, as stated above, tend to lean towards one side, through the publishing ofmany of

that side's quotes.

I believe that this activity was integral in understandingprint media, especially

because young adults can be easilypersuaded into thinking one way or another. Ifwe do

not ask questions, but only believe what others tell us because they are older, and

supposedly more knowledgeable, then we will never understand why things aren 't exactly

how we were told they were. Ifwe are not inquisitive and do not ask objective questions

when trying to decide what side to stand upfor, then we will become lost in the many

issues encircling our rapidly changing and diverse culture. For this reason,

understanding what bias is, and when it is often used, can help us to make educated

decisions at this crucial time in our lives (Media Activity #1 Response, Steve, October 31,

2002).

While the length and depth ofmy participants' responses varied, it was through

the interview process in November 2002 that I discovered some other pertinent

mfomiation about this first media activity. All 4 participants thought the first activity was

extremely lengthy. While each student found the instructions clear and easy to follow,

they all felt overwhelmed by the amount ofwork that needed to be done to complete the
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first activity. Lucy recommended that examining the ads in four different newspapers

should be removed. The advertisement part. I don 't know, it was a little confusing

because the newspaper site 1 was on rarely had ads on it and Ifound it hard tofind what

I was supposed to be lookingfor... I had enough time but I left things til the last minute so

Ididn 't get through it all. (Interview -Lucy, November 12, 2002). Vanessa and Steve both

recommended that the number of papers that needed to be examined should be reduced

from four to two. ''Four was way too much... it would have been betterjust looking at two

papers (Interview - Vanessa, November 13, 2002). Steve also recommended that two

papers already be paired up so that when students examine them there will definitely be

bias for them to see and reflect upon. Steve commented, Ipurposelypicked the Globe

and Mail and The Toronto Sun because I wanted to compare them because I already

knew they were so much differentfrom each other so that 's why Ipicked them. Then I

picked the Telegram because there was a newfounder and I wanted to see what issues

they were talking about. I also chose the Ottawa Citizen (Interview - Steve, November

18, 2002).

A final recommendation from Martin was to pair students up for the media

activity-it would reduce the workload and allow them to dialogue with each other about

what they found. / thought that while I was doing it, it would be a lot easier if it was

something to do with a partner andyou could get and give opinionsfrom the webpages

[ofthe papers] and what you thought ofthem (Interview - Martin, November 20, 2002).

The second activity requires students to examine the difference between fact and

opinion. They will ultimately select a topic from four choices: legalization of marijuana,

anorexia-a societal problem, violence in hockey, and the impact of video games on
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children. The on-line unit provides them with some initial websites to gain research

information from, and then they are to write a nonfiction piece to persuade their reader,

me, of their opinion on the topic. I found that this activity ran more smoothly than the

fu"st, but I think that may have been because we had done some nonfiction writing in an

earlier unit in the semester. As well, the topic choices seemed to work well; all students

found one that they were interested in, and I think that made their writing flow more

smoothly. I did discover that I had not included information about referencing their facts,

so that change needs to be implemented for second semester. Sometimes I feel like I've

never taught before when I forget simple things like that. I think this technology program

can be overwhelming, and so it is a little easier for me to see how my students can forget

to do something as well. The assignments for this activity were fairly lengthy, and my

participants all wrote well, definitely imderstanding the difference between fact and

opinion. I do not ever remember having to voice my opinion in my writing as a student in

high school, so I am pleased that they are learning this skill early-it will help them as

they move through their schooling.

The third activity has them examine the Canadian Radio and Television

Communications (CRTC) industry. They look briefly at rules and regulations governing

television and are then required to fill in a worksheet. However, as the due date for this

activity approached, I realized that the posting on the website was incorrect. The original

material was nowhere to be found, and by the time the teacher who had developed this

portion sent me the activity, the time frame became too tight The grade 9 teachers ended

up canceling this activity, much to the relief of all our students. It is now something I v^ll
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have to revamp and include for second semester. The benefit to this was that it gave

students a little more time for the final activity.

The final activity of the unit had them writing a script for a radio commercial.

They invent a product and produce the script. This portion of the unit seemed to be the

one they were most enthusiastic about. Just before Christmas, I introduced the final task

to them and walked them through the instructions. Some changes were needed, as part of

the activity built on the third component of the unit. Since the third activity had been

cancelled, we did some quick adjustments to make the fourth activity still viable. I could

almost see Steve's brain buzzing away as he looked over the list of potential products to

develop. I foresee Lucy's sense ofhumor coming through in this one, and I'm not sure

what Vanessa and Martin will choose to create. Their scripts turned out to be quite clever

and fun, but I do not think the activity was as useful to them since they were not able to

complete the third activity. As well, I have come across a media-based company that will

do workshops on advertising, so I think this will eventually be a nice compliment to this

unit-again. I'll have to wait until the new semester to pilot it.

Fourth Stop: Internet Research-Based Activities

One of the other merits of the e-leaming program at St. Augustine Catholic

High School is having the Internet at one's fingertips. As a teacher, it is so helpful to

have students who can access resources immediately and not have to worry about

booking my class into the computer lab or the library. Of course, with this comes the

notion that students have to be taught how to find good resources on the Internet and

that not every website will provide them with valuable or accurate information. All

grade 9 students receive orientation on accessing resources fi^om the teacher-librarian. It
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is here they learn about finding informative and accurate websites and how to reference

other forms of print material. Once they have this knowledge, it makes their ability to

utilize the Internet in my classroom much more successful. It is at this point that I can

implement many ofmy research-based activities in class.

For example, during our study of The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho, students were

required to research a number of the characters and symbols found in the novel.

"Coelho 's Conundrum" is an assignment that requires them to discover the truth behind

many of the characters and symbols in the novel and to discover their impact on

Santiago, the main character. The assignment takes them through a series of research

steps until they produce a box-like structure that is decorated with quotes and filled

with artifacts that represent the characters or symbols they choose. They are also

required to e-mail me a paragraph response explaining what they have discovered and

the connections they have made. Once all of this is complete, students present their

findings to small groups in the class.

Their ability to make connections to the literature and synthesize the

information is one step towards improving their critical thinking skills. Their ability to

"think outside the box" as they produce visual products that reflect their creativity and

hard work is amazing. This type of assignment also allows those with different

intelligences, such as kinesthetic or visual, to shine through.

My participants produced some interesting and analytical products that they

shared willingly. Vanessa presented a jewel-encrusted case which focused around the

symbol of the Soul of the World. Her focus centered on the importance of pursuing our

dreams, and her response reflected her voice. The Soul ofthe World is nourished by
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people 5 happiness, unhappiness, envy and evenjealousy. Everything is written in the

Soul ofthe World and there it will stayforever. To become part ofthe Soul ofthe

World, you must understand that all things are one. Love never keeps a personfrom

pursuing his personal legend; ifhe abandons that pursuit it is because it wasn 't true

love... the love that speaks ofthe language ofthe world...My box symbolizes the world

and inside it are some ofthe true meanings ofthe world. Iplaced a second box which

represents the desert inside thefirst box and in it are many small marbles and one

large marble. The small marbles represent the omens and symbols thatyou must learn

to be able to become part ofthe Soul ofthe World. The bigger red marble symbolizes a

heart... (Coelho 's Conundrum Response, Vanessa).

Lucy's sense ofhumour shines through in this assignment. She decided to use

chocolate chips as sheep dung within her box, among other more important symbols.

She noted that you don't always need words to communicate, as Santiago was able to

communicate with his sheep without the use of words. Martin's continued interest in

religion was present in his box. He focused on the need for Santiago and us to trust in

God, and ifwe do, then our personal legend will be achieved. Steve's assignment was

very reflective of research. He appeared content and proud of his final product and

willingly shared all that he had learned from his research. Steve is smiling and is so well

spoken during his small presentation ofhis box. lean see the enjoyment that he gets

from learning; it shines through in his answers and in the care he puts into his work.

Sometimes though, I think the other students are intimidated by him. I truly enjoy

having him in class because he enables the other students to see what can be done

(Personal Journal, November 3, 2002).
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Another example of a research-based activity where e-leaming is implemented

is in the form of a debate. Students read a second novel called Ellen Foster by Kaye

Gibbons. It is the story of a young girl who lives with an alcoholic, abusive father.

Through the course of the novel, she attempts to escape her father and live with a foster

family. She is a young girl who is wise beyond her years. The girl is forced to live with

her grandmother instead of a kind and loving teacher. Students are asked to examine

whether living vdth family is always the best solution for abused children. They are

required to research child abuse, case studies, and use the novel as a source of

information. They synthesize their findings and prepare a side for debate. The research

leading up to the debate allows them to understand that solutions are not always black

and white and that, more often than not, the world we live in presents them with many

gray areas.

A second research-based activity that connects to Ellen Foster occurs near the end

ofthe semester. Students are required to prepare a seminar to be shared with the class on

a societal issue that is addressed in the novel. These issues include racism, child abuse,

alcoholism, and survival. While they are making numerous connections to the novel, they

are required to put together a fact sheet about the issue that is based on research. Perhaps

one of the most compelling parts of this activity is that the students' eyes are opened to

issues that they may not be fully aware of within the context of their own lives. The

students I teach generally come from affluent families where both parents are educated

and successfiil. They may have never experienced abuse, alcoholism, or racism. For

others, it is a reaffirmation that things they are dealing with in their lives do not have to
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be handled on their own-that there is help and solutions for the problems they may be

encountering.

Whatever the activity may be, the value of learning research, presentation, and

communication skills shines through in my class. I think students are much more active

in their learning than I ever was or than some of their other classes allow them to be.

Fifth Stop: e-Folio

During my teaching of an additional qualification course during the summer of

2001, 1 had the opportunity to read extensively about portfolios and decided to implement

the use of a portfolio in my grade 9 laptop English class. A copy of the portfolio is

attached in Appendix I. However, I wanted to create this portfolio so it would be unique

to laptop learning, and so I decided that students could create a Webpage as their final

product that would reflect their reading over the course of the semester. At this point, I

did not have the slightest idea how I would implement this as I had little training and

knowledge about html coding. I met vdth Jim LePlante, our Board consultant, and

together we determined how to develop an application for student use. It is curious that I

need not have worried about my lack of knowledge as my students are so well versed in

code that they took the assignment and ran with it!

I did discover that this year that I am much more comfortable in my delivery of

this project than I was in my first year. There were so many unknowns when I first started

and so many kinks that had to be ironed out. Jim, the consultant, and I created a set of

rules to follow so that student pages would not crash. So many ofthem were using

extensive Java and flash coding that the application we were using was not capable of

handling it. The technicians at IBM were involved almost daily during the first year of
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implementation, as they were continually amazed by what my students were producing

during the first year of the program. When I implemented it this year, all of these

problems and technical glitches had been addressed, so the activity ran more smoothly

and only minor technical problems had to be deah with on occasion. I spoke extensively

with my participants and observed them as they created then- pages.

The students had much to say about this project, and I am certainly able to draw

some wonderful conclusions about the e-foHo because of their responses. I began my

introduction to this ongoing assignment on September 24, 2002, and my journal from that

day reflects life in the e-leam classroom. / introduced the e-folio web page to my grade

9s today. What a treat-for once the technology on my end was all up and running. There

were problems withfour kids in terms ofpasswords, Internet connections, and one boy

didn 't have a homepage icon to begin the process. I certainly have learnedfrom last

year that there is no point in getting allflustered about it-I think thatpart ofthe reason is

that I myselfam more comfortable with the process, so I don 't get stressed as easily. I

walked them through the process using the projector and then had them spend the class

practicing andfooling around with different links, etc. Heft to searchfor the technicians

who were apparently in the building, but no one knew where-so what do I do with the kid

who doesn 't have the icon-he looked on with someone else.

Two girls whose computers were infor imaging used my computer when I was

done-one was Vanessa. lean 't believe the problems that occur, and I'm sure that

eventually it will get betterfor her and she will be lessfrustrated.

The techs showed up and were able tofix three problems but not the icon one. It's

ajobfor someone at the board which means poor TT, a student in the class, couldn 't do
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anything all class. I will be away tomorrow, so if it 's notfixed, he can 't even do

tomorrow 's work-the perils and downfalls oflaptop technology! He has a contingency

plan in place to bring other work, but hopefully when he logs on tomorrow it will be up

and running. '
'

-

Steve was able to troubleshoot his way around a couple ofproblems and spent

some time helping the boy next to him. Lucy had a smile the size ofNew York on herface

when herfirst link worked.... Martin-I made a point ofgoing over to see ifhe was ok

today as Iforgot about him yesterday. I cracked ajoke, got a smile out ofhim, and he

seemed to have a handle on things. He has a hurt arm and is unable to write or type with

it. Hefell offthe trampoline at Muskoka. J was surprised that he askedfor an extension

on his poetry artwork. J knew he needed one but I didn 7 think he was 'forward" enough

to come and address it-so I'm glad to see that. I hope that is an indication that hefeels

comfortable in the room and will lead to openness in hisjournals and interviews.

The students worked away the whole period, experimenting with backgrounds,

pictures, links, etc. I was so impressed with theirfocus, and a number oftimes, small

cheers ofreliefwent up around the room as a process workedfor them. I admit the same

feeling camefi-om me when twice I was asked how to put a background in. I learned it in

the summer but didn 't write it down so was afraid I wouldn 't remember. We walked

through it and it worked. One girl even waited before shutting down because she wanted

me to see her experimentalpage with clouds and bubbles on it! For thefirst time in a

while, teachingfelt truly rewarding today with my laptop kids. They were motivated,

enthusiastic, and excited about what they were doing... three cheersfor technology

today! (Personal Journal, September 24, 2002).
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And yet, even when things run smoothly, I am never out of the woods or

completely on the right track! Three days later, as they set to work on their webpages:

Yesterday, I was in early and had the lab all set up. I decided to spend the first 20

minutes explaining the e-folio to the students in terms ofthe specific content and then

give them the period to work on their actual page. They had been experimenting with the

technologyfor 2 days, so 1figured it was time they actually address the assignment. And

so, thefrustration begins!

Within thefirst 5 minutes ofclass, three students could not access their home

page that they had created the day before, two students still couldn 't access theirs, and

one student couldn 't log on. Two others hadforgotten their passwords and two others

needed to go to the library to get loaner laptops as their computers were infor servicing.

And so, what I thought would be a smoother start than last yearjust doesn 't seem to be.

We 're still dealing with the same technical issues that we did last year. Thankfully, the

technicians happened to be in today so they were able to get thingsfixed within about 30

minutes (but class is halfover by then, and those students weren 't able to use that time).

I also had one student who had broken his CD drive and it was in pieces on his desk-he

is the same one that seems to have constant technicalproblems and keeps telling me

about them, andyet what can I do? Iam not a technician, and Ifind I'm getting

frustrated with him. I need to remind myselfthat he is only 14 and an immature student

and he doesn 't know what to do either. It doesn 't seem to me that some ofthese students

really take good care oftheir computers (PersonalJournal, September 27, 2002).

With all of these problems just growing, I finally decided to switch tracks and

introduce them to our modem mythology unit through urban legends. Students viewed a
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clip, ate Poprocks, and drank coca cola (a popular urban legend), and then set about

researching a variety of legends to see if they were true or false. While it was a break

away from our e-folio work, it did allow me to watch my participants in action.

Lucy-for the first time I'm starting to see some energy and expression out ofLucy. She

was giggling and animated over some ofher discoveries ofher legends. Steve has

continued to befocused and quiet, but every so often J notice him quietly smiling as ifhe

is agreeing or enjoying something that I've said in the class. Vanessa was wonderful

today-her computer is actually working and she seemsfocused. Yesterday, she even

helped another student save something to the common drive, and so even though she

claims she has little computer experience, she is clearlypicking up techniques and

sharing her knowledgefreely with her classmates. Martin alsojumped in to help, but only

when asked-he did not volunteer to help, but once there, he was more than happy to

assist. He is still so quiet-I am lookingforward to seeing his dynamics in a group

situation to see ifhe speaks up a bit more. I think Steve will be a natural leader in there,

and Vanessa will be vocal. Lucy and Martin will be my quiet ones, but I still know the

work will get done (Personal Journal, September 27, 2002).

When the technology is running smoothly, the e-folio becomes a wonderful way

to spend class time. Once students have finished posting their magazine, newspaper,

poetry, movie, and book review responses, they are ready to meet in their Literature

Circles for the month. I randomly choose groups and they spend the period, usually the

last Friday of the month, sharing what they have read about and responded to. They also

take great pride in showing off all the flashy things on then- webpages. Their personalities

are definitely reflected in these pages. The Literature Circle allows them to voice
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opinions and learn about interests of their classmates. The laptop just seems to give them

a more viable mode of communicating all of this. The first Literature Circle went well in

October, but not as well as the subsequent ones. As soon as students have a better

understanding of the circle, they feel more comfortable with it and with their peers.

Last Friday was our second Literature Circle day with my grade 9s and their e-

folios. We ended up having to conduct our circle in the lab instead ofthe library as 1 had

not booked in, even though I thought I had. The lab worked well enough-just a little

crowded in spots as kids were trying to group themselves and log in so they could all see

each other 's computer screens.

Rightfrom the start oftoday there was a different atmospherefrom thefirst one.

I'm not sure if it is because they knew what to expect this time around or ifit was because

I let them coordinate their own groups. The sizes ofgroups rangedfrom three tofive

people and, curiously, there were no mixed groups-the girls were all with girls and the

boys were all with their pals too. One thing it did give me was a better sense ofsome of

myparticipants 'peer groups. Lucy, who I had wondered ifshe wasfinding the

adjustment easy, was in the group offive and very verbal and excited to be there—clearly

not turning out to be the quiet one! Vanessa was matched up with three other girls, a

little quieter in nature. Martin and Steve ended up in the same group—that didn 't surprise

me because they sit near each other in class, so it seemed a naturalprogression.

I made a point ofcirculating through the lab today and listened in on some ofthe

discussion. Harry Potter was a hot topicfor most groups-I'm glad to see the

bespectacled wizard is still afavourite, even in high school. I wondered ifthey would be

trying to be too cool to admit that they really like him. About a dozen students had seen
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thefilm on the opening weekend-rave reviews, and they struggled to keep parts secret

from their classmates who hadyet to see it. More and more 1 have to remind myselfthat

they are only 14, and though they are trying to he adults and are treated as adults, they

are still children in a lot ofrespects. I'm glad there is still that sense ofexcitement and

enchantment within them.

The buzz ofconversation was much stronger than last time. Many students

commented in theirJournals that theyfelt more at ease being in a group with theirfriends

and not as timid about expressing their opinions even ifthey differedfrom the other

students. Theyfelt more confident disagreeing or asking questions oftheirpeers-so

perhaps in thefuture, I should make thefirst literature circle one where they are grouped

with peers so that they are eased into it andfeel more comfortablefor the second and

consecutive ones (Personal Journal, November 1, 2002).

As with many of their assignments, I found the topics chosen really reflected the

maturity and insight of my participants. For example, one of Lucy's responses was to a

magazine article about a gay teen killed in Colorado. She writes;

To Whom It May Concern,

I recently read the article entitled "A Killing In Colorado ". Ifound this story to

be very empowering, yet it also made me very angry.

The article features a young, gay boy who was murderedfor no apparent reason.

It makes me sick how people are discriminated against just because of the life that they

chose for themselves, a life that makes them happy. People have no right in saying how

someone should live their lives. I'm sure that they would not want someone else

interfering because ofthe way that they chose to live their life.
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/ think that you should continue to publish these stories because I think that it

helps others to realize that being gay or bisexual isn 7 wrong. Your magazine has a big

influence on its readers, and so 1 think that by promoting gay rights, you will teach young

people that just because someone chooses to live their life differently, they should not be

discriminated against.

Thank you for taking the time to read my letter, and I hope that it helps to make

young people realize that it is not wrong to be different (Letter to Author, November e-

folio, Lucy).

Vanessa's poetry responses also reflect some interesting insights. After examining

the poem, "this is a photograph ofme" by Margaret Atwood, she notes, 1found thispoem

very thought provoking. It talks about a young girl who drowned in a lake. I think that no

body knew what actually happened to her and that is why she was explaining the picture

ofher dead in the lake. While listening to it I thought ofthe movie, What Lies Beneath. I

thought ofthis because it is about a girl who is purposely drowned in a lake by her

boyfriend and she later comes back as a ghost. The girl in the poem must be talking

about the picture because she wants people to know how she died. The poem makes me

feel sad in a way because she seemed so young and innocent. A question that I would

want to ask the author would be how she drowned and whatpeople thought ofher

disappearance (November e-folio, Vanessa).

She also responded to another poem about racism, entitled "Theme for English B"

with the following words: The meaning ofthispoem was very significantfor it is about

the meaning ofbeing white or coloured. I thought that his poem was truly writtenfrom

the heart; it asked and showed that he saw something that many others didn 't see. He
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said that although he was coloured and the instructor was white nobody noticed that they

were the same and a part ofeach other in a way. That was that they were both American!

When reading thispoem I thought ofthe movie Finding Forester. This movie came to

mind because it was about a coloured teenager who had a great talent in writing. In the

end, one ofhis teachers doesn 't think that he is actually writing his essays and that he is

using plagiarism. He thinks this because ofhis colour. IfI couldpropose a question to

the author it would be, what do you mean when you stated, "hear you, hear me—we

two—you, me, talk on this page. " I didn 't understand this verse and wonder what the

meaning is (November e-folio, Vanessa). I was so pleased to see Vanessa make a

connection to another work that we studied in class; that shows some maturity and critical

thinking skills.

Martin's response to the same poem was also well thought out. I really liked this

poem. The author was a twenty-two year oldAfrican-American living in Harlem. He goes

to school to this college on a hill above Harlem. Atfirst, he tells us about what hispaper

was about, a little bit about himselfand a paragraph ofthe way to his house. He then

describes what he thinks being an African-American in the American society ofhis time.

He is the only colouredperson in his class and most likely was treated unfairly by a lot of

people. However, he describes that he is treated like a lesser person although; he isjust

like the instructor, the otherpeople in his class and everyone else, despite the skin colour.

For instance, he says, "I like to eat, sleep, drink and be in love. Hike to work, read, learn

and understand life. Hike a pipefor a Christmas present, or records- Bessie, bop, or

Bach. " I think his message ofthatpart ofthepoem was basically saying, "I like these

things. I'm sure thatyou do to. How does that make me any differentfrom you? Just
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because I have a different skin colour, J am still a human being. " He then says that

because they are both Americans, they are one people. They are one nation ofunited

people yet they still discriminate against him. I liked thispoem because he is showing the

pain and suffering ofbeing an African-American in the American society during the

1950's and how he overcame the treatment (November e-folio, Martin).

Once again, Steve's interest and intelligence are reflected through his e-folio. He

read an article entitled "The Real Face of Jesus" by Mike Pillion. His letter to the author

reflects his enthusiasm for science and technology, both subjects I have noticed he has

commented on previously. He writes,

Mr. Fillion,

Thankyoufor the article on "The Real Face ofJesus, " andforensic

anthropology. I was very interested about how computer software is able to create an

image representing a person 'sface, just by inputting datafrom their time period. It was

also interesting to compare Mr. Neave 's picture to seven othersfrom different centuries.

I would like to learn more on howforensic anthropology helps to create images ofthe

faces ofcriminals wanted by the police. I would also like to know ifthe software that Mr.

Neave used to create theface ofJesus is available to the public, orfor download on the

Internet.

Although the picture ofJesus 'face was shocking atfirst I hope thatpeople do not

take Mr. Neave 's work wrongly. Before they criticize his work, they should understand

how the archaeological data was utilized to create the picture. I have always believed

that the pictures or paintings ofJesus that we often see in North America look too

westernized. I have also wondered how it was the Jesus was so much taller than the
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people ofhis time. By looking at the different pictures ofJesus through the centuries

though, and by different races ofpeople, I decided that most races see him how they wish

to see him. For example the Byzantine mosaicfrom the 13 century has Jesus looking as

ifhe was Eastern European. In the picturefrom the MGMfilm "King ofKings, " Jesus

looks as ifhe were American. Finally in the painting called "Black Jesus Blesses the

Children, " Jesus looks African.

I also believe that as long as wefollow what Jesus said, it does not matter what he

looks like. It doesn 't matter ifhe was short and stocky, or ifhe had the body and

appearance ofafashion model. As long we know what he taught his looks are

meaningless. Still some clarification ofafrequently asked question is nice, and Neave

has donejust that. Just like any other piece ofart, his work is subjective to his data, and

can be true or untrue (November e-folio, Steve).

A short section of Steve's November Literature Circle Response gives a sense of

what they are discussing-certainly not what I ever would have discussed at age 14:

When Martin presented his magazine response I was immediately interested in the

topic he chose; what Russia is doing about the Chechen rebels who held hundreds of

people hostage in a theatre earlier this year. I did not really know the details ofwhat had

happened during the time that the people were held hostage in Russia, and was planning

tofind out more on the scene anyways. With Martin 's response though, I instantly knew

who had committed the terrorist act, and what the eliteforces ofRussia were planning in

retaliation. Although I am interested in seeing a response to the act ofterrorism against

innocent people, lam angered by not only how they rebels acted, but how the Russian

government is acting too. I think that as long as we continue to raid the countries where
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the terrorists originated, we are Justfeeding thefire they have sparked. J agree that

control ofthese misledpeople is necessaryfor the safety ofothers, but think that by

responding to this act, we are just provoking a bully. As long as the Russian elite forces

continue to blow up buildings in Chechnya, an increasing level ofviolence will rise in the

Chechenforces who not only are acting in response ofprevious conflicts, but to be

martyrs to theirpeople (Literature Circle Journal, Steve, November 23, 2002).

While these responses give only a snapshot of what my participants are doing,

they do reflect the time and thought that the students are putting into their assignments,

not to mention the further time they spend posting all of these responses and

personalizing their webpages. While it has turned out to be an exemplary portfolio

assignment, as a teacher, it is quite difficult to evaluate in the sense that constantly

reading off the computer screen and moving back and forth between their pages and their

links is very time consuming and exhausting.

The journal responses for December and January continued to reflect my

students' voices and their unique perspectives on topics that they found truly interesting.

During my interview with Vanessa, when asked if she thought the e-folio would get

boring month after month, she responded. No, because there 's different articles and

movies to talk about; it 's different andplus I add new littlefunky things on the

page...Plus, I really like it because I'd never made a webpage before and now I'mjust

learning all this new stuff, I was totally clueless before (Interview, Vanessa, November

13, 2002). Steve enjoyed the e-folio. I get to show my interests to other people and talk

about issues and I like that and, sometimes itjust gives you an excuse to watch a movie!

Sometimes it (the coding) didn 't work and I had tofind a book on how to do it and that
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helped a bit or sometimes I asked a classmate and was able tofix and change mypage

that way (Interview, Steve, November 18, 2002). I wish it was possible to save their

pages, but once the repository of their files is deleted when the semester is done, there is

no access to their responses. My initial hope was that they would leave high school with a

portfolio of their reading. The nonlaptop classes create a hardcopy scrapbook so they will

have a memento of this assignment, but the laptop classes will not. They could feasibly

save their page without the links and keep their responses as word documents, but it

certainly won't give the same sense of creativity that the original assigimient calls for.

The End of the Semester

As I look back over the course of the last 5 months, I am continually amazed at

how quickly time flies in the classroom and in life. I see my classroom as a place of

comfort and learning. I've watched the students grow and change. That is the beauty of

teaching grade 9 in the first semester-the changes in 5 months that the students undergo

are often remarkable. I think I was unusually lucky that this group was so cohesive. I

wimessed healthy competition and mutual respect in my students as they strived to

achieve their best.

My goal as an e-leaming teacher was to create activities that would emulate a true

constructivist classroom, and I think I have done that. The joumal discussions allowed

me to leam about my students in a way that was less intrusive. I entered their world with

all its difficulties in terms of parental relationships and struggles to fit in. Through the

Webquest activity with The Alchemist, I have learned that my ideas are not always the

most successful and that my students can help me become a better teacher. I am pleased

that I am able to react to their suggestions with confidence and that I have created an
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environment where I think they feel self-assured. The on-line media unit enabled me to

view my students as independent learners, but I also realize that they still need direction

and guidance in their learning, and sometimes I was not able to give them enough of this

as I dealt with technology troubles. The e-folio activity is still my favourite component of

the grade 9 English course. I think students exude creativity and thoughtfulness every

time they post a response, and I truly enjoyed reading their responses. It was also during

this activity that I realized that quite often their technology skills were superior to mine,

and I enjoyed learning from them.

As usual, the end of the semester arrives quickly, and preparing for exams

provides a whole new set of worries for my students, but I think they are adequately

prepared to tackle their exam and move forward. I think I have managed to present a

broad view of life in my laptop classroom and all the glitches and moments of euphoria

that go with it. I have learned to face change and challenge with grace and patience. I

have also learned that the need for students to be self-directed, motivated, and

enthusiastic presents itself again and again in all of the activities. I have discovered how

critical my commitment and passion for e-leaming are, and I hope that my voice and the

voices ofmy participants have adequately described our experiences and thoughts about

e-leaming.

So, as I close the page on this chapter, I am going to need some time to digest all

that has happened as I prepare to draw some conclusions and interpret what I've come to

understand about e-leaming. And so, it is on to the final stop of this journey into

cyberspace.





CHAPTER SIX: LAST STOP (FOR NOW)

"Life offers us tickets to places which we have not knowingly askedfor.

Then it makes uspay the fare. " (Maya Angelou -poet and author)

Introduction

It seems strange to be arriving at the final stop on this part ofmy journey. It has

been an interesting one-one which I have thoroughly enjoyed taking. As I disembark

from the train, I look around me with a very different attitude than I had when I first

began my study. So much ofwho I am has been defined within the walls of a classroom

(both as a student and as a teacher), and yet my experiences over the past 2 years at St.

Augustine CHS have allowed me to move beyond those walls into a worid that is not

defined by a structure. Instead, it is defined by a whole new framework, one that is not

limited by walls, but instead allows me to explore the world through technology. The

whole notion of e-leaming-to "integrate the use of information technologies in an

anywhere, anytime learning environment" (Puopolo, 2001) has become something I truly

support.

As I look back through my writing, I believe the methods I chose provided

detailed and tangible evidence of the e-1earning culture of St. Augustine Catholic High

School and the student participants within my study. Glesne (1999) states:

The use of multiple data-collection methods contributes to the trustworthiness of

the data. This practice of relying on multiple methods is commonly called

triangulation. . .the purpose for methods triangulation is not the simple

combination of different kinds of data, but the attempt to relate them so as to

coimteract the threats to validity identified in each. (p. 31)
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Denzin (1997) agrees. He says:

A text is valid (legitimate) if it is sufficiently grounded, triangulated, based on

naturalistic indicators, respondent validation, carefully fitted to a theory,

comprehensive in scope, credible in terms of member checks, and so on. The

text's author then announces these validity claims to the reader. Such claims now

become the text's warrant to its own authoritative representation of the experience

and social world under investigation, (p. 7)

I believe that using observation, thick description, journal writing, and interview have

allowed me to examine the impact of e-leaming from a number of perspectives, thus

creating a stronger foundation for the multiple interpretations I have drawn about the

activities used in e-leaming, the role of the teacher, and the type of student best suited for

my laptop classroom.

Glesne (1999) cites a number of other ways of creating a valid study. One such

approach is through prolonged engagement and persistent observation. She defines this

as "extended time in the field so that you are able to develop trust, learn the culture, and

check out your hunches" (p. 32). By the time my data collection was completed, I had

spent a year and a half immersed in the culture of e-leaming at St. Augustine Catholic

High School. I spent another 6 months there while writing the final chapters ofmy thesis.

I spent 5 months with my grade 9 English class and my 4 student participants, enough

time, I believe, for me to get to know them and gain some of the valuable insights they

provided me with that I have described in this study.

Another pathway that Glesne (1999) details is the clarification of researcher bias,

which she defines as "reflection upon your own subjectivity and how you will use and
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monitor it in your research" (p. 32). I think that I was able to remain fairly objective

through my study because I had a similar experience to that ofmy participants when I

first started to teach in my laptop classroom. I was once a novice e-leamer, and I feel that

my own journal writing allowed me to remain relatively impartial as I interpreted the

experiences ofmy participants, who were also new to this craft. There is also the idea of

member checking-'sharing interview transcripts, analytical thoughts, and/or drafts of the

final report with research participants to make sure you are representing them and their

ideas accurately" (Glesne, p. 32). Even though I was not teaching my participants when I

sat down to write the final chapters ofmy thesis, they were easily accessible, for

clarification if needed, through the school or e-mail. Finally, sharing my work with my

supervisor on a regular basis allowed me to reflect on the data I weis collecting. I think

all ofthese avenues helped me to remain focused and credible during my research.

As I conclude this study, I feel that my interpretations and my reconstruction of

events and ofthe perceptions ofmy student participants reflect an accurate portrait ofmy

time in the field gathering my data and considering aspects of e-leaming in my classroom

and in my school. With this in mind, I decided to divide my final chapter into three

sections for a final view of e-leaming in my classroom. First, I reflect on the e-leam

program at St. Augustine in terms ofthe factors described in Chapter Two. As I looked

back over the factors that I examined in Chapter Two, I discovered a number of important

things about the implementation of an e-leaming program at this high school. Second, I

decided to share my perception of the English program through the findings ofmy

research participants. Finally, I reflected on my "Journey into Cyberspace" as a whole.
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St. Augustine's e-Learn Program

Cost Factors

The program is clearly successful in terms of the number of students who are

interested, parent support, and teacher support, but without more funding from the school

board, I am not sure that this program is sustainable. As the program heads toward the

end of the second year, there are still a number of concerns and problems that I feel may

lead to the downfall of the program. Teacher training, technical support, and the

infrastructure are only a few concems raised in this study. Our labs are not configured

properly, and every day there are ports not working. Staff has worked to try to make ends

meet, but I feel it should actually be school board personnel who take care of these needs.

Just the other day, two technicians from the school board came in and could not believe

the configuration of our labs. There has been some discussion aroimd the use of wireless

technology, which might solve many ofthese problems but would mean further costs to

upgrade some computers and may lead to a different set of concems with student use.

The amount of time, energy, and money that has already been put into this program to

ensure its success is not enough. The problems only magnify the real need for further

support from ovu- school board.

Lack of Technical Support

Tied to the issue of cost is the need for ongoing technical support. Though this

area has improved in the second year of the program, I still believe that our school

requires full-time technical support to help maintain the e-leam program. Currently, there

are two technicians 4 days a week, but they are still unable to handle the plethora of

problems the students experience with their laptops, not to mention all of the
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complications that arise in the e-leam labs and with the desktop computers. Without

enhancing this aspect, I believe teachers will become too frustrated and will eventually

move back to older, less technical methods of teaching. I know there have been days

when I wished I did not have to deal with technology issues, but they have been fewer

and fewer over the course of the past year. One thing I feel might help is that the number

of students allowed entry into the program be limited based on the availability of

technical support. I think it is better to run an efficient and workable program than one

that is fraught wdth problems and is difficult to manage.

Administrative Support

This has been one area of the e-leam program at St. Augustine CHS that has been

consistently strong. The vision of a technology-based school is so important to the

principal, Mary Puopolo, that her support for the program, its staff, and students has been

unwavering. I do not think the program would have garnered as much success without

her commitment. I think that any administrator who becomes part of this community will

need to be just as supportive as she has been in order to maintain the program, hi that

regard, the importance of hiring staffwho are also committed to this vision seems to me

to be a necessity. I think there will also have to be continued connection to the

commimity as well to foster the growth and development of this program. In conjimction

with administrative support, there still has to be support from the school board. There is a

need for board personnel to visit the school and witness the success and strength of the

program as well as the frustrations. Their awareness of the level oftechnology being

employed at the school might increase the spending or the presence of support from

consultants and technicians.
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Teacher Training

This is the area that I am most passionate about as I think about the potential of

the e-leam program at St.Augustine CHS. As I noted earlier, I received about 8 days of

training in my first year, certainly not enough to allow for the immediate and successful

implementation of an e-leam program. I had so many questions and frustrations over the

course of the first year of the program and, had I been more adequately prepared, I think

my experience would have been more positive.

I see a need for workshops on application use and on ways to successfully

implement curriculum. I found that I was a pioneer in this area; there was very little out

there to model or to use in the classroom. I was inventing ideas and activities daily, with

no mentors to turn to. Ideally, a semester of training would enable a teacher to immerse

her/himself fully into the program and feel confident walking into the classroom. Though

I know this kind of time commitment is not financially possible, the one area I would like

to see given more attention is for teachers to have the opportunity to meet and dialogue .

with colleagues to develop curriculum. During exams in January of 2003, three

colleagues and I sat down to examine the grade 9 Academic English course. Two ofus

were laptop teachers and two were nonlaptop teachers. Given that hour to dialogue, we

managed to change the Webquest which Vanessa, my student participant, had drawn my

attention to. We decided to create a "Guide to your Personal Legend" instead of a travel

brochure. This guide would incorporate some elements ofthe original Webquest.

Students could still research a country that Santiago traveled to and create a brochure, but

they would also examine some of the people and symbols that were significant to the

novel. This would bring students closer to the literature and, it is hoped, give them a
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better understanding of the importance of following their own personal legends. Without

Vanessa's input, I do not think this change would have occurred, and so, for me, she has

reinforced the importance of discourse among students and teachers.

During that meeting, we were also able to design a new approach to a novel study

and revamp the on-line media unit so that changes could be made for second semester.

So, it is my conclusion that, more than anything, teachers need time to spend working

through curriculum issues together. Administrative teams need to come up with creative

ways of allowing teachers time during the day to meet and plan. This can only benefit the

e-leam program as well as the curriculum in general.

The training for the e-leam program did not continue in my second year. I could

meet the consultant on my own time to get assistance, but any formal training in new

applications or programs did not continue. Teachers new to the department and program

became dependent on me to provide them with the technological expertise I had

supposedly developed. While I see this mentoring as an opportunity to improve

professionally and to create a positive climate in my department, I was not given any

extra time to do this. Such increased work load may eventually lead to teacher bum out in

this program. It is painful to think of the number of teachers who may leave the program

because they are overworked, because then the training and development will have to

start all over again. I have come to believe that the type of teacher that is successful in

this program is one who is self-directed and motivated to learn and grow professionally. I

think they must also be confident enough to dialogue with their students, admit their

mistakes, and be willing to make changes to best suit the needs of their learners.

Ironically, this is also what makes a student successful in the program. However, if
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teachers are not afforded the proper training and time, I think they will choose to leave

the program and it will not be able to sustain itself. Therefore, it is critical to provide

teachers with support and training so that they will continue to teach in the e-leam

environment. I know that I will stay with the program for at least another year as I have

put so much energy and work into it. Also, I still enjoy the challenges it affords me as a

professional and the environment it creates in my classroom. I hope to become involved

in administration in the next few years, and I know that this part ofmy teaching

experience has only helped prepare me for what I may encoimter.

Lack ofResources

It is obvious to me that one ofthe reasons for the minimal amoimt of teacher

training I received is the cost involved. But I think the lack of resources available that are

designed specifically for e-leam programs may also play a role. As I have said earlier, I

have been the pioneer in curriculum development. Even though I have attended a number

of conferences and workshops and spoken with other teachers of e-leam programs, I

found very little usable material for the English classroom. While the base application

our board uses affords me the freedom to create a number ofmy own activities, there is

very little "ready-made" material for me to use or adapt to my specific classroom needs. I

found this to be the biggest shortfall in the development of this program. As a teacher in a

nonlaptop environment, I usually had access to a number ofresources that needed minor

adaptations to fit my classroom and student needs. As an e-leaming teacher, this supply

of resources has dwindled dramatically. As I noted earlier, I think our corporate partners

should take a greater role in developing software in their education field that is designed

to suit the needs of laptop teachers and leamers.
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The Role ofthe Teacher in the Technology Classroom

The key discovery I made through my research and through my study was

that the role of the teacher becomes that of facilitator. As I stated in Chapter Two, a

teacher who is not comfortable with this role will have a difficult time adapting to the e-

leam classroom. The constructivist teacher becomes a key part of the classroom-not the

sole leader of the class. 1 have enjoyed adapting to this role. There are still days when I

am leading students through an activity or lecturing, but they are few and far between. In

my e-leam classroom, I get students started at the beginning of class, but then they are the

ones posing questions, researching answers, and leading discussion. I step in to guide

them if they are heading off track, but it is truly rewarding to watch them become critical

thinkers and participants in their own learning rather than waiting for me to tell them all

the answers.

My role enables students to collaborate with one another, but only if the design of

the activities allows them to do so. Therefore, I think it is critical for an administrator to

select teachers who are willing to work in this environment. If I were not open to the

possibility of change through using technology in my classroom, my e-leam program

would be a disaster. While there are still curriculum areas that do not connect with

technology, I now see it as a valuable tool that invites students to exercise their own

perspectives. The program can be successful with a constructivist teacher who is

challenged and excited by the use of the computer as a tool, but it is also important to

have a motivated, self-directed student who is willing to demonstrate these characteristics

on a daily basis.
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The English Program and My Fellow Travelers

When I first designed the e-leaming activities for the grade 9 EngHsh curriculum,

I was not sure what to expect in terms of student interest and response. While I found

everything new, challenging, and exciting, I had to remember that the students I would be

teaching had grown up in an environment surrounded by technology, so their connections

and understanding of computers were vastly different from my own. As the semester

started, Iposed a questionfor students to reflect on and e-mail their responses: we have

justfinished ourfirst week in the e-Iearn lab. What were yourfeelings and comment on

your experience in thefollowing areas:

' computer use-difficulties andfrustrations

- ease ofuse ofthe e-folio page and clarity ofinstructions

- ease ofset-up ofactivities and the classroom

- research activities on Urban Legends

I received a number ofinteresting responsesfrom my participants and other students and

highlighted areas which I thought would have some impact on my study (Personal

Journal, September 28, 2002).

Lucy responded, / liked experimenting with the e-folio webpage, but I didn 't love

it. Ifound some aspectsfrustrating...Ifound the researchfor the Urban Legends

easy. ..Sofar, I really like the laptop program. It offers morefreedom than I had when I

used computers in elementary school. I think that we should use our laptops as much as

possible because it'sfun to use the Internet as a research tool. I'm glad I'm in the laptop

program because it opens up a whole new way oflearning (Lucy's e-mail response,

September 29, 2002).
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Vanessa also had some interesting things to report. I appliedfor the laptop

program to learn more... I have already learned a lot about how my personal computer

operates and although there are many greatfeatures, I have been experiencing many

problems with my laptop. In thefour weeks that I have had my computer it has broken

down three times. Ifind this veryfrustrating because J have paid a lot ofmoneyfor it and

have lost many importantfiles when it has to be re-imaged... Ifind that we are

completing work in a different way that allows us to develop and use new skills. Ifound

the e-folio assignment very creative and interesting. J had no knowledge ofhtml coding

but in the past week I have learned a lot about code and links... This course is putting a

different slant to assignments and it is providing me with more experience with

computers (Vanessa 's e-mail response, September 29, 2002).

Martin's response also has similar themes to Lucy's and Vanessa's. He says, the

laptop program makes learning easier and a lot morefun thanjust reading out ofa

textbook every day and doing questions. I think that it opens a whole new world of

learning to the students ...this past week at the lab was really cool. I enjoyed going on the

Internet and searchingfor different Greek Gods and theirpowers. Also, so far, I thought

the CPT e-folio was remarkable. I never knew how to make a webpage before. This

program makes it easy andfun. Ifinished the newspaper article part of it andfound it

easy. ..this part ofthe curriculum is the best... I cannot wait to start with Romeo and

Juliet, I hope the rest ofthe course isjust as incredible as thisfirst month (Martin 's e-

mail response, September 29, 2002).

Finally, Steve's response adds more support for the program. Each time we go on

the laptop, I learn something new and utilize differentprograms to help with my learning.
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In English we are designing a web site and this has been a great experience as I get to

write html code to design the site. Within the webpage we have to write newspaper

responses, magazines responses, and movie reviews. I think this is interesting as we are

exploring different types ofmedia and then using it to produce a website... sofar I'm glad

that I chose to take part in Laptop Learning and believe I will learn morefrom this

program then I wouldfrom the ordinary Academic stream (Steve 's e-mail response,

September 29, 2002).

These early e-mail journals show my participants' initial response to their

perceptions of e-leaming. They were initially enthusiastic and interested in all the

program had to offer, and as I looked back over the course of the semester, I did not see

their passion wane at all. By examining some of the common themes that I discovered

through my interviews and observations, such as the type of activity and the role of the

student and teacher in my e-leaming classroom, I have developed a perception of e-

leaming through my fellow travelers on the journey. I think the various activities that

were part of the e-leam English course hold the key to understanding whether a laptop

program can be successful.

The journal discussions were a hit in terms of student response. All 4 ofmy

participants enjoyed this activity and clearly wanted more of this in class. This forum

allowed them to express their views and opinions on a variety of subjects without the risk

of talking in front of people. Initially, I think it is important to give them freedom in their

topic choice so they can write about something they feel passionate about. Once they

were comfortable with the forum, it was easier to have them focus on topics and issues

directly connected to the curriculum. I believe this is a successfijl way to encourage
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students to respond reflectively to an issue or to a classmate's thoughts. It also allows

them to develop their own voices in a less threatening environment. I only have to look

back at Lucy and Vanessa's responses during the interviews to realize that this is a

successful component in the e-leam program and one that should continue. The journal

discussion forum is a wonderful venue for students to experiment with their own voices

and to learn to be reflective and responsive to each other and to issues in society. It gives

them the opportunity to express themselves and to be critiqued by someone other than

their teacher. I would like to see it used more frequently in the future and perhaps even

shared between laptop classes or other schools to broaden the experience even further.

The second activity that I want to comment on is the Webquest for The Alchemist.

This form of problem-based learning has become a staple in my English laptop classes,

but it was not until my interview with Vanessa that I truly understood the purpose and

impact that this type of activity could have. Initially, I saw it as a unique way to use the

laptops over a 5-day stretch. It would allow students to research and produce a product

connected to the novel. I do believe that if a Webquest is constructed effectively, it

allows students to work cooperatively in groups, with each student having a particular

role and responsibility to the group. My participants worked well together, and all felt

comfortable with the task. During the interview, they all indicated that they found the

notion of a Webquest to be interesting but would not want to do more than one in a

semester. But the one thing that became clear in my interview with Vanessa was that the

Webquest I had designed was really quite flawed. Steve had commented that it didn't

seem that connected to the novel, but I was surprised that Vanessa picked up on this as

well. Once she pointed its faults out, I realized she was right and wondered why Martin
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or Lucy did not notice this too. The problem they were solving really had no relevant

connection to the novel. At the least, I would have expected Steve to point this out and I

was truly surprised that it was Vanessa who was able to see this. Even though the activity

had little connection to the novel, all my participants seemed to enjoy the process

involved. I am pleased that Vanessa felt comfortable enough to share her thoughts with

me, and because of this I have redesigned the Webquest for second semester. It is more

comprehensive and captures stronger connections to the novel by researching symbols

and people that Santiago encounters, not just the places he travels to. I will be curious to

see if it is more successful under its new design. Probably the biggest insight I have had

from this part of the process is the importance of ongoing dialogue with students

regarding activities. I think that I am able to accept their criticism because I am confident

in my teaching style and I look at their comments as valuable resources for creating a

stronger program

The on-line media unit was perhaps the least successful of the laptop activities

according to my participants' responses. In hindsight, I wonder if this is because there

were three people designing it, two ofwhom were not at all familiar with e-leaming and

one, being me, who was so overwhelmed with trying to create a program that I was just

happy to see the imit completed. I did not want to be the leader at this point as I was tired

of creating everything, and I found it a little difficult to give direction to my colleagues

who were not as immersed in this new style of learning as I was.

After interviewing my student participants, a nimiber ofthemes became clear. All

4 found the first activity overwhelming in its length. They indicated that their

understanding of bias could be gained through two papers and that the activity became
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repetitive. In light of this, I have cut the activity in half and students will examine only

two newspapers instead of four. Again, the success or failure of this change is yet to be

determined, as second semester has just started. I think the second activity-

differentiating fact from opinion-was generally successful. The participants enjoyed the

topics and found them fairly easy to research. I did have to make some changes here as

well though. 1 realized that I had given no concrete instructions about citing sources, and

so they needed direction in this. As well, I think I will look to change the topics from

semester to semester, as it will prevent the possibility of plagiarism and keep the unit

current for students and teachers alike. I have come to imderstand that e-leaming requires

ongoing adjustments. Traditionally, I could leave a course fairly intact over a 2- or 3-

year period, but this activity indicates to me that this is no longer possible, so I must be

prepared to update activities and topics quite regularly to preserve the integrity of the

program.

The students were unable to comment on the third activity, as they never

completed it due to lost information. I will be piloting it during second semester. They

enjoyed the last activity the most. It was the advertising script, and it allowed them to be

creative. Because this seemed to be the highlight of the on-line unit, I have decided to

build on it through a guest workshop on advertising. The grade 9 classes in second

semester will have the added benefit of a hzilf-day workshop on deconstructing all forms

of advertising. It will be interesting to see if their ads in the final activity are stronger

because of this. For me, that is the one drawback to teaching; I frequently discover better

ways to teach or facilitate something, but it is never the original class who benefits from

the changes—it is always the next group.
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The e-folio is the bread and butter of the grade 9 laptop program. It is the activity

that seems to integrate all the necessary skills under the umbrella of e-leaming. I think

this activity is successful for a number of reasons. It promotes the reading ofmany

different genres that encourages students to become actively involved in the world around

them. The variety of reading they engage in translates into developing different writing

skills, such as summarizing, reflecting, responding, and analyzing. The literature circle

component encourages communication and discussion, and because the student responses

are being shared, I think the students take more care in presenting their responses.

Finally, the medium through which they present it all reflects one of the many uses of

technology. I think it is a wonderful activity, and I was encouraged by the responses of

my participants to it.

The e-folio activity gives students the ability to assist each other in the

development of their code and webpage design. It allows students to shine in different

areas, for the stronger writer may not necessarily be the most adept at technology. Their

enthusiasm for the activity shines through in the production of their webpages. I am

continually amazed at the backgrounds, graphics, and fonts they use to "jazz" up their

writing. They seem to realize that the writing is still the paramount activity, but being

able to be creative with more than just words is a benefit. They are teaching me a whole

new language as we share ideas for webpage design.

I have learned a number of things from my experiences with my participants in

light of the e-folio over the semester. Students need guidance initially and one or two

classes of experimenting, but after that, they can work and create independently. I found

the literature circles to be more successful when students were grouped with their peers.
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and so I will make a point ofrecommending this for the first literature circle at least. I

still think it is important to have them sharing with classmates who are not in their peer

group because they can learn from them and, ultimately, no student feels excluded. The

e-folio is a wonderful activity because it allows students to explore so many different

societal issues as well as many different forms of media, including movies and songs.

The variety also helps prepare them for the Grade 10 Literacy Test, and while this has

never been the purpose of the activity, it certainly helps. The one area that I am still at

odds over is the evaluating of this assignment. I evaluate monthly, as I have found this to

be manageable. The first time I waited until the end of the semester and it was too

onerous a task, with little time for students to digest feedback. So within my study, it

became clear that a monthly evaluation was effective, as was the rubric I used. But it is

the difficulty of constantly reading off the computer screen and checking to see if links

are working that still presents frustrations for me. Yet, to have students hand in hard

copies of their writing would defeat the purpose of the creation of the webpage. This is

one area that I hope to further examine and dialogue with colleagues about to see if there

is a more efficient way of evaluating.

The final block of activities that make up the e-leam program revolve around

Internet research. I can't stress enough how wonderful it is to have the Internet as a

resource at my students' fingertips. Just from a planning perspective, this tool enhances

classroom productivity. No time is wasted traveling to and from the library to use

computers and, as long as the students are taught sound research skills, this is an

invaluable tool. The difficulty lies in monitoring plagiarism and encouraging students to

use other means of research besides their computers. I think if the design of the activities
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takes these two factors into account, the constructivist classroom can still run smoothly.

The use of the computer as a research tool enables students to share resources and

synthesize information quickly. They become more adept at finding relevant information

and, as I noted earHer in Chapter Five, the value of research skills, presentation skills, and

conmiunication skills is strengthened with the presence of this learning tool.

Overall Thoughts

The journey through cyberspace has been a truly unique one for me. When I set

out in September of 2001, 1 was so excited to be a part of the vision at St. Augustine

CHS, and now that 2 years have passed, I know I have embraced the challenge to the best

ofmy ability. I have come to believe that e-leaming is a valuable program and one that

challenges students and teachers alike, but that these challenges are not always easy to

adapt to. There has to be ongoing communication with all parties involved in the program

to ensure its success and sustainability. As a teacher facilitator involved in e-leaming, I

have learned that my students have valuable input and that I can learn much from them. I

have also leamed that using technology is never static-as quickly as the technology

changes, so too must the lessons and methods of teaching when using this tool. My

interpretations, therefore, are just that; they are not carved in stone and will certainly

change over time. Most important, the students themselves who are involved in this

program must be willing to take control of their own learning. They must be willing to

expect a heavier workload, share their work with more people and not just their teacher,

and they must be passionate and motivated; the passive learner will not shine.
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I understand and realize that using interpretive ethnography allowed me to reflect

on my own interpretations and to record human experience. Glesne (1999) sums this

research methodology up when she says,

much of what we seek to find out in ethnography is knowledge that others already

have. Our ability to learn ethnographically is an extension of what every human

being must do, that is, learn the meanings, norms, and patterns of a way of life.(p.

45)

I have come away from this study with a better understanding ofhow my students

adapted to the use of technology and how I can better serve them in my role as an e-

leaming teacher, and I feel that I have accomplished something worthwhile in my

research. Atkinson and Hammersley (1994) note that "in the past, and probably still

today, most ethnography has been directed toward contributing to disciplinary knowledge

rather than toward solving practical problems" (p. 253). I do hope that my research will

lead to better pedagogical practice for me in the e-leaming classroom and that others who

read my work will enjoy and learn fi-om the journey I have taken as well. I also hope that

what I have learned might aid new teachers as they come into the e-leaming environment.

As Denzin (1994) puts it in describing interpretive ethnography, "the challenge lies in

what each of us chooses to do when we represent our experiences" (p. 503).

Kleiman (2000) asked, "will all this technology improve education for large

numbers of students? Will it make our educational systems more effective and efficient?

Will it help schools better prepare students for their lives in the 21^ Century?" (p. 7). I do

not know the answers to these questions, as my journey is not yet over. I have not

reached "that station." I do know that I have become a better teacher, as the computer
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helps me create a constructivist classroom and has given me opportunity to grow

professionally. I do know that 1 have v^llingly undergone a great deal of change and if

teachers are not willing to change then they will remain anchored in a traditional

pedagogy that may not have a place in our technologically advanced society. I also think

that many ofmy students have developed into motivated, curious learners and critical

thinkers because of their integration with technology in my classroom. The students in

my e-leam classroom have improved their communication skills, their leadership skills,

and have learned to formulate conclusions. Using the computer as a tool provides

students with choice and the ability to interact with a wide range of material. Students

learn to work in groups and to interact beyond the walls ofmy classroom. I think they

have gained valuable skills that wall serve them well in the workplace or in their

postsecondary studies. I also believe that interpretive ethnography provided a strong

research methodology for me as I embarked on this experience of researching e-leaming

in a grade 9 Academic English classroom.

I do not know when I will board the next train or where it will take me, but I do

know that the places I've seen, the people I've met, and the things I've learned along the

way will be packed in my suitcase and carried with me.

Each ofus has the right and responsibility to assess the roads which lie ahead

and those over which we have traveled, and ifthefuture road looms ominous or

unpromising and the roads back uninviting, then we need to gather our resolve

and, carrying only the necessary baggage, step offthat road [or train] into

another direction. (Maya Angelou - Poet and Author)
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Appendix A

Initial Student Survey

Name

Write the number that best describes your knowledge for each item:

4(Expert) 3(Proficient) 2(Leaming) 1 (No Knowledge)

1 . I know the basics of the computer: how to turn on the computer; save information to a

disk; troubleshoot problems with the computer; print my documents.

2. I am good at keyboarding/typing on the computer. I can type using proper fingering on

the keyboard.

3. I know how to use Microsoft Word 2000. I can open the program, type my information,

change fonts, space my document, and use spell check.

4. I know how to use Microsoft PowerPoint. I can open the program,

create slides with text and pictures, create a background, and present the

information to others.

5. 1 know how to use Microsoft Excel; I can enter data, create a graph, and write formulas in

the cells.

6. I know how to create a web page/use HTML.

7. I know how to use e-mail.

8. I know how to search the World Wide Web and find information 1 need on the Internet.

ANSWER YES/NO

9. Do you have a computer at home? If yes, what kind?

1 0. Do vou have Internet connection at home?
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SHORT ANSWER - In one paragraph, describe why you wish to participate in the Laptop Learning
Program and within your answer, you can describe different ways that you have used a computer

Name
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Appendix B

Research Participants - Interview Questions

1

.

What influenced your decision to take the Laptop Academic English over the

nonlaptop course offered at St. Augustine?

2. To the best of your ability, describe your general comfort level with computers.

3. From your understanding of the program so far, do you think the computer is a

valuable tool to help you with your learning? Why or why not?

4. What do you hope to gain or learn from this program?

5. To date, how have you found the following:

a. The set up and use of your computer

b. Following various instructions and using different applications

c. Completing tasks assigned.

6. Do you ever feel overwhelmed because you are in the laptop program?

7. Do you feel that you are more or less socially interactive because you are in the

laptop program? In class or out of class?

8. How often are you on your computer? In school? Outside of school?

9. Journal Discussion Forum:

a. How do you feel about the topics you've had to write about so far?

b. What types of topics would you like to write about?

c. Have any of the postings been awkward or threatening for you? Why or

why not?

10. Webqeusts:

a. Do you like the philosophy or idea of a webquest as a form of learning?

b. Why or why not?

c. How did your group decide what country you would cover and who would

be in charge of what areas?

d. Did you have any difficulty working within your group?

1 1

.

On - Line Media Unit:

a. Did you find the instructions effective?

b. Did you feel intimidated or isolated by the activity and unit?

c. Was the work load unreasonable?
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12. What are your overall impressions of coming to St. Augustine and being in this

program? Have you found it easy or difficult to make friends and meet people?

13. What role does the computer play in your life outside of school? Friends? Family?

14. Do you face any challenges or would you like to ask any questions?
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Appendix C

Interview Questions - Mrs. Mary Puopolo

1

.

Why did you decide to have technology as the focus of Saint Augustine CHS?

2. Do you think the integration of technology will better prepare our students? Why?

3. There are a number of obstacles or roadblocks when implementing technology in

a high school. Would you please comment on the problems that have arisen in

regards to the following:

funding

teacher training

technical support

- administrative support at the Board level

availability of resources

4. The school is in its second year of operation now. Why has this year been easier

or harder than last year in terms of technology implementation?

5. What is your future vision for Saint Augustine CHS?
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Appendix D

Ethics Approval

Senate Research Ethics Board Extensions 3205/3035, Room C3I5

DATE: July 11, 2002

FROM: David Butz, Chair

Senate Research Ethics Board (REB)

TO: Carmen Shields, Education

Dana Sheahan

FILE: 01-293, Sheahan

TITLE: A Qualitative Journey into Cyberspace

The Brock University Research Ethics Board has reviewed the above research proposal.

DECISION: Accepted as clarified.

This project has been approved for the period ofJuly 11, 2002 to August 31, 2003, subject to full REB
ratification at the Research Ethics Board's next scheduled meeting. The approval may be extended upon
request. The study may now proceed.

Please note that the Research Ethics Board (REB) requires that you adhere to the protocol as last reviewed

and approved by the REB. The Board must approve any modifications before they can be implemented. If

you wish to modify your research project, please refer to www.BrockU.CA/researchserv-ices.'^'forms.html to

complete the appropriate form REB-03 (2001) Requestfor Clearance ofa Revision or Modification to an
Ongoing Application.

Adverse or unexpected events must be reported to the REB as soon as possible with an indication ofhow
these events affect, in the view of the Principal Investigator, the safety of the participants and the

continuation of the protocol.

If research participants are in the care of a health facility, at a school, or other institution or community

organization, it is the responsibility of the Principal Investigator to ensure that the ethical guidelines and

approvals of those facilities or institutions are obtained and filed with the REB prior to the initiation of any

research protocols.

The Tri-Council. Policy Statement requires that ongoing research be monitored. A Final Report is

required for all projects, with the exception of undergraduate projects, upon completion of the project.

Researchers with projects lasting more than one year are required to submit a Continuing Review Report

annually. The Office of Research Services will contact you when this form REB-02 (2001) Continuing

Review/Final Report is required.

Please quote your REB file number on all future correspondence.

Deborah Van Oosten

Research Ethics Officer

Brock University http://www.brocku.caTesearchservices/

phone: (905)688-5550, ext. 3035 fax: (905)688-0748
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Appendix E

The Alchemist Webquest

Title: The Alchemist Grade 9 English Webquest

Subject(s): English

Activity Type:

Independent Research Assignment

Student Procedures: ^_

THE ALCHEMIST - TRAVEL GUlDc
LAPTOP ENGLISH

•A Wise and inspiring fable about the pilgrimage that life should be"

-GR9

INTRODUCTiON

welcome to the worid of Paolo Coelho. Your group is about to embark on a Webquest - you will use the

internet to solve a problem.

TASK

The class will be divided into groups of 4-5. It is your job to create a travel guide for either Spain, Morroco

or Egypt. Your group of travellers consist of:

- an artist

- a historian

- an outdoor adventurer

- a theologian

- a vegetarian

Your guide should be based on a budget traveller on a two week vacation.
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PROCESS

1) The teacher will assign you one of the following countries: Spain. Morroco or Egypt.

SpainLink

Morroco Link

Egypt Link

2) Each person must select one of the following areas to research:

- Cost of Your Trip

- The Country
- Sights and Attractions

- History

- Educational Opportunities (this is for groups with 5 nnembers)

(See - - heading for details)

3) Research your area thoroughly. Sample sites have been provided, but you are also required to include

2-3 additional sites in your brochure that you found helpful in your research.

4) Once you have compiled the necessary infonnation for your area, create a brochure using Web

Publisher.

5) As a group, design a cover package to hold your brochure.

6) Hand in hard copy of your travel guide. Be sure to come up with a creative name for your travel

company.

TOPICS AND RESOUPXES

-> route travelled

-> currency
-> transportation - return airfare and within trip

-> accomodation - hostels? pensions? hotels?

-> passportsA/isas/medicai insurance

Air Canada Link

European Rail Systems Link

Federal Canadian Governement Passport Office Link

Hostelling Internaiicnai Link

-> climate

-> time of year to travel

-> physical geography/political geography (bordering countries, cities etc.

-> cuisine

World Climate Lmk

-> cultural festivals

-> major tourist sights (be sure to appeal to all the different travellers in your group)

ie: museums, churches, historical landmari«;s, etc.
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-> explorers

-> religion

-> political systems

-> discoveries and accomplishments

History Link

-> schools systems

-> universities

-> specialized programs

-> process of applying

Universities in Spain Link

Universities in Egypt Link

CONCLUSION

Through completing this assignment, the student will become aware of the plannirig, cost and

oroan^atbn of a trip. They J« also understand more about Santiago's travels while working cooperativ.

in a group. Research skills and desk top publishing skills will be used and enhanced.

EVALUATION

Products / Performances:

Rubric Evaluation - Link t>elovy/
, ^ ,. /rMoc i i«ro

Additional Editors: Vera Tong (St. Augustine CHS). Andrea Ledv.nka (OlSE-UofT)

Duration/length of the activity:

5 Day(s)
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EVALUATION

* Products / Performances:

Rubric Evaluation - Link below

Additional Editors: Vera Tong (St. Augustine CHS), Andrea Ledvinka (OlSE-UofT)

^ Duration/length of the activity:

5 Day(s)

^ Additional Editors:

Dana Sheahan

[Previous]

(^[-1Activity: The Alchemist Grade 9 English Webq uest (Dana Sheahan,

10/30/2001) * You are here
*

[Next]

Created by.Dana Sheahan
Created Date: 10/30/2001

Modified by.Dana Sheahan
Modified Dateil0/31/2001

D ODD
\\^bqiiesi - rubric - Bookcoveralchemist.ipg spainimage.ipg pvramidjpp
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Appendix F

Sample Travel Brochure (reduced in size)
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Appendix G

Media On-Line Unit - Sample Activity

Discovering Bias In Canadian Newspapers

Purpose: During this lesson, you will learn a variety of newspaper terms and

become aware of strategies newspapers employ to sell papers, stories and ideas.

You will also learn to recognize false advertising in on-line ads and become critical

of on both advertisements and newspapers because of your knowledge of target

audiences, bias etc.

Strand: Media

Step 1 : Click on the list ofNewspaper Temis. It would be helpful for you to have a copy
of a newspaper in front ofyou when you are learning these terms so that you can read

each definition, then look at your newspaper to locate each item in the paper.

Step 2: Now that you are comfortable with newspaper terminology, click on the

Newspaper Activity to begin your assignment. Next, you must complete the Student

Activity Worksheet. Print out a copy of the Journal Response Rubric and hand it in with

your finished product.

Step 3: After you have completed Steps 1 and 2, complete the .Advertising Activits'. if

you teacher assigns this component.

All work is to be printed and placed in the media section of your notebook.
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Newspaper Terminology

Advertisement - a message printed in the newspaper paid for by the advertiser

Article - a fact-based summary of a recent event; usually answers Who? What, Where,

When, Why and How; should not give the author's opinion

Banner - a headline in large type running across the entire width of the page

Bias - an opinion or tendency to be stronglyfor or against an issue. Bias can be

revealed in many ways. For example, ifa newspaper only reports one side ofthe story,

that reveals the paper 's bias. Similarly, ifa newspaper article directly or indirectly

reveals the opinion ofthe writer, that also demonstrates bias.

Box - a small article or headline enclosed by lines to give it visual emphasis

Byline - the name of the writer of the article, usually appearing above the news item or

feature story

Caption - title or explanatory note above a picture

Columnist - a writer who regularly has a column appearing in a newspaper or distributed

by a newspaper syndicate

Credit Line - acknowledging the source of a picture

Cutline - information below a picture that describes it

Dateline - line that tells where the story originated (New Yoric, Toronto, Paris etc.)

Ears - space at the top ofthe front page on each side ofthe new^aper's nameplate.

Usually boxed in with weather news, index, or an announcement of special features.

Edition - one of several issues of a newspaper for a single day

Editorial - an article stating the opinion of the newspaper editorial board, usually written

in essay style; it usually relates to a current topic/issue
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Editorial Cartoon/Political Cartoon - cartoon which expresses opinions; usually on the

editorial/comment page

Feature - a story in which the interest lies in some other factor other than news value

Filler - a copy with little news value; used to full space

HeadliDe - display type placed over a story summarizing the story for the reader/title of

article

Index - table of contents of each paper, usually placed on page one

Journalism - process of collecting, writing, editing, and publishing news

Jump - the continuation of an article from one page to another

Kicker - a short catchy word or phrase over a major headline

Lead - the first few sentences or opening paragraphs of a news story containing the

answers to Who, What, Where, When, Why, and How

Mass Media - any various methods of transmitting news to a large number of people

(e.g. radio, television, newspaper, internet)

Masthead- the matter printed in every issue of a newspaper stating the title, ownership,

management, rates, etc.

Nameplate (flag) - a stylized signature of a newspaper which appears at the top of page

one

News Services - news gathering agencies such as the Associated Press (AP), United

Press International (UPI), and Canadian Press (CP). They gather and distribute news to

subscribing newspapers .t

Obit - an obituary; a story of a person's death

Review - an account of an artistic event such as a concert or play which offers critical

evaluation; opinion of the writer

Side Bar - a short story related to a major story and run nearby

Tabloid - a newspaper with five-column pages. It is one half the size of the traditional

paper

Target Audience - the group ofpeoplefor whom each newspaper is primarily

written/designed; usually includes gender, age, socio-economic class
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Newspaper Activity

Now that you are familiar with newspaper terminology, you will be able to successfully

complete this newspaper activity.

Explore 2 of the following online newspapers on the same day . (It is important that you

complete this activity in one day because the questions pertain to comparing news items

in different papers on the same day.)

The Globe and Mail

The Toronto Star

The Telegram

The Ottawa Citizen

The National Post

The Toronto Sun

The Vancouver Sun

The Montreal Gazette

\\^\^v.globeandmail.com

\\^\^v.thestar.com

www.tlietelegram.com

w^^'.canada.com/ottawa/ottawacitizen/

ww^v.nationalpost.com

w^ww.fvMtoronto.com/torsun.shtml

www.canada.com/vancouver/vancouversun/

Vi^^'.canada.com/monti'eal/montreal gazette/

You will need to answer questions based on the information from these web pages when

you get to the student activity worksheet.
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Student Activity Worksheet

Answer the following questions in complete sentences, using your on-line newspapers as

your source.

1

.

For each of the two newspapers you have selected, answer the following

questions:

a) a) What is the first thing you noticed about each paper's webpage? (This

could be a headline, a photograph, a flash of colour... anything that caught

your eye when you first looked at it)

b) b) What does your response to the above question reveal about the

newspapers? (Ex. The newspapers use flashy colours to attract readers)

2. Describe each of the two paper's home pages. Include all headlines, photographs,

etc.

3. Based on the home page of each of the papers, what is the target audience of each

paper? Explain your answer in detail by giving examples from the papers. (E.g.

The Toronto Star has a link to a local high school sports page, therefore teenagers

are a part of the Star's target audience.) To answer this question, look for images

used, style of headlines (including font, size and colour), issues covered,

advertisements, indexes/links, layout, etc.

4. Compare and contrast the coverage of the same news item in your two different

papers. How does each paper's coverage of the news item reveal its bias?

5. Find an article from one of the papers where you detect bias. Briefly summarize

the article. Explain how the bias of the author is revealed. (*Make sure you read

an article, not an editorial)

6. On any given news day there is a "top story", a.k.a. the "biggest ticket news

item". Using the two newspapers, select one top story for each of the following

categories from the news day you have selected:

a) a) international news

b) b) national news

c) c) sports nev^

d) d) entertainment news

7. Journal Response: What have you learned about bias in print media? Will this

affect how you read the news from now on? Why or why not? (Length:

Approximately 1 page typed double spaced)
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Response Journal Rubric

Name:

Categories
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Appendix H

Reading Portfolio

READING PORTFOLIO... (Dana Sheahan)

A Reading Portfolio is a compilation of your reading for your grade 9 year and can extend throughout high

school. It is our goal that you leave St. Augustine in four years with a portfolio that documents your

reading and thoughts while you were here. The portfolio is an ongoing work that is constantly changing

and growing just as you grow and change. There are specific guidelines that need to be followed and there

is also a lot of room for your own creativity and uniqueness. We hope you enjoy this assignment and turn

it into a reflection of who you are and what matters to you.

STEP ONE: Select a suitable format for your reading portfolio. It will be a web based application as

outlined in class for the laptop English classes. For non-laptop classes, you may select an alternate format

such as a scrapbook, album, or binder with appropriate dividers.

STEP TWO: Divide your portfolio into the following sections- each section should have a title page of

some sort.

Novel Study

Newspapers

Magazines

Book Reviews

Poetry/Song

Movie Review

Literature Circle Response

**EACH TIME YOU POSTSOMETHING. ITSHOULD BE DATED: MONTHAND SECTION (ie) Movie

Review — October or Book Review - November

STEP THREE: Specific Instructions for Each Section

Section One - Novel Study

You and your classmates will be reading a novel called Ellen Foster by Kaye Gibbons. Throughout the

course of the semester, you will meet with your Literature Circle Group to discuss portions of the novel you

have read. Each person in your group has an assigned role for each Literature Circle meeting date.

Literature Circle will meet four times during the semester, so each member of your group will have the

opportunity to play each role. If your group has more than four members, the role of Literary Luminary

will be assigned to two people.

Role #1 - The Summarizer

your job is to prepare a briefsummary of the reading. Your job sheet outlines this

role in detail. Read it carefully so you are prepared for Literature Circle Day,

Role #2 - Literary Luminary

your job is to focus on special sections of the reading that you think your classmates

should remember. Your job sheet outlines this role in detail. Read it carefully so you

are prepared for Literature Circle Day.

Role #2 - Discussion Director
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' - yourjobistodevelopalistofquestionsthatyourgroupmight want to discuss. Your
job sheet outlines this role in detail. Read it carefully so you are prepared for

Literature Circle Day.

Role #4 - Creative Connector

your job is to find connections between the book and the world outside. Your job
sheet outlines this role in detail. Read it carefully so you are prepared for Literature

Circle Day.

At the end of the Literature Circle, your group should hand in their role sheets for assessment under
the learning skills component of your marks. Since you are handing in these sheets, you should take

some notes during discussion to refer to for your paragraph response.

Upon completion ofthe Literature Circle, you must write a two paragraph response which comments on

the discussion your group had. Your response should be put in the novel section ofyour portfolio and

should be clearly dated It should be readyfor the dayyour CPT is due each month.

Section Two: Newspapers

a) Throughout the course of the semester, you should read 4 newspaper articles.

b) When you read an article, choose something that is of interest to you.

c) Cut the article out and paste it in your portfolio.

d) Your articles should be at least 2 weeks apart in date.

e) Each article should fall under one of the following headings:

Sports

Entertainment/Life

National News
International News

f) For each article, respond to the following:

a brief 3-5 sentence summary of the content of the article. (Refer to your EQAO red

book to help you write your summary) Be sure to focus on the issue and not your

opinion here.

In a paragraph response, if you had the opportunity, what would you do to change or

enhance the issue that you've read about.

Section Three: Magazines

a) Throughout the semester, you should read 4 articles from any popular magazines that you

like(articles must come from different magazines. That means you can't use the same magazine

twice)

b) When you read an article, choose something that interests you. le) sports, fashion, computers,

running, etc.

c) Cut the article out and include it in your portfolio or post it on your webpage. If you can't post it,

be sure to give the hard copy to your teacher on the day your CPT is due.

d) For each article, respond to the following:

a brief summary of the article - a paragraph in length (Refer to your EQAO book for

helpful hints)

Write a short letter - 2-3 paragraphs- to the author commenting on why you liked

and/or disliked the article.

Find a website that has information on the topic that the article focuses on and

include it in your portfolio.
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Section Four: Book Reviews

a) Check your weekend newspaper or the internet for book reviews.

b) Print or cut out four reviews over the course of the semester, (dates must be at least 2 weeks apart)

c) Choose reviews that appeal to you - think about whether you'd like to read the book after reading

the review.

d) Include the review in your portfolio

e) In a brief 3-5 sentence response, comment on why you chose this particular book as one of your

reviews.

Section Five: Poetry/Song

Poetry:

a) Every other month you will receive three poems to read.

b) In your portfolio, write a paragraph response to each poem- you can include your thoughts on

some or all of the following:

what did you understand, feel , think after your first reading?

What questions did you have?

What words/phrases did you find confusing?

What words/phrases seemed to have particular importance?

After a second reading, what insights did you have?

Songs:

a) Every other month, you will be allowed to choose two songs fi-om your favourites.

b) Include the lyrics in this section. Lyrics must be appropriate - would you read them out loud in

class???

c) Your songs must come fi-om two different headings. You may choose from:

a. Pop

b. Rock

c. Rap

d. Hip Hop
e. Folk

f. Blues

g. Jazz

h. Country

i. Classical

j. Spiritual/Christian

d) For each song you choose, comment on what you think the main message of the song is. Also,

comment on why you chose this particular song and what relevance it has in your life. You may
also comment on rhetorical devices used by the artist and entertainment value of the song.

e) Your response should be approximately 200 words in length.

Section Six: Movie Reviews

a) Each month you should view a movie - either at home or at the theatre

b) After viewing, write a short review - 2 paragraphs in length. You should include the following:

Title and key actors and their acting

Brief plot line

Entertainment value- did you like it or not?

Comments on the music and sets

Section Seven: Literature Circle Response

a) Once a month we will have a reading portfolio day. You will gather in small groups and share

something from your portfolio. It can be from any of the sections.

b) The purpose is for you to share and discuss some ofwhat has been read.
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c) There are no specific questions to be asked or answered. You will take turns and talk about

whatever you wish as long as it is connected to something in your portfolio.

d) At the end of each Portfolio Day, you will write a one page journal response which reflects on
what was discussed in your small groups. You must also hand a hard copy in to your teacher for

marking.

e) Include your response in your portfolio.

WE HOPE YOU ENJOY THIS ASSIGNMENT. IT WILL BE YOUR CULMINATING PERPORMANCE
TASK FOR GRADE 9. IT IS WORTH 1 5% OF YOUR FINAL GRADE SO TAKE PRIDE IN THIS
ASSIGNMENT.

YOU HAVE BEEN GIVEN GUIDELINES, BUT YOU ARE MORE THAN WELCOME TO READ
MORE THAN WHAT IS REQUIRED!!

CPT DATES:

CPT Dates will be set by your teacher but usually occur on the last Friday of the month. Your
journal response is due on the Monday following the circle.

On each Literature Circle Day you are required to have the following completed:

One newspaper article

One magazine article

One book review

One movie review

One set ofpoem/song responses

Novel Response from Literature Circle

EVALUATION

1) Complete the Master Checklist to ensure you finish all the tasks required (see attached)

2) Journal Responses - The Monday following each Literature Circle Date, you are required

to hand in a journal response ( see attached rubric)

4x25= 100 marks

3) Handing in your completed Reading Portfolio ( see attached rubric)

100 marks. Your portfolio will be collected or viewed after each Literature Circle Day for

assessment. The final collection will be evaluated.

TOTAL MARKS= 200 PERCENTAGE OF COURSE = 15%
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PARENT COMMENT SHEET

To Grade 9 Parents and Guardians:

Please take a few moments to answer the following questions about the Reading Portfolio Assignment your

son/daughter has been working on this semester.

Did this assignment lead to any discussion in your home surrounding the issues that your

son/daughter read about?

Did this assignment encourage your son/daughter to read more independently?

Do you think this is a worthwhile assignment to do in Grade 9? Why or why not?

Would you like to see this assignment extended to Grade 10? Why or Why not?

Thank you so much for your cooperation. Please contact your son/daughter's English Teacher if you have

any further questions or comments.
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Name:

READING PORTFOLIO RUBRIC
RESPONSE TO READING

Date:

Categories
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Appendix I

Instructions for e-FoIio

SETTING UP YOUR E-FOLIO

1) Click on the icon that says "Grade 9 CPT E-FoHo" on the learning village home page

2) Click on Create New Page

3) Click on Modify Home Page

4) A template will come up that you will set up as your e-folio

-Section One - Newspapers
- Section Two - Magazines

- Section Three - Book Review

- Section Four - Poetry

- Section Five - Novels

- Section Six - Administration

5) -Your info for sections One-Three must come from e-library

To Get to E-Library -

Click on the icon from the main page that says Student Resources

Click on e-library

Click the resource you want and type in a search topic

When you find the article you like, click "View" on the tool bar at the top of the page

Click on "Source" - all the html coding for the article will come up

Highlight the areas you want and then Click on Edit and copy

6) Go back to your homepage template (modify home page)

7) In the box for newspapers - click Paste - all the html text should show up

8) Scroll down to the bottom of the page and click on "Save"

9) Click on Preview at the top of the page - your home page with the actual article should be there

TO INSERT PICTURES INTO YOUR E-FOLIO
- find a picture you like and save it to somewhere in your computer ie) my pictures 1

- Go back to your E-Folio Page - click on File Repository ( at the top)

- Scroll down to Browse - click on that until "My Pictures" comes up - double click on the picture you

want - it should then show up in the file box
- Go back to your Webpage - Modify webpage
- Scroll to newspaper section (or other section) - look for the little area that says "My Files"

- Click on that and the picture should be listed there - click on it so it shows up in the little box beside

My Files

- Click on Save at the bottom of the page

- Go to Preview - and your page should be there with the picture somewhere near your article

**This process will work for all your sections - but only ifyou are taking your info from e-library and your

pictures are saved to your "My Pictures" area

** To put in your written responses to each section, you need to go to "Modify Home Page" and then scroll

down to the section you want to enter in - remember to follow the basic HTML codes for your written

responses.
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BASIC html CODES

Bold
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Appendix J

Student Autobiography

Name: *

Age: Birthday:

1 . Me: - In this section please describe the following - no point form please!

-Physical Features - height, hair color, eye color, anything else

- Personality Traits - How would your friends describe you?

Your Interests - sports, music, hobbies, arts, etc.

- Your goals - school, extra-curricular, others

- Favourite movies, books, music

What would you change about yourself if you could?

What do you like best about yourself?

2. Family - In this section describe the following - no point form please!

- Number ofpeople in your family

- Your relationship with each family member
Extended family - do you have relatives — where

Family heritage - where are you from or where are your ancestors from
- Traditions or customs that you think are unique to your family

What do your parents do - work wise

- Family Vacations - have you traveled anywhere
- Any pets?

3. Friends - In this section describe the following - no point form please!

- How would you describe your closest friends?

- What is it about them that you really like?

- What bugs you about them? (You don't need to name them if you don't

want to - or give them a fake name!)

- What types of things do you and your friends like to do?

4. Your Pseudonym - Because this is a formal study and you are under the age of

1 8, you cannot be identified by your real name. Therefore, you need to make up a

name for yourself- have some fim - but don't be too crazy!

!

My Fake Name:

5. Anything else you think I might have missed that is important about you - then let

me know in this section!
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